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Abstract 

 

With a special focus on the theorization and practice of fidelity in 1950s and 1960s mainland 

China and Hong Kong, this thesis investigates a selection of film and opera adaptations and 

their contribution to a more nuanced reading of the social, political, and cultural settings that 

cultivated these adaptations. This thesis argues that, on the one hand, the notion of fidelity 

was incorporated into the socialist discourse to regulate the production and reception of 

adaptations. On the other hand, adaptors in Maoist China strategically practiced fidelity or 

infidelity in adaptation to embody their subversion of politics. By introducing Hong Kong 

filmmakers’ relatively freer adaptations of May Fourth literature into the discussion, this 

thesis first hopes to shed light on the institutional differences and interactions between the 

mainland and Hong Kong cinema, and elucidate the potential and pitfalls that come with the 

border crossing of adaptation. 

 

This thesis employs a Bakhtinian understanding of adaptation but focuses on the issue of 

fidelity in its practical analysis of adaptation. Chapter One gives an overview of the 

complexities of adaptation in socialist China and Hong Kong and situates my study in current 

scholarships. The following chapters focus on representative figures or themes. With Xia 

Yan’s adaptation theory and practice as an example, Chapter Two looks at how the principle 

of fidelity was tailored to the Chinese state discourse to regulate adaptations and how 

adaptors can strategically practice fidelity to critically engage with the regime. In Chapter 

Three, I shift the focus of the thesis to opera adaptation and discuss peasant writer Zhao 

Shuli’s painstaking adaptation attempts to adjust to the socialist regime, while uncovering the 

tensions between artists and the Party-state in the Seventeen Years (1949-1966). Chapter 

Four addresses the alterations Hong Kong filmmakers carried out when adapting mainland 
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literary classics and the central roles that nostalgia played in shaping these changes. Through 

theoretically engaging with the notion of border crossing and so-called “unadaptable” texts, 

Chapter Five presents the cultural and historical significance of adaptation to our 

understanding of the interconnectedness between the mainland and Hong Kong cinema in the 

two decades after 1949.  
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Chapter One 

Introduction: Defining Adaptation, Fidelity, and Subversion 

 

Lu Xun (1881-1936), the founding father of modern Chinese literature, was a dedicated 

filmgoer and openly talked about films on multiple occasions. Coinciding with the takeoff of 

Shanghai cinema in the early 1930s, Lu Xun’s film-watching experience attests to a booming 

industry that was becoming an indispensable part of Chinese society and culture. It is 

important to note that adaptations based on world literary classics formed a relatively large 

proportion of the many films Lu Xun had watched and commented on.1 For instance, the 

United Artists production The Call of the Wild (William A. Wellman, 1935) was an 

adaptation based on Jack London’s eponymous novel. After watching this film, Lu Xun 

wrote to a Japanese friend that “I was shocked to see it [the film adaptation] was so different 

from the original novel; in the future, I shall not expect to watch more adaptations” (“To 

Yamamoto Hatsue” 376).2 To Chinese scholars and artists, written text was traditionally 

deemed paramount, which substantially shaped their understanding of adaptations from 

literature to other forms. Lu Xun’s observations epitomize the dominant mentality of early 

Chinese film critics and filmmakers. They widely endorsed fidelity when it came to adapting 

literary classics, thus casting enduring influence on future adaptation endeavors and the 

formation of adaptation theory in the Chinese context.3  

With a special focus on the highly political 1950s and 1960s, this thesis looks at how 

the notion of fidelity was integrated into the socialist discourse to guide the production and 

 
1 See Li and Ding 327-28, 349.  

2 Unless otherwise stated, all translations are by the author. 

3 For a detailed discussion, see Y. Zhu 34-38.  
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reception of adaptations, and how adaptors strategically theorized and practiced fidelity and 

infidelity in adaptation to embody their subversion of politics. This thesis also incorporates 

several Hong Kong film adaptations produced during the Cold War period as a comparison to 

the mainland China adaptations, to further substantiate the subversive potential of adaptation 

and provide a nuanced reading of how the social, cultural, and political settings nurtured 

these adaptations. By presenting a study of adaptations in the 1950s and 1960s mainland 

China and Hong Kong, this thesis also hopes to provide new insight into the textual and 

contextual studies of the selected adaptations. Subversion constitutes an important element in 

the thesis to elucidate the state–artist tensions rendered by adaptation, rather than indicating 

any direct rebellion against the established artistic principles or political order.  

This thesis draws from Mikhail Bakhtin’s theory of intertextuality, which, in many 

ways, invites adaptations across all sorts of “borders,” regardless of geographical, textual, or 

ideological ones, to engage with the wider social, cultural, and political contexts. More 

importantly, Bakhtin’s theorization of intertextuality fosters perpetual challenges towards the 

idea of “originals” and the utmost authority of literary texts in adaptation. However, part of 

the context that this thesis keeps revisiting also involves the prevalence of fidelity as a 

principle and a preferred practice. This thesis navigates between the endorsement of 

intertextuality to the theoretical understanding of adaptation and the focus on fidelity to the 

practical analysis of adaptations involved in the project. For each chapter, I continue 

returning to the varied theorizations and practice of fidelity in 1950s and 1960s mainland 

China and Hong Kong. 

The introductory chapter first lays out the key concepts that the thesis will 

continuously return to and draw from. After theorizing adaptation as an on-screen/stage 

dialogue with literary sources and the broader contexts, the next section moves on to excavate 

the complexities of adaptation in the 1950s and 1960s mainland China and Hong Kong. The 
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third section mainly answers the following questions: what does the notion of fidelity entail, 

how did the adaptors engage with fidelity in their adaptations, and what is the cultural 

significance of their adherence to or deviation from fidelity. A summary of the recent 

scholarship on the 1950s and 1960s mainland and Hong Kong adaptations forms the fourth 

section of this chapter. The last section of this introductory chapter provides a brief overview 

of the thesis and the chapter designs.  

The second chapter looks at how fidelity was tailored to the Chinese state discourse to 

regulate adaptations, with Xia Yan’s adaptation theory and practice as an example. This 

chapter first argues that there remain incongruities between Xia Yan’s adaptation principles 

and practice since his mainland and Hong Kong film adaptations of May Fourth literature 

appear quite different. For instance, in his orthodox adaptations of Lu Xun’s short story The 

New Year’s Sacrifice (Zhufu, 1924) and Mao Dun’s short story The Lin Family Shop (Linjia 

puzi, 1932), Xia Yan demonstrates his theorization and practice of fidelity to justify the 

Communist rule and better engage with the socialist audiences. However, in the screenplay 

adapted for Hong Kong cinema in 1962, Xia Yan deviates from his practice of fidelity in the 

socialist context and resorts to a new and contrasting approach to bring Ba Jin’s novel 

Garden of Repose (Qiyuan, 1942) to the screen. Hong Kong leftist filmmaker Zhu Shilin 

directed this film adaptation in 1964 but with a thematic shift to the moral education of the 

young to cater to Hong Kong audiences. A comparative analysis of Xia Yan’s adaptation 

strategies, especially his declared principle and his actual practice of fidelity both for socialist 

and Hong Kong cinema, will shed light on the institutional differences between the two 

cinemas. This comparison will also reveal Xia Yan’s struggles in striking a balance between 

his dual identities both as a Party leader and an artist. 

Similarly, the third chapter examines peasant writer Zhao Shuli’s painstaking yet 

unsuccessful opera adaptations, with a special focus on his practice of infidelity to shape the 
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real-life socialist hero Jiao Yulu. By discussing Zhao’s adaptation attempts to adjust to the 

socialist regime, this chapter hopes to shed light on his checkered literary career and uncover 

the tensions between artists and the Party-state in the Seventeen Years, a period that spans 

from the establishment of the People’s Republic of China in 1949 to the outbreak of the 

Cultural Revolution in 1976. This chapter examines how adaptation, often as a trans-genre 

practice, could be employed by artists in the socialist context to resituate themselves during 

the socio-political upheavals. In addition, the chapter also aims to show how adaptation could 

go against the prescribed homogeneity in the Mao era. By selectively transposing and re-

narrating source materials, adaptation can be employed by adaptors as an overt statement of 

their political stance and also a covert site for artistic independence. After analyzing the 

alterations of the adapted texts and the cultural politics that drove these changes, this chapter 

argues that Zhao Shuli’s seemingly orthodox Shangdang opera (Shangdang bangzi) 

adaptation Jiao Yulu (1966), one of his incessant efforts to adjust to the new political 

circumstances, inadvertently elicits subversive readings from the text. A comparative reading 

of Zhao’s Shangdang opera adaptation Jiao Yulu and its source texts further indicates in what 

aspects his works fell short of archetypical socialist writing. This comparison also facilitates a 

deeper understanding of Zhao’s dilemmas at the outset of the Cultural Revolution.  

The fourth chapter shifts the focus of the thesis back to Hong Kong cinema, where 

exiled filmmakers widely practiced adaptations but rejected the principle of fidelity. The 

Communist takeover of mainland China in 1949 created physical, cultural, and political 

segregations between the mainland and Hong Kong, thus fostering a sense of dislocation and 

alienation among filmmakers who had migrated to Hong Kong from the mainland. Rather 

than blindly adhering to the literary classics, exiled filmmakers infused these adaptations with 

their sentiment of nostalgia and understanding of the commercialized Hong Kong cinema. 

With a detailed analysis of the 1953 Hong Kong film adaptation of Ba Jin’s novel Family 
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(Jia, 1933), and a comparative reading with the mainland film version produced in 1956, this 

chapter illustrates the cultural and historical significance of nostalgia in the development of 

Hong Kong cinema. This chapter further argues that the nostalgic sentiment improves these 

adaptations artistically and, ironically, strengthens their political alignment with the 

mainland. 

The last chapter concentrates on border crossing and adaptation, with a special focus 

on Hong Kong adaptations of “unadaptable” literary works. In the socialist context, 

“unadaptable” literary texts refer to those that resisted socialist representations and were 

incongruous with the dominant discourse. For instance, Lu Xun’s 1921 novella The True 

Story of Ah Q (Ah Q Zhengzhuan) and Shen Congwen’s 1934 novella Border Town 

(Biancheng),4 despite their indisputable artistic achievement, were not always deemed 

suitable for socialist film adaptations. These two literary texts were brought to the screen by 

Hong Kong filmmakers in the 1950s but were also inadvertently popularized and 

commercialized to achieve better financial prospects. Hong Kong filmmakers’ “unfaithful” 

renditions of these “unadaptable” texts reveal the opportunities and pitfalls that come with 

border crossing and shed light on the differences between socialist and Hong Kong cinema in 

the Cold War context. The juxtaposition with the mainland versions of The True Story of Ah 

Q (Cen Fan, 1981) and Border Town (Ling Zifeng, 1984) further demonstrates the cultural 

and historical significance of adaptations and unravels the interactions between Hong Kong 

and mainland cinema. 

 

 
4 Jeffery Kinkley points out that there are four English translations of this novella and therefore four different 

translations of the title. This chapter adopts Kinkley’s translation of the novella title. See Kinkley 37-59. 
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1. Some Key Concepts 

As Linda Hutcheon theorizes, an adaptation first represents a “formal entity or product” that 

is “an announced and extensive transposition of a particular work or works” (7). For both 

creators and viewers, adaptation can point to a “process of creation” and a “process of 

reception” (8). When we refer to a work as an adaptation, we also acknowledge its evident 

relationships to prior works (6). Hence, Hutcheon further defines adaptation as a “kind of 

extended palimpsest” and “a transcoding into a different set of conventions” (33). When 

placed in a broad textual system, an adaptation also represents “a kind of intertextuality” (21), 

or as Robert Stam would prefer, “an intertextual dialogism” (81) that engages with texts in 

various forms. The intertextual dialogism often goes beyond textuality and extends to the 

“infinite and open-ended possibilities generated by all the discursive practices of a culture” 

and “the entire matrix of communicative utterances within which the artistic text is situated” 

(81). Therefore, adaptation also epitomizes adaptors’ negotiations with the specific historical, 

cultural, and political contexts in which artistic works were produced, fashioned, and 

consumed.  

Drawing from Bakhtin’s theory of intertextuality, Dennis Cutchins offers a “practical 

dialogic” approach to adaptation by noting that “adaptation is most often a way of looking at 

texts” (81). Cutchins first notes that what gets adapted is not only “the text” or “the essence 

of the text,” but also “a particular understanding of the text that is dialogized, or constantly 

negotiated along its boundaries” (80). In this manner, artists often need to actively engage 

with multiple factors, including their interpretations of the text, the specific social and 

cultural conventions, and audience expectations to finally carry out adaptations (81). 

Similarly, a Bakhtinian understanding and analysis of adaptations should aim to comprehend 

“neither the text nor the context, but the ways in which interrelated texts and contexts work 

together or against each other at their boundaries” (84). In sum, the transposition of Bakhtin’s 
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theory of intertextuality effectively expands the artistic, historical, and cultural dimensions of 

adaptation all together and partly substantiates the ‘sociological turn’” (Andrew, 

“Adaptation” 70) of adaptation studies.  

When adopting this definition of adaptation, a re-examination of several key concepts 

in adaptation studies becomes necessary. Fidelity, conventionally considered “an evaluation 

of the aesthetic worth of an adaptation based on its adherence to the source” (Johnson 89), is 

the first one. As Cutchins has observed, Bakhtin believes the meaning of a text comes from 

“a dialogue at its boundaries” (79). This intertextual dialogism largely challenges the notion 

of fidelity, or to be more specific, the validity of fidelity-related discourse that has often been 

characterized with moralistic connotations and negative accusations, like “infidelity, betrayal, 

violation, vulgarization, and desecration” (Stam 74). The value judgment in these languages 

of criticism was mainly due to the critics’ entrenched belief in literature as a “solitary art 

unimpeded by the evils of commerce” and adaptation as merely “‘copies’ of a transcendent 

original” (Cartmell and Whelehan 3). Ever since its emergence in the 1950s, adaptation 

studies has constantly been pushing its boundaries and establishing its interdisciplinary 

discourse by adopting new theories and approaches, while remaining vigilant about the 

pitfalls of fidelity criticism. Early adaptation scholars, like George Bluestone and Brian 

MacFarlane, made explicit their desire to reject fidelity.5 Despite recent challenges from 

various perspectives (e.g., Cardwell 19; Emig 35), “vestiges of fidelity criticism still remain 

in reviewing practices, especially of films adapted from beloved novels” (Hutcheon xxvi). 

More often than not, scholars who deal with adaptations based on canonical works often find 

themselves dealing with some form of comparative analysis—and hence to some degree 

engaging with fidelity (Johnson 91).  

 
5 For instance, see George Bluestone’s 1957 study Novels into Film and Brian MacFarlane’s 1996 study Novel 

to Film: An Introduction to the Theory of Adaptation. 
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The notion of fidelity/infidelity derives from a number of superimposed prejudices 

and essentialist ideas that can be traced back to the word/image oppositions, which first 

divided novels and films to each represent the “purity” of the word and image arts (Elliott, 

Rethinking the Novel/Film Debate 2). Yet “the uncontested belief in the value of words,” 

together with the word/image contention, consolidated the assumption that literature was the 

older and necessarily better art (Cartmell and Whelehan 3). The class prejudice against the 

film genre that appeals to “hopelessly passive and undiscriminating” audiences further 

rendered the axiomatic superiority of literary art to film and enhanced the categorical 

separation between film and literature (2). Hence, adaptations were conceived as “‘violation,’ 

‘vulgarization,’ and ‘betrayal,’ all emphasizing what has been lost rather than what has been 

gained, and suggesting the forceful robbing of innocence from the pure literary text” (3). 

Similarly, until the turn of the century, most of the criticism still revolved around fidelity and 

“was woefully predictable, judging an adaptation’s merit by its closeness to its literary source 

or, even more vaguely, the ‘spirit” of the book” (3).  

Put simply, fidelity refers to the extent to which “a given aesthetic object— 

traditionally, in adaptation studies, a film—reflects a faithful understanding of its source— 

traditionally, a literary text, especially a novel, play, or short story” (Johnson 87). Stam has 

succinctly noted the unlikelihood and undesirability of literal fidelity, which largely derived 

from the shift from “a single track, uniquely verbal medium such as the novel that has only 

words to play with,” to “a multitrack medium such as film, which can play not only with 

words (written and spoken), but also with theatrical performance, music, sound effects, and 

moving photographic images” (76). Stam further writes that “the notion of ‘fidelity’ is 

essentialist in relation to both media involved. First, it assumes that a novel ‘contains’ an 

extractable ‘essence,’ a kind of ‘heart of the artichoke’ hidden ‘underneath’ the surface 

details of style” (76). It is always assumed that “there is an originary core, a kernel of 
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meaning or nucleus of events that can be ‘delivered’ by an adaptation” (76). Stam further 

asserts that “there is no such transferrable core” since a literary text is an “open structure” 

that is “reworked by a boundless context” (76). The passage of time and the change of place 

further complicated this transformation process, since “the greater the lapse in time, the less 

reverence toward the source text and the more likely the reinterpretation through the values of 

the present” (77). Hence, the notion of fidelity is still “highly problematic” and unattainable 

as “an exclusive methodological principle” (75). 

As “one of the most contentious concepts in adaptation studies,” fidelity has “served 

as a counterexample, something held up as the opposite of a more sophisticated model that 

the critic intends to use” (Johnson 87-88). Kamilla Elliott further points out that “a longer 

history of theorizing adaptation reveals that fidelity was not only excoriated on theoretical 

grounds but that it was also judged to be illegal” (Theorizing Adaptation 18). Despite being 

labeled as “unquestionably the most frequent and most tiresome discussion of adaptation” 

(Andrew, Concepts in Film Theory 100) and widely disproved, fidelity is still one of the most 

important tenets that readers/audiences keep returning to when evaluating the adaptations of 

their beloved novels (Burry 5). Admittedly, an adaptation’s proximity or fidelity to the source 

should not be the criterion of judgment. However, words such as “infidelity” and “betrayal” 

conveniently “translate our feeling” when our beloved books were adapted in a manner that 

did not live up to our expectations (Stam 75). Impressionist observations that “some 

adaptations are indeed better than others” and “some adaptations fail to ‘realize’ or 

substantiate that which we most appreciated in the source novels” (75) are also voiced by 

audiences. In this sense, the idea of “the fidelity of an adaptation to its source,” as Stam 

notes, does contain its “grain of truth” (75). Rather than merely being a tool of guidance or 

judgment of adaptations, fidelity can also be fashioned into a culturally-loaded notion 

saturated with ideological and artistic contentions. For instance, in the highly politicized 
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socialist years, “showing fidelity to the original” was the state-promoted principle for Soviet 

and Chinese artists to observe when dealing with literary classics. Hence, fidelity was not 

merely an artistic choice of the Chinese artists but also their responses to the political 

requirements of the state.   

Medium specificity, a variation on the theme of fidelity that “assumes that every 

medium is inherently ‘good at’ certain things and ‘bad at’ others” (Stam 78), was widely 

drawn by scholars like Bluestone to consolidate the principles for what Thomas Leitch called 

“Adaptation Studies 1.0” (4).6 Equally as contentious and disproven as the notion of fidelity, 

medium specificity is still being reinscribed by scholars to substantiate their claims that 

certain literary works were “unfilmable” or unattainable in the medium of film. As Elliott 

observes, medium specificity is often “presented as a scientific, formal, objective, and 

cognitive body of fact” and reflected from “cultural values, ideologies, and agendas” 

(“Unfilmable Books” 102). Censorship laws have drawn theoretical support from medium 

specificity theory and further regulated adaptation to favor or sustain the theory (102-03). For 

instance, Communist cultural officials like Xia Yan often drew from medium specificity 

theory to define certain literary texts as “adaptable,” implying that others were “unadaptable” 

and thus incompatible with socialist cinema. Medium specificity theoretically sustained the 

state censorship, which effectively excluded certain literary works from being adapted and 

better regulated the socialist artistic creations.    

 
6 According to Thomas Leitch, adaptation studies has undergone three stages ever since its inception. 

Adaptation Studies 1.0 presented case studies and advocated medium specificity, while Adaptation Studies 2.0 

has been more emphatic in its rejection of fidelity criticism and medium specificity than in its embrace of 

Bakhtin and Kristeva. Adaptation Studies 3.0 is witnessing the rising of digital technologies and suspicion of the 

limits of intertextuality as a methodological framework (“Introduction” 1-22).  
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Other than the textual, cultural, and political elements, the audience plays a significant 

role in adaptation. As Hutcheon notes, the “creation and reception of adaptations are 

inevitably going to be intertwined—and not only in commercial terms” (114). One of the 

major challenges for adaptors is to “satisfy the expectations and demands of both the 

knowing and unknowing audience” (128). For audiences with foreknowledge of the adapted 

texts and an appreciation of the adaption’s “palimpsestic doubleness” (120), “part of both the 

pleasure and the frustration of experiencing an adaptation is the familiarity bred through 

repetition and memory” (21). After the adaptation, audiences tend to look at the adapted text 

anew as they compare it to “the result of the adapter’s creative and interpretive act” (121). As 

a popular art form in the Chinese context, local operas have traditionally been appreciated by 

audiences from the widest social classes and with the most diverse cultural backgrounds. 

Opera adaptors in the context of socialist China can directly influence audiences’ reception of 

the adaptations and interpretations of adapted texts by a selective repetition of the sources, 

thus regulating the amount of familiarity that audiences would experience. Hence, Chinese 

local opera was the perfect art form to carry propaganda messages and was also a form that 

was constantly subject to reforms and censorship to avoid the propagation of socialist 

unorthodoxy.  

Adaptations engage with knowing audiences by enabling the adapted texts to 

“oscillate in our memories with what we are experiencing” (Hutcheon 121). As Jan Cronin, 

invoking Cutchins, further observes, “adaptation is dependent, for ‘consummation’ as 

adaptation, on the personal vision or ‘remembrance’ the reader/viewer already carries around 

in their heads” (9). For adaptors, adaptations embody the oscillations between their memories 

of the adapted texts (and their “palimpsest doubleness”) and what they have experienced (the 

past). In this manner, adaptation is simultaneously a host of and a stimulator for adaptors’ and 

audiences’ memories. This dual identity of adaptation is especially evident when tremendous 
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social, political, and cultural changes were underway and these memories were often riddled 

with nostalgic sentiment. Naturally, adaptations are subject to influence from multiple sides, 

including the literary authors (especially when authors are still alive), dedicated readers, 

audiences with various tastes, social and cultural conventions, and the potential financial 

prospects. The involvement with memories, as I argue, will substantially contribute to the 

artistic appeal of adaptation, which Hutcheon summarizes as “repetition with variation” (4). 

In the age of transmedia, adaptation is being celebrated for its wide engagements both 

with various forms of media and with cultural texts from different “temporal, spatial, social, 

and historical contexts” (Burry 7). The migration of a literary text to a new temporal or 

spatial territory “alters the cinematic environment as film versions of literary texts are 

involved in a dialogical process” (White 262). Accordingly, audiences shift their expectations 

and demands due to the change of medium and the cinematic environment. In this vein, the 

discussion on these adaptations “should not be bound to fidelity, but to how the new 

cinematic territory communicates, interacts with, and interprets” the literary texts (262). By 

often crossing the ideological and textual borders and straddling various cultural and political 

contexts, adaptation provides both opportunities and obstacles for certain literary texts that 

might be considered medium-specific or “unfilmable.” Aside from offering the new 

cinematic setting and opportunities for reinterpretations, border crossing invites semantic 

shifts that might facilitate the adaptation of “unfilmable” literary texts, while posing potential 

hurdles to the interpretations of these adaptations and their source texts.  

Underpinning my study is a full endorsement of Bakhtin’s theory of intertextuality 

and recognition of the discourse of fidelity, or to be specific, its historical and cultural 

connotations in the Chinese context. Arguably, “a Bakhtinian understanding of adaptation” 

(Cutchins 83) elucidates the complexities of adaptation and highlights how it is a cultural 

product and creative process that reflects the dialogues of various social, cultural, and artistic 
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elements and contexts. At the same time, the discourse of fidelity, despite its “partial 

persuasiveness” (Stam 75), brings attention to the politically or culturally prescribed textual 

interconnectedness between the adapted texts and adaptations. By adopting “a Bakhtinian 

understanding of adaptation” that acknowledges the interactions between texts and contexts 

(Cutchins 83), this thesis looks at the prevalence of fidelity as a principle and the operation of 

the principle in socialist China to elucidate the specific cultural, historical, and political 

contexts, while enriching the understanding of the selected adaptations. The juxtaposition of 

both intertextuality and fidelity enables us, first from a macroscopic angle, to analyze the 

ideological, economic, and cultural factors that shaped adaptations in a certain manner; and to 

return to the literary texts and examine the textual shifts. In sum, with a critical engagement 

with the discourse of fidelity, a notion riddled with political connotations and widely 

endorsed in Maoist China, this study attends to the cultural, historical, and political 

complexities of adaptation in 1950s and 1960s mainland China and Hong Kong.  

 

 

2. Adaptations in the Mainland and Hong Kong Contexts   

As Burry notes, for Russian writers and filmmakers, adaptation should be seen “in part as a 

political act, never simply an insulated aesthetic exercise, since these artists have so often 

striven to make their works politically relevant” (2-3). Similarly, Chinese artists felt the 

imperative to comply with the regime through adaptation, especially when working under the 

strict Party censorship. In Maoist China, a period teeming with social turmoil and ideological 

conflicts, films and operas heavily relied upon adaptation to acquire “appropriate” 

screenplays and librettos to better serve their dual functions as both tools of enlightenment 

and as a form of entertainment for the masses. In socialist China, filmmakers and librettists 

often felt the pressure to conform, while retaining their artistic integrity in adaptations.  
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As comprehensive and collaborative art forms, film and opera were tailored to the 

shifting Party policies. Since Mao Zedong’s monumental Talks at the Yan’an Conference on 

Literature and Art (Zai Yan’an wenyi zuotanhui shang de jianghua, hereafter the Talks) in 

1942, Chinese artistic creations had been inextricably linked with and were expected to serve 

the shifting Party policies. The Talks was a watershed in the history of modern Chinese 

literature and established basic principles for artists to observe. As Bonnie McDougall argues, 

“the Talks is not primarily a political document with little literary significance, but a text with 

specifically literary message and complex and revolutionary ideas, which could lead to a 

more fruitful investigation into contemporary Chinese literature” (6). Originally as a series of 

loosely structured but authoritative speeches delivered in May 1942 at the rectification 

campaigns in Yan’an and other Communist-controlled areas, the Talks aimed to educate the 

intellectuals and call for upgrading their literary thinking and revolutionary views.  

According to the Talks, literature and art were considered “a part of the whole 

revolutionary machinery … a powerful weapon in uniting and educating the people while 

attacking and annihilating the ‘enemy’” (McDougall 58). It was also under the influence of 

the Talks that the concept of the Chinese “reader/audience,” from the 1940s down to the 

1970s, pointed to a collective and imagined identity, rather than the independent individuals 

(X. Cai 194-95). This design was an extension of authoritative criticism and also the way to 

strengthen the “validity” of the criticism, to “eliminate the multiplicity of trends in thought, 

artistic styles, and artistic tastes, and guarantee the movement toward ‘integration’” 

(Mackerras 10). Since then, the production, reception, and criticism of Chinese literature and 

art have been incorporated into the nation-state discourse and were deeply involved with the 

Party’s propagandistic agendas. This high level of state control on artistic creations later 

reached its height during the Cultural Revolution (1966-1976), when a tremendous amount of 

writers were even deprived of the right to create.   
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However, delivered at the isolated Yan’an in the midst of wars against Japan, the Talks 

was inevitably confined to spatial and temporal limitations. Hence, after some “formal or 

substantive” revisions from the Communist Party in 1953, this wartime document became the 

national guidelines for policymakers to draw from (McDougall 7). As McDougall further 

argues, the revised version “assumed a historical ambiguity to update the policy without 

reviewing the concrete historical conditions that originally gave it validity while failing to 

address the historical and social changes that had taken place after 1949” (8). Regardless of 

the revisions, the Talks still served as the national guidance for literature and art. With its 

emphasis on the importance of the mass readers/audiences, filmmaking became a much more 

complicated task than before. 

Literary works, especially popular novels written by the “Mandarin Ducks and 

Butterflies School” (yuanyang hudiepai) writers,7 nurtured early Chinese cinema and 

cultivated a wide range of melancholic melodramas. It was not until the early 1930s that Xia 

Yan (born Shen Naixi, 1900-1995), one of the Leftist Writers League co-founders and a 

devoted proponent of proletarian ideas, made the first attempt to adapt May Fourth literary 

classics for leftist cinema.8 The Communist authorities fully grasped the advantages and 

importance of adaptation in the 1950s when the propaganda purpose of the film was 

heightened. As a prolific artist with ample adaptation practice spanning two decades, Xia Yan 

 
7 The name “Mandarin and Ducks and Butterflies School” (yuanyang hudiepai) was coined in the late 1910s by 

the May Fourth writers and was “disparagingly used to refer to all popular literature rooted in late nineteenth-

century courtesan novels” (J. Chen 112). For a detailed discussion, see J. Chen 111-20.   

8 Xia Yan adapted Mao Dun’s short story Spring Silkworm (Chuncan, 1932) into a screenplay with stage 

directions, which was then published in the monthly magazine Star (Mingxing, vol. 1, iss. 5-6) under the 

pseudonym Cai Shusheng. With Cheng Bugao as the director, the film was shot by the Star Film Company and 

released in October 1933.  
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elaborated, in a series of 1950s short essays, on the principles and methods of adaptation, 

especially the importance of fidelity. As an influential leader in the Chinese cultural field and 

a dedicated enforcer of the Communist Party’s literary policies, Xia Yan talked about 

adaptations in his casual exchange of creative experience and formal essays, thereby 

prescribing a predictable path for film, and even other forms of adaptations, to observe in the 

highly political Seventeen Years.    

In the Western context, in its early history, cinema was considered by many “as an 

industry, not an art form, and therefore considered a low form of entertainment, not to be 

compared in any way with arts such as painting or literature” (Cartmell and Whelehan 28). 

Filmmakers chose to connect with literature, in many ways possible, to enhance the status of 

cinema (28-31). In the first decade of the twentieth century, film was introduced to Chinese 

audiences and soon became a primary entertainment option for Chinese urban populations. 

Similarly, in the Chinese context, being a Western-imported, technology and capital oriented, 

and urban audience-based art form, film was considered inferior to other forms of art and did 

not emerge as a Party-preferred medium of propaganda. As mentioned before, many early 

Chinese films have literary origins. The crossover between the early Chinese film industry 

and “Mandarin Ducks and Butterfly” literature incubated a wide range of wenyi films, which 

Emily Yeh further defines as those associated with “Western fiction and concepts of 

humanism, equality, and freedom” (65).9 This early linkage with what the leftist artists 

disregarded as “frivolous and recreative” literature (Zheng, 83), therefore required 

filmmakers to “borrow” from prestigious literary works to continually justify the legitimacy 

of the film genre under the socialist regime. 

 
9 Refer to Chapter Four for a detailed discussion on wenyi films. 
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Meanwhile, the shortage of screenplays in the PRC in the mid-1950s also accounted 

for the popularity of May Fourth and post-1949 revolutionary literature among filmmakers, 10  

who drew raw materials from and rewrote these literary classics for the Party’s ideological 

needs. By way of adapting literary classics, film was beginning to gain more recognition and 

was gradually uplifting its cultural status in socialist China, while making its way to mass 

audiences. The film medium’s very nature—its capital-intensive scale—meant that 

filmmakers needed to cater to audience tastes, despite their various expectations and 

appreciation levels. Opera, in a similar manner, directly faces the audiences and significantly 

relies on their participation and reception to sustain its development. Rather than turning to 

canonical literary adaptations for “vicarious edification” (Cartmell and Whelehan 25) in the 

Western context, the so-called “classic” literary adaptations in socialist countries were mainly 

for propaganda purposes.11 Based on their ideological correctness and immense popularity, 

certain literary classics were carefully selected, revised, and censored for film adaptation.  

 
10 Originating from student demonstrations against the weak Chinese government in Beijing on May 4, 1919, 

the incident gradually developed into a nationwide cultural enlightenment movement, which nourished a wide 

range of literary works that were generally Westernised, critical of the established order, and called for social 

reform. These May Fourth literary works also indicate the start of modern Chinese literature. There remain 

controversies over the span of May Fourth literature. Some scholars use the term “May Fourth” loosely and 

extend it to approximately 1930, thereby categorizing Lu Xun, Shen Congwen, Lao She, Mao Dun, Zhang 

Tianyi, Wu Zuxiang, Xiao Jun, Xiao Hong, Rou Shi, and many others as “May Fourth writers” (see Widmer and 

Wang, 1993). However, other scholars are cautious about extending the span of “May Fourth” beyond 1925 and 

call for a re-examination of the broad use of this term in literary studies (see Hockx 1999; Donglin Zhu 2021). 

This thesis applies the term “May Fourth” rather generally and therefore refers to those literary works produced 

directly and indirectly under the influence of May Fourth culture as “May Fourth literature”. 

11 In the Soviet Union, adaptations of literary classics were generally used for the legitimization and 

construction of the myth. In the German Democratic Republic, even adaptations of children’s literature was 

employed to promulgate Communist ideas to young audiences. For a detailed discussion, see Q. Shen 70-95. 
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As Jessica Ka Yee Chan notes, “early socialist film adaptations responded to the 

legacies of May Fourth literature as source materials,” while later socialist films turned to the 

post-1949 “people’s literature” for inspiration (54). These two types of literary sources, 

respectively, represent the Shanghai and Yan’an heritage, which competed but together 

nurtured modern Chinese artistic creations (Clark 2). The Yan’an heritage was “heavily based 

on folk traditions” and “severely modified to conform with Party ideology,” while the 

Shanghai tradition, to a large extent, drew its cultural inspirations from foreign sources and 

often took on reformist or revolutionary political stances (2). As an essential part of the urban 

Shanghai heritage and a highly accessible art form at the receiving end (audiences), film was 

employed by the Party officials, with doubts and reservations, as the carrier to promulgate 

Party lines both during and beyond the Yan’an period.  

The year 1949 marked a new era when a tremendous number of changes, both in 

political and cultural spheres, were taking place. Yan’an heritage quickly became official and 

started to dominate the socialist art scene, casting shadows on artists and artistic works 

associated with Shanghai tradition, among which May Fourth literature, one of the distinctive 

components of this modern and Shanghai-centered cultural heritage, was most at stake. 

Despite the canonical status recognized by the Communist Party, May Fourth literature was 

incongruent with Mao’s prescription that literary works should develop national forms and 

serve the semi-literate masses. Filmmakers in socialist china all trod carefully when it came 

to adapting May Fourth literary works since ideological revisions were always required to 

adjust or reinforce the themes. Mao’s Talks indicated the Communist Party’s skeptical 

attitudes towards the May Fourth literary heritage to the establishment of Chinese socialist 

literature, and justified the Party’s rejection of specific works for socialist cinema. 
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Scholars have noted Xia Yan’s enormous contributions to the development of Chinese 

films both in the Republican and socialist eras.12 In the history of Chinese cinema, Xia Yan 

was the first to create a screenplay with detailed shooting directions and laid the foundation 

for professional screenplay writing. Since his first film adaptation in 1932, Xia Yan 

developed a great interest in adaptation and continued this enterprise till the outbreak of the 

Cultural Revolution in 1966. In the PRC, artistic creations had long been incorporated into 

and controlled as part of the state apparatuses, which rendered political orientations the 

dominant criteria of judgment for films and literary works produced during the highly 

political years. The adaptation theories and practice in the Seventeen Years were greatly 

influenced by those from the Soviet Union, not only in minor aspects like the themes, 

depiction of characters, plots, but also in relation to creation patterns and film aesthetics. 

Despite being deeply influenced by film theories and practices from the Soviet Union, Xia 

Yan spared no effort in promoting the indigenization of Chinese films while maintaining their 

didactic purposes. 

In part, the discourse of fidelity gained momentum in socialist China through Xia 

Yan’s reinterpretations. Instead of merely promoting faithful representations of details, Xia 

Yan prioritized fidelity to the “themes and unique styles” of the source texts, which were 

already cautiously selected after scrutiny over their compatibility with the socialist discourse 

( Xia Yan on Artistic Creation 405). Revisions of details were only allowed if to adjust or 

 
12 Xia Yan appears in every major English-language study of Chinese films and has been given even greater 

prominence in studies conducted by Chinese film scholars. For instance, Xia Yan was of great importance to 

discussions in Paul Clark’s Chinese Cinema: Culture and Politics since 1949 and Jay Leyda’s Dianying: An 

Account of Films and the Film Audience in China, noting that Xia Yan made significant achievements both in 

film practice and film theories. Xia Yan’s important status in fashioning socialist cinema has been widely 

acknowledged and remained unchanged till recently.  
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strengthen the source texts’ themes for better propaganda of Party lines. Hence, the question 

of fidelity re-inscribed the axiomatic dominance of state policies on artistic creations in the 

socialist context and cast specific aesthetics and stereotypical projections on the celluloid. 

Operating as the guiding principle for socialist adaptations, “fidelity to the originals” was 

promoted to guarantee the political orientations of the adaptive endeavors, rather than to 

fulfill audiences’ expectations to witness how “the personally remembered or culturally 

widespread understanding of those beloved artifacts is reproduced or transformed in the new 

medium” (Kranz and Mellerski 2).   

Having worked in the Shanghai film industry for years, Xia Yan, among many other 

filmmakers in socialist China, was part of the Shanghai cultural heritage and nurtured mainly 

by the May Fourth legacy. Aside from Shanghai, Xia Yan spent years in Hong Kong before 

1949 and engaged extensively with its film productions and criticism. Even after his 

relocation to Beijing, Xia Yan still showed great concern for Hong Kong cinema and adapted 

the May Fourth literary work Garden of Repose for the leftist film company. Interestingly, 

this adaptation greatly adheres to the literary source with changes only to fit the conventions 

of Hong Kong cinema and film narration. Therefore, Xia Yan’s film adaptation endeavors, 

both for socialist and Hong Kong cinema, epitomized how the cultural richness of the 

Shanghai heritage was sacrificed for the Party propaganda. By examining Xia Yan’s 

interpretations and practice of fidelity, this study first looks at the relationships between 

adaptation and the political establishment in 1950s and 1960s China. 

Shanghai and Hong Kong had long been the most prominent film production centers 

since the establishment of Chinese cinema. With the frequent exchange of film talent, 

techniques, and capital, Shanghai and Hong Kong cinemas became increasingly intertwined 

and complementary. The Communist takeover of mainland China in 1949 created physical, 

cultural, and political segregation between the mainland and Hong Kong, thus fostering a 
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sense of dislocation and alienation among filmmakers who had migrated to Hong Kong from 

the mainland. Contrary to the mainland, where the influence of May Fourth literature was 

diminishing after Mao’s monumental Talks, exiled filmmakers in Hong Kong widely engaged 

with May Fourth literary works that they had read or experienced in a way. As Kenny Ng has 

observed, the British attempted to keep the political neutrality and economic stability of the 

colonial Hong Kong when Western and Communist ideologies were in a contest in the 

context of the Cold War (26-27). Therefore, political film censorship was also secretively but 

effectively operating to prevent harmful elements from reaching the colonial Hong Kong 

(27). So much so that for the colonial officials, “screen projections of China, about lived 

realities or imagined worlds, may run the risk of transgressing or subverting territorial 

boundaries and colonial sovereignty” (32). To embody their nostalgic sentiment towards the 

homeland while circumventing the local censorship, exiled filmmakers employed adaptations 

of May Fourth literature, rather than an open advocation of the Communist ideology, to 

establish their careers in colonial Hong Kong.13 

Hence, May Fourth literature had twofold meaning for exiled filmmakers: first as 

literary works with high artistic achievements and reputations and also as a site that bridged 

the historical past in the literary works with their memories of the mainland. Border crossing 

enabled some “unadaptable” literary classics to be brought to Hong Kong cinema. Film 

adaptations of these literary works often faced the unpredictability of audience reception and 

 
13 For detailed discussions of the film censorship operated in the Cold War Hong Kong, see Kenny K. K. Ng 

(2008) and Ying Du (2017). The simple selection of mainland literature and, in specific, progressive authors for 

cinematic adaptations could be considered as the indications of Hong Kong filmmakers’ or the film companies’ 

political inclination (Jin 104-05).    
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were susceptible to artistic and commercial failure.14 Hong Kong film companies in the 

1950s, despite their disparate political orientations, were heavily driven by profit and were 

programmed to cater to the mass audiences’ tastes. Therefore, some of their adaptations 

based on the mainland literary canon could face the risk of being consciously altered by 

filmmakers for commercial purposes.  

Hong Kong filmmakers’ rejection of fidelity contrasts with their mainland 

counterparts’ careful observance, at least theoretically, of fidelity and sheds light on the 

institutional differences between Hong Kong and mainland cinema. Spanning the period from 

the 1930s, when the leftist filmmakers first began their association with adaptations, to the 

Seventeen Years, when an array of modern literary classics were brought to the screen, the 

discourse of fidelity dominated film adaptation practice and criticism (Y. Zhu 34-38). In the 

wake of the New Era, this fidelity discourse briefly resurfaced and exerted its influence on 

the film adaptations of modern Chinese literature. Therefore, “fidelity criticism” had long 

been the critical orthodoxy in Chinese adaptation studies, especially when literary classics 

were involved.15 When political control was gradually easing in the mainland cultural sphere 

after the Cultural Revolution, mainland filmmakers were beginning to make a connection 

with audiences and their needs. Caught between audiences’ growing influence on film 

productions and filmmakers’ regaining of artistic autonomy, film adaptations undeniably 

 
14 This thesis believes that audience’s expectations were actively constructed through official reinforcement, 

which was fully articulated through multiple literary campaigns and subsequent documents, on the one hand; 

and through personal accounts, which were voiced in literary works, and published reviews written by and for 

“the people,” on the other. 

15 Chinese filmmakers, like Xia Yan and Ling Zifeng, were active in film criticism. They were often open to 

reflect on their works and summarize their experience of creation in essays, lectures, or interviews. Therefore, 

the endorsement of fidelity in evaluating their own or others’ works also constituted a major part of the “fidelity 

criticism” here.  
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began to bear the influence of these factors. It was not until the rise of the Fifth Generation 

directors in the mid-1980s that Chinese film adaptations and film criticism finally took the 

drastic turn to consider “adaptations as adaptations” (Hutcheon 6), thus introducing a new 

Chinese cinema. 

Beyond the fiction-to-film adaptations, this study also incorporates poem-to-opera and 

even opera-to-opera adaptations that were emblematic and meaningful in the socialist 

context. Aside from the didactic purposes, adaptations in socialist China also carried practical 

purposes, like popularizing literary works among the uneducated audiences through filmic or 

theatrical forms and enriching the destination art form by appropriating and transcoding the 

prestigious adapted texts. In the early 1950s, left-wing elites inheriting the May Fourth 

literary tradition, represented by Ding Ling, and writers from liberated areas drawing widely 

from folk arts, like Zhao Shuli, were both attempting to take control and establish a new 

literary order based on their traditions. Adaptations between literary forms, especially 

between those dominated and specialized by the elite May Fourth intellectuals from Shanghai 

(high-brow) and folk artists from Yan’an (low-brow), could be considered a declaration of 

advantages of one literary tradition over another, and embodied the conflicts and power 

struggle in the literary circles after 1949.16 Zhao Shuli’s Shangdang opera adaptations, based 

on poems or other literary sources, indicate the artist’s intentions to engage with the socialist 

discourse through an alternative path other than novel writing. These adaptations were also a 

continuation of Zhao’s artistic ambitions to ponder the ultimate issue that bothered most 

artists in socialist China: how to balance artistic independence and ideological coherence 

under the tight political control over artistic creations.  

 
16 Refer to Paul Clark (25-34)’s discussion on the geographical and ideological transition of Chinese cinema 

between Yan’an and Shanghai for a better understanding of the intricate literary and cultural scene in the early 

years of PRC. 
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When discussing a film, there is often the complexity of referring to the authors of a 

film since it is often a team product, including directors and scriptwriters. This is especially 

so for film adaptations since scriptwriters usually mediate the interactions between directors 

and the source texts, thus setting the tone of the films. In this study, I acknowledge the 

simplification of referring to a film merely by its director or scriptwriter, which is a simpler 

way to reveal the filmic initiatives. However, this approach is a response to the shifting 

cinematic cultures across spatial and temporal dimensions. For mainland cinema, 

scriptwriters were more preeminent than the directors during the socialist period when the 

censorship system was operating (Clark 94). In this vein, adaptors in the socialist context will 

mainly refer to screenplay writers, if the role of the directors is not indicated specifically. 

However, in Hong Kong cinema, films were always considered the active demonstration of 

the directors’ talent and styles, while the scriptwriters always remained obscure. It is worth 

mentioning that for mainland films produced after the Cultural Revolution, directors were 

mostly referred to since film was beginning to gain momentum as a comprehensive art form 

that reduced screenplays to merely one of the many factors contributing to the complexity of 

film productions.  

 

 

3. Fidelity, Subversion, and Adaptation 

In Hutcheon’s theorization of adaptation, one of the critical questions to be answered is: why 

adapt? Adaptations are driven by different possible and mixed intentions, from simply aiming 

to borrow, reproduce and transpose the adapted texts to pay tribute or homage to “consume 

and erase the memory of the adapted text or to call it into question” (7). Underneath the 

seemingly peaceful artistic scene facilitated by the tight ideological control, potential 

deviations or even subversions were furtively incubating. Petr Bubeníček observes that in the 
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context of the Czech Republic, adaptation under the Communist dictatorship could be read as 

“subversive” based on the “‘coded’ heterogeneity” of artistic representation (31). Bubeníček 

also believes that “it was the multilayered structure of cinematic signs—visual, audio, and 

verbal—that enabled adapters to imbue their renditions of well-known literary works with 

ingeniously encrypted messages” (2). This subversion is not achieved by the insertion of 

unorthodox content, but by way of taking advantage of “the logic of adaptation,” which often 

engages with two art forms or media at once (2).  

Part of the argument of this study is that adaptations, generally employed for political 

ends in socialist China, could also inadvertently offer adaptors flexibility to preserve their 

artistic integrity and middle ground to reflect on the dilemmas of socialist writing. This 

versatility of adaptation comes typically from the shift of media with particular artistic 

features and the bridging of different cultural, historical, and ideological borders, which 

challenges the artistic hierarchy of literary form over film or theatrical art in socialist China 

and undermines the ideology that substantiates this hierarchy. Transformations through 

genres and across periods, as well as the film technology and theatrical technique, enabled 

adaptors to take an aesthetic break from or even show a subversive critique of the binding 

limitations of socialist writing. Among the many notions at stake in adaptation, fidelity first 

received criticism from adaptors who aimed to seek artistic independence and explore 

alternative paths to engage with the socialist discourse.  

In contrast to Xia Yan’s orthodox film adaptations for socialist cinema, Zhao Shuli’s 

Shangdang opera adaptations indicated a subversive dimension that was unfolding 

surreptitiously against the Party prescribed artistic homogeneities. As an emblematic peasant 

writer, Zhao Shuli’s literary works were acclaimed by the Communist Party in 1947 as a 

“direction” for artists to follow but soon became the target of massive criticism campaigns in 
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the 1950s.17 Zhao Shuli had always posited the peasants, who live and struggle in rural China, 

as perpetual inspirations for his writings and also the target readers of his literary works. 

However, for socialist artists, the readers/audiences were already prescribed by the state to be 

“the masses” (workers, farmers, and soldiers), who symbolized a group of imagined 

readers/audiences with identical ideological outlooks and artistic tastes. After 1949, Zhao 

intentionally made a few experimental but unsuccessful attempts to write for “the masses” 

(like the 1955 novel Sanliwan Village). In dismay, he returned to folk-art forms and adapted 

from various sources, like poems and other local operas, to create Shangdang opera scripts 

for peasant audiences.  

For Zhao, adaptation could be seen as a form of truth exploration and order 

restoration during the tumultuous socialist years of the 1950s and 1960s. Whether in his 

adaptation practice or comments on adaptations based on his literary works, Zhao Shuli 

addressed the agency of adaptors and pointed out that we should not expect adaptations to be 

identical to, but better than, the source texts (340). He also wrote that adaptors could make 

changes that fit the themes of the source text without considering the author’s opinion (563). 

Besides this defiance against authorial intentionality, Zhao Shuli also transposed literary texts 

to convey artistic reality and authenticity, which often deviated from the source texts. This 

practice therefore indicates his subversion of the dominant discourse that endorsed the 

principle of fidelity. Zhao Shuli’s endeavors in adaptation, together with his unremitting 

efforts in re-establishing folk art for peasant audiences, served as an embodiment of his 

persistent seeking of a new writing path since the 1950s after the heyday of his popularity.  

 
17 The article is titled “Marching Towards ‘Zhao Shuli Direction’” (Xiang “Zhao Shuli fangxiang” maijin), 

which was Chen Huangmei’s concluding speech for the 1947 Literature and Art Conference in the Shanxi-

Hebei-Shandong-Henan Border Region and then published in the People’s Daily (Renmin ribao, 8 Oct. 1947). 
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Compared with Xia Yan and Zhao Shuli, who strategically engaged in the subversive 

dimension of adaptation, Hong Kong artists at that time enjoyed a relatively freer and more 

liberal political and cultural environment. The continuous social turbulence caused by wars 

since the 1930s and the political uncertainties following the Communist takeover of the 

mainland caused waves of migrations of mainland artists to Hong Kong. Exiled filmmakers 

sympathized with their homeland, but not necessarily with the Communist regime. In this 

vein, these filmmakers joined Hong Kong leftist or rightist film companies, which had 

contrasting views of the mainland and its regime. The distance from their motherland and the 

slim hope of returning incubated a sense of nostalgia among exiled filmmakers, who 

congregated at leftist film companies and then turned to adaptations of mainland literary 

classics as outlets for the remembrance of their past. Exiled filmmakers’ “infidelity” to the 

May Fourth literary classics or their “unfaithful” adaptation of socialist “unadaptable” literary 

texts can also be seen as a deviation from the fidelity principle and, more importantly, the 

socialist ideology that undergirded this myth. 

When discussing how the reader/viewers’ memories contribute to their understanding 

of the “palimpsestuousness” of adaptations, scholars have pointed out that adaptation can 

invoke the reader/viewer’s memory of other works, rather than the adapted text itself (see 

Cronin 9; Hutcheon 8; Meikle 549). However, it is also important to note that audiences’ 

memories were further enriched by the crossing of textual boundaries and incorporation of 

contextual factors in adaptations. The complexity of readers/viewers’ memories is among the 

many elements that contribute to the cultural and semiotic hybridities of adaptation. Hence, 

Elliott’s call for “a contextual textualism” in adaptation studies, which would “attend more 

scrupulously to the ways in which contexts inform and inhere in texts rather than solely in 

how they construct them from without” (“Rethinking Formal-Cultural” 585-86), can be 
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applied to this thesis to shed light on the interactions between textual and contextual factors 

in adaptation.  

For adaptors, adaptation epitomizes their recognitions and appropriations of the 

sources and the cultural or historical memories attached to them. In this vein, mainland 

literature to Hong Kong exiled filmmakers was more than merely source texts, but a 

culturally loaded symbol of the motherland that they could cast their nostalgic sentiment 

upon when colonial censorship was operating in 1950s Hong Kong. This dedication to 

engaging the “motherland” in cultural, rather than political, terms was Cold War Hong 

Kong’s most distinctive attitude towards the mainland. However, instead of following the 

principle of fidelity, exiled filmmakers infused their memories and nostalgia into the filmic 

reconstruction of mainland literary classics, while engaging with the cultural heritage of 

Hong Kong cinema to establish their careers and overcome their identity crisis.  

Under the Communist regime, a host of literary works were considered incompatible 

with the Maoist socialist discourse and therefore were effectively designated “unadaptable” 

for the screen. Elliott notes that it is a series of interlinked conventions, rather than the 

technological incapacities of film, that is accountable for the discourse of “unfilmable books” 

(“Unfilmable Books” 102). Paradoxically, books labeled “unfilmable” are sometimes filmed 

(108). In the socialist context, the “unfilmability” of certain books largely ties to the literary 

authors’ political orientations or the works’ ideological correctness. Often those literary texts 

with high aesthetic values and artistic achievements were also considered to have ambiguous 

political meanings. Therefore, they were framed as “unadaptable” for socialist cinema. 

However, some of these “unadaptable” texts were brought to Hong Kong cinema to be 

appreciated by local and overseas audiences. 

 Situated in a cosmopolitan city with a highly commercialized and profit-driven film 

industry, Hong Kong film adaptors were prone to reject fidelity and popularize literary works 
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to cater to the audiences, who were accustomed to melancholic melodramas and feature films 

with clear plots and twists. On the one hand, their rejection of fidelity enabled Hong Kong 

filmmakers to excavate meanings around the adapted texts and engage with various texts and 

cultures. On the other hand, their alterations of the sources could potentially undermine the 

intrinsic values and unique traits of the source texts, especially when it came to the cinematic 

representation of aesthetically sophisticated works. A relook into the Hong Kong film 

adaptations of “unadaptable” socialist literary texts through their engagement with the notion 

of fidelity lays bare the pitfalls and opportunities provided by border crossing. 

Focusing on the transitions from written texts to vivid images on screen or 

performance on stage, this study attempts to shed light on the complexities of adaptation in 

1950s and 1960s mainland China and Hong Kong. Subversion, regardless of it being 

inadvertent adherence to or deliberate distance from fidelity, represents the tensions between 

the state and artists and also contributes to the complexity of adaptation. Adaptation often 

pushes ideological, geographical, and textual borders and strikes conversations between 

different cultural backgrounds, thus serving various agendas and incubating a wide range of 

interpretations. Hence, with a special focus on how the notion of fidelity was framed and 

employed by orthodox filmmakers for propaganda purposes and then was challenged or even 

rejected by others, this thesis attempts to discover the potential of adaptation to the study of 

both mainland and Hong Kong cinema.  

 

   

4. Recent Scholarship on Chinese Adaptation 

Adaptation, a practice that can move from “simple proximation” to “commenting on the 

politics of the source text, or those of the new mise-en-scène, or both, usually by the means of 
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alteration or addition” (Sanders 21), has been widely discussed in the English world.18 

Straddling different media and sometimes even contrasting social, cultural, and political 

contexts, adaptations open up new possibilities to re-examine the cultural history of a given 

society. However, scholarship on Chinese adaptations, in the Chinese or Western languages, 

is meager in number and generally under-theorized. Euro-American critical literature on 

Chinese adaptations has long been dominated by a plethora of discussions on film adaptations 

of literary works in post-socialist times. Studies on Chinese adaptations mostly take on 

analyzing the shift of genres, themes, plots, character designs, and other details derived from 

the adapted texts. Studies produced by scholars based in mainland China tend to be narrowly 

drawn and mainly focus on exemplary adaptations in certain historical periods or based on a 

specific literary school or genre (Q. Li 14).19 Rarely have scholars paid attention to 

adaptations beyond the literature/film form; neither have they examined the cultural and 

political ramifications of adaptations to the understanding of the cultural scene in China.  

Adaptation studies, both carried out by China-based and overseas scholars, tend to 

focus on the Seventeen Years and the New Era, when a wide range of film adaptations 

appeared. The Seventeen Years featured tightened ideological controls and political and 

social upheavals. As a Soviet-borrowed but dominant doctrine, socialist realism ruled out 

other development possibilities for art by enforcing highly political and formulaic creation 

 
18 See Elliott’s “Adaptation Theory and Adaptation Scholarship” for an insightful analysis and summary. 

19 There has been a wide range of discussions on adaptations in China. Li Qing’s The History of Adaptation 

from Literature to Film in China (Zhongguo dianying wenxue gaibianshi) was the first study concentrating on 

providing a complete, panoramic, and detailed historical narration of the history of adaptation from literature to 

film in China. By tracing the history of adaptation over a century and analysing important schools and ideas, as 

well as directors and literary texts, Li’s work lays down the historical background and basic contours of 

adaptation in China.  
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methods, criticism, and campaigns. This artistic doctrine also suppressed or overshadowed 

the efforts individual artists made to preserve their artistic integrity.20 Hence, artistic 

productions before the end of the Cultural Revolution, including adaptations, were often 

considered by scholars as monolithic and univocal, promoting socialist state ideology and 

serving Party propaganda (Y. Zhu 25). However, beneath the seemingly integrated and 

uniformed artistic creations, adaptation can often spur more discussions due to its crossing of 

textual, ideological, or geographical borders and engagement with textual and contextual 

elements.  

There has been an abundance of studies focusing on film adaptations in other socialist 

countries, like the Soviet Union, Czechoslovakia, and the German Democratic Republic 

(GDR), where adaptations were inextricably linked with the socialist ideology and the state 

mythmaking process but were also open to more interpretations. For instance, chapters from 

the 2013 book Russian and Soviet Film: Adaptations of Literature, 1900-2001 focus on the 

Soviet period when the cinema was tailored to the Communist Party’s propaganda needs and 

then examine the significance of film adaptations of literature. In the chapter entitled 

“Educating Chapaev: From Document to Myth,” Jeremy Hicks analyzes the adaptation of 

Chapaev, a literary text that was considered by the Communist Party as incompatible with the 

 
20 Socialist Realism (shehui zhuyi xianshi zhuyi, SR) was officially introduced into the Chinese context and 

became the dominant artistic doctrine in the early 1950s. Unlike the Soviet Union, where the theory of SR was 

formulated largely in retrospect in order to codify the artistic developments of the previous decades of the 

revolutionary movement, in China it was formulated and projected as a model that guided the future path of 

literary and other artistic creations. Therefore, as an aesthetic principle and practice deeply affiliated with 

shifting politics, SR was subject to alterations due to changes in the social and cultural context. Rather than 

being considered merely as a method guiding artistic creations, SR appealed to the CCP more as a touchstone 

for artistic workers’ political stand. The literature and art productions under the influence of SR were mostly 

formulaic, ritualized and didactic. For a detailed discussion, see S. Chen 43-60. 
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doctrine of socialist realism. The adaptation mythologized Chapaev to be in line with an 

officially sponsored revalorization of heroes, folklore, and myth, and created a legendary aura 

for him that was missing in the adapted text (Hicks 44-58). Hicks provides a point of 

reference for my analysis of Chinese adaptations of the literary classics under the socialist 

regime, especially shedding light on the alterations required for adapted texts to be brought to 

the screen.  

Chinese scholar Hong Hong’s Influence from the Soviet Union and the Chinese “17-

Year” Films (Sulian yingxiang yu Zhongguo “shiqinian” dianying) employs a comparative 

perspective to systematically retrace how Soviet film aesthetics and practice influenced 

Seventeen Years’ film productions, including their screenplay writing, directing techniques, 

and narrations. Hong also touches upon the Soviet influence on the formation and revolution 

of Xia Yan’s adaptation principles and theoretically accounts for the dominance of the 

ideologically-prescribed fidelity principle for adaptations in socialist China (Hong 183-90). 

In the chapter centering on Seventeen Years’ film adaptations of literary classics, Hong 

argues that these adaptations often lack artistic personality. The prevalence of the 

ideologically-prescribed fidelity principle that hindered socialist artists from including their 

insightful and individual observations on the artistic values of the originals into the 

adaptations (197). Hong’s argument reveals the importance of the principle of fidelity to the 

understanding of socialist adaptations and inspires my further discussion of Xia Yan’s 

adaptation principle and practice. 

Also focusing on adaptations in the socialist context, Qinna Shen’s article 

“Barometers of GDR Cultural Politics: Contextualizing the DEFA Grimm Adaptations” 

examines how adaptations shifted with the changing political requirements and tenets of 

socialist realism from 1956 to 1989 (Shen 72). Shen first focuses on why and how to adapt 

those non-typical socialist literary texts into the socialist context. For example, significant 
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changes were made to the 1956 film adaptation of the fairy tale The Brave Little Tailor to 

signal the theme of class conflict and the liberation of the proletariat. Applied to the Chinese 

context, Shen’s observations still hold since adaptations based on May Fourth literary texts 

always required ideological transformations. Most importantly, Shen concludes that 

adaptations of fairy tales enabled filmmakers to “take an aesthetic break from the binding 

limitations of cinematic realism,” and the filmic technology and the whimsical nature of the 

fairy tales created an oasis for adaptations to be exonerated from the imperative Socialist 

Realist aesthetic (72). Shen’s article inspires this thesis to question whether particular 

adaptations, especially those based on folk arts, could also provide Chinese socialist artists, 

like Zhao Shuli, opportunities to diverge from the state-sanctioned aesthetics.  

Czech scholar Petr Bubeníček’s 2017 monograph Subversive Adaptations: Czech 

Literature on Screen behind the Iron Curtain examines the instrumental functions of 

adaptations outside the Anglophone traditions and cultures. Situating adaptations “at the 

intersection of reception, culture, ideology, politics, and creativity,” Bubeníček believes that 

“adaptations served, in more ways than one, as ideal means for subversion” (2). Subversive 

adaptations were not created purposefully but were made to elicit subversive interpretations 

from the audiences (2). For instance, a sense of subversion can be achieved “simply by 

focusing on, or enhancing, a work’s aesthetic qualities,” rather than the blatant display of 

discontent to the dominant discourse from the adaptors (2). Studies on adaptations in other 

socialist countries necessitate and offer new perspectives to a relook of Chinese adaptations. 

Film adaptations produced in these socialist countries, as the aforementioned authors argue, 

effectively demonstrate a negotiation between artistic freedom and ideological alignment. 

Based on their observations, my study aims to further elaborate on this subversive dimension 

of adaptation based in the Chinese context.  
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Adaptation studies carried out in China are more descriptive than analytical, mainly 

centering on case studies from the perspective of comparison. In the last few years, what has 

become evident are studies focusing on TV drama adaptations of the Revolutionary Popular 

Novel (geming tongsu xiaoshuo), which were orthodox novels written in the Seventeen Years 

and popular among proletarian readers. One of the exemplary research works is Ruan Qing’s 

book Film and TV Adaptations of the Seventeen Years’ Literary Canon (Shiqinian wenxue 

jingdian de yingshi gaibian yanjiu). It examines the various forms of adaptations of the 

novels Tracks in the Snowy Forest (Linhai xueyuan, 1957), Song of Youth (Qingchun zhige, 

1958), and Red Flag (Hongqipu, 1957) in the New Era, and mainly focuses on how 

commercial factors impact the narration of revolution in the contemporary context. Zhu 

Yimiao’s 2017 study Adaptation: the Interactions between Contemporary Chinese Cinema 

and Literature (Gaibian: Zhongguo dangdai dianying yu wenxue hudong), as the title 

indicates, also focuses on adaptations in the contemporary period. However, Zhu still gives a 

sketchy description of adaptations from 1905 to 1976 and analyzes in-depth the interactions 

between literature and film and the transformations of adaptation principles in the New Era. 

Zhu traces the revolution of adaptation principles in the Chinese context and especially 

recognizes the importance of Xia Yan and Ling Zifeng’s theorizations of fidelity, which soon 

faced challenge among the Fifth Generation directors. 

With a special focus on literature to film or TV drama, adaptation scholars based in 

China rarely shift their focus to adaptations involving other genres. Zhou Tao’s Folk Culture 

and the Adaptation of the Seventeen Years’ Operas (Minjian wenxue yu shiqinian xiqu 

gaibian) represents one of the rare attempts that focuses on the adaptations of operas in the 

Chinese context. By employing the concept of archetype and motif and their transformations 

in various adaptation practice, Zhou discusses the dynamics between the folk culture 

elements and national ideology and argues that adaptations of Chinese local operas in the 
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Seventeen Years, in fact, embodied the collisions, confrontations, compromise, and 

acceptance between national power and folk culture (231). His study also offers a detailed 

description of the struggles that operas and folk-art forms encountered and the strategies they 

employed to survive during the Seventeen Years.  

In addition, recent years have witnessed a growing scholarly interest in the 

interpretations of the dynamics between adaptations and the broad cultural and historical 

context, especially from Western-based scholars. Pertinent to this study, Qin Liyan’s 2007 

UC San Diego doctoral thesis entitled Trans-Media Strategies of Appropriation, 

Narrativization, and Visualization: Adaptations of Literature in a Century of Chinese Cinema 

stands out. It traces the history of Chinese film adaptations of literature spanning at least six 

decades and examines the important moments and figures to shed light on the adaptive 

strategies that filmmakers deployed to cater to the different cultural, political, and 

commercial needs (Qin ix). By providing a sweeping history of adaptations in the Chinese 

context, Qin’s thesis also excavates the complexity of adaptations in the Seventeen Years, the 

conflicts that adaptors encountered, and the achievements they struggled to accomplish. For 

instance, Qin dedicates a whole chapter to Xia Yan’s adaptation practice and theory and 

outlines his identities as a “conformist vanguard” and an “ambivalent critic,” but more 

importantly, a “repressed humanist” (111-52). Based on Qin’s observations, my thesis 

employs Xia Yan’s adaptation for Hong Kong cinema to further add to the understanding of 

his adaptations in socialist China and his conflicted identities.  

Despite not dedicated to adaptation studies, Jessica Ka Yee Chan’s 2019 monograph 

Chinese Revolutionary Cinema: Propaganda, Aesthetics and Internationalism 1949-1966 

looks at revolutionary films produced during the Seventeen Years. Chan’s main argument of 

this study is that the creation of Chinese revolutionary aesthetics was based on the translation 

and tacit appropriation of classical Hollywood narration and Soviet montage. The 
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combination of these two cultural heritages represents a negotiation between foreign 

cinematic precedents and Chinese aesthetic traditions, which challenges the negativity 

towards the evaluation of the Seventeen Years film productions. With one chapter centering 

on May Fourth literature on screen, Chan investigates how classical Hollywood narration and 

family melodrama facilitated the socialist propagation of film adaptations and reveals the 

artistic values of these works oft-neglected by scholars. 

Scholarship on 1950s and 1960s Hong Kong film adaptation is sparse, with 

occasional articles dedicated to this topic but only focusing on basic evaluations of the 

adaptations or offering historical materials revolving around these adaptation endeavors. 

Detailed analyses of adaptations, especially their engagement with mainland cinema and their 

historical and cultural values, are still lacking. As to my study, articles from the 2011 book 

One for All: The Union Film Spirit offer many useful materials. This collection of essays 

focuses on film productions of the Union Film Company and briefly touches upon the Union 

filmmakers’ adaptations. For instance, Lo Wai-luk in “The Allure of the Time: The Making 

of the Union Film Aesthetics” reveals Hong Kong leftist cinema’s inheritance of May Fourth 

culture, and points out that the Union’s film aesthetics were deeply rooted in the Hong Kong 

local culture and was different from the mainland’s socialist realism doctrine (63-65). Kenny 

Kwok-kwan Ng’s piece “Critical Sentimentalism: A Preliminary Inquiry Into Union Film’s 

Recreation of Western Literary Classics” analyzes the Union filmmakers’ transcultural 

adaptations and argues that these film productions, rarely adhering to the originals and often 

borrowing widely from the Hollywood cinema, transplanted foreign stories to reflect Hong 

Kong’s reality. In this thesis, I proceed to look at the Union’s adaptations of May Fourth 

literature and specifically investigate the transformations that these adapted texts went 

through to be brought to Hong Kong cinema, and to serve various purposes and agendas. 
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The aforementioned scholarship, whether written in the Chinese or Western context, 

lays down the foundation for future studies of adaptation in the Chinese context. Globally 

speaking, adaptation studies has expanded its research domain to connect with cultural and 

historical studies.21 Building on current scholarship, this study aims to look at film 

adaptations and examine their cultural, historical, and political values. With opera adaptations 

incorporated, I tend to engage with this oft-neglected art form to enrich the study of 

adaptation in the Chinese context. The discussion of Hong Kong film adaptations contributes 

to a deeper understanding of the institutional and conventional peculiarities of socialist 

cinema. The juxtaposition of Hong Kong and mainland versions of adaptations further 

demonstrates the robust Hong Kong film industry in the 1950s and unravels the dynamics 

between Hong Kong and mainland cinema through adaptation.  

 

 

5. Overview 

Adaptation, like other socialist artistic creations, was under the influence of socialist realism 

and was employed by the Party to serve didactic purposes. Meanwhile, adaptation allowed 

adaptors to transform source texts that might generate heterogeneous messages. This thesis 

attempts to look at the complexity of adaptations in 1950s and 1960s mainland and Hong 

Kong context by mainly focusing on adaptors’ practice of fidelity or infidelity. The second 

chapter investigates Xia Yan’s adaptation theory and practice, especially the transformation 

of his adaptation principles and his contrasting practice of fidelity for the mainland and Hong 

Kong adaptations, to further shed light on the complexity of adaptation and Xia Yan’s 

 
21 For instance, the Bloomsbury series Screen Adaptation offers adaptation studies that discuss the literary texts 

in their historical contexts. This series was edited by Deborah Cartmell and includes seven books that 

individually dedicates to the adaptations of one particular literary classics, like Romeo and Juliet. 
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conflicted identities. Concentrating on Zhao Shuli’s opera adaptations, especially his 

depiction of socialist heroes, the chief goal of the third chapter is to reveal the subversive 

potential of adaptation in socialist China. Xia Yan and Zhao Shuli’s adaptations were mainly 

created under rigorous Communist control, in contrast to those Hong Kong filmmakers 

whose works were produced and received in a relatively more liberal environment, despite 

when Cold War politics were operating. The fourth chapter explores how nostalgia propelled 

and shaped Hong Kong filmmakers’ adaptations of May Fourth literature within the cultural 

landscape of 1950s Hong Kong. The last chapter unravels the many ways texts can cross 

ideological and cultural borders through film adaptation, and demonstrates the potential and 

underlying challenges that come with border crossing. In particular, this chapter looks at how 

The True Story of Ah Q and Border Town were reworked for Hong Kong cinema, and 

examines the cultural and historical implications of these cinematic transformations. In sum, 

this study, with the principle of fidelity as a thread, attempts to connect adaptations with their 

cultural and political contexts and further shed light on the complexities of these adaptations. 
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Chapter Two 

Fidelity, Propaganda, and Adaptation: Garden of Repose on Screen 

 

First starting his career as a translator, Xia Yan soon became a leader of the newly 

established leftist film group (zuoyi dianying xiaozu) in 1933, beginning his years of 

involvement with filmmaking.22 Adapting literary works into screenplays had been widely 

practiced by Xia Yan and other progressive filmmakers in 1930s Shanghai. Still, Xia Yan 

distinguished himself among his peers by having both highly acclaimed adaptation works and 

principles. After being appointed as the Deputy Minister of Culture in charge of the film 

industry and foreign relations in 1955, Xia Yan led the revival of Chinese film productions to 

meet demands from within and outside the Party. By assimilating Russian film theories into 

the Chinese context, Xia Yan addressed the principles, methods, and importance of film 

adaptation in a series of short essays in the 1950s.23 For instance, his speech on screenwriting 

at the Beijing Film Academy in 1958, later published as “A Few Questions about 

Screenwriting” (Xie dianying juben de jige wenti), was “one of the most important works on 

film theory and narration/scriptwriting from 1949-1976” (Dai 155). These essays focus on the 

 
22 This film group’s primary purposes were to infiltrate film studios and Shanghai’s print media and promulgate 

leftist film criticism and theories translated from Russian. For the Chinese Communist regime, film was first 

recognized for its propaganda function. 

23 Xia Yan’s adaptation theories were well articulated in essays like “Thoughts on Adaptation” (Zatan gaibian, 

1957), “A Few Questions about Screenwriting” (Xie dianying juben de jige wenti, 1958), “On Adaptation” 

(Mantan gaibian, 1959), “Be Sure to Improve the Quality of Film” (Yidingyao tigao dianying yishu de zhiliang, 

1960), “To Raise Our Film Productions to a New Level” (Ba woguo dianying yishu tigaodao yige gengxinde 

shuiping, 1961), and “Q&A on Adaptations: Lectures on Adaptation Courses” (Dui gaibian wenti dakewen----

zai gaibian xunlianban de jianghua, 1962). These essays are all included in Xia Yan on Artistic Creation (Xia 

Yan lun chuangzuo), which this thesis keeps referring to, 
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fundamental issues frequently discussed by domestic and Western adaptation scholars, like 

“what is an adaptation,” “why adapt,” “how to adapt,” and the implications of adaptation.  

In these essays, fidelity was one of the themes that Xia Yan revisited the most and 

continuously reconstructed through his adaptation practice, the majority of which was based 

on literary classics, both from the May Fourth and socialist period. Fidelity, a principle 

already difficult to be achieved in regular adaptation practice, was even harder for socialist 

adaptations since the main purpose of these films was to serve the state propaganda needs. 

However, the notion of fidelity gained momentum in socialist China after 1949 and became 

one of the dominant principles for adaptation. As Qin Liyan notes, adaptations before and 

after the regime shift in 1949 took different paths when it came to the issue of fidelity 

(“Trans-media” 370). In socialist China, the canonization of literary works grew in tandem 

with the consolidation of the state discourse, thus further heightening the prestige of the 

literary classics and prohibiting filmmakers from altering the originals. Therefore, what was 

called “fidelity” was tailored to the socialist ideology and functioned as an official tool to 

enforce artistic conformity. Instead of merely being an indicator of the proximities between 

literary sources and adaptation or the hierarchy of literature over film in the Chinese context, 

fidelity was also “an issue in Chinese film history” (369). In this manner, the issue of fidelity 

serves as an entry to a fuller understanding of the tensions between artistic creations and 

political control in Mao’s China.   

In Xia Yan’s theorization, the notion of fidelity entails fidelity not to every detail, but 

to the “themes and unique styles” of the source texts (Xia Yan on Artistic Creation 378). 

Adaptors had to keep in mind that “film is a mass medium with a wide range of audiences, 

who are mostly illiterate and unfamiliar with literary works” and “popularization of literary 

texts is vital to better deliver messages to the audiences” (378). Alterations to the details of 

the source texts were inevitable and sometimes welcomed to cater to audiences’ tastes, fulfill 
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adaptors’ various agendas, and meet the Party’s propaganda needs (378). Therefore, the 

practice of fidelity became more of a symbolic gesture for adaptors in socialist China to claim 

reverence towards the source texts on the surface, while making changes in the adaptations 

for propaganda purposes. Film adaptations The New Year’s Sacrifice and The Lin Family 

Shop were apparent embodiments of this “fidelity” that didactic socialist cinema endorsed. 

However, in Garden of Repose, an adaptation screenplay explicitly designed for Hong Kong 

cinema, Xia Yan practiced a different fidelity from that in his socialist adaptations and to a 

great extent preserved the content, style, and themes of Ba Jin’s 1942 eponymous novel. 

Based on Xia Yan’s screenplay, Hong Kong filmmaker Zhu Shilin directed the film 

adaptation and re-named it as Spring Dream in the Old Garden. This Hong Kong adaptation 

contrasts significantly with Xia Yan’s adaptations for the socialist cinema and calls for a re-

examination of his theorization and practice of fidelity both for the mainland and Hong Kong 

cinema. 

Exemplified by the case of Xia Yan, I argue in this chapter that fidelity, functioning 

both for and against the regime, was employed as a flexible practice to indicate both the 

ideological conformity and artistic integrity of filmmakers under the hegemony of the 

Communist ideology. To substantiate this argument, I first start by revealing the inherent 

incompatibilities between the socialist cinema and May Fourth literary classics by returning 

to their disparate principles of creation: socialist realism and realism. The following section 

traces Xia Yan’s systematic adaptation theory accumulated from his orthodox adaptations to 

shed light on how “fidelity” was reconfigured and achieved in socialist cinema. By 

incorporating Zhu Shilin’s Spring Dream in the Old Garden and another 1959 Cantonese 

film adaptation also based on Ba Jin’s Garden of Repose into the discussion, the third section 

aims to examine the cultural and artistic implications of Xia Yan’s faithful rendition of the 

source text through a comparative analysis. A further look at the dilemmas Xia Yan 
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encountered in balancing his identities both as a Communist cadre and a May Fourth 

intellectual and his efforts to overcome these hurdles through adaptations concludes the 

chapter. 

 

 

1. Reconfiguring Realism: May Fourth Literature and Socialist Cinema 

The May Fourth Movement in the cultural sphere represented the enlightenment of Chinese 

society in multiple aspects by importing Western ideas and artistic creations through 

translations. As a Western-imported art form with a strong dependence on capital, film was 

initially overlooked by the May Fourth intellectuals in the 1920s (Ke in Luo 344). Early 

Chinese films were merely employed by producers and filmmakers for profit and were often 

low in quality.24 But from the early 1930s, leftist cultural leaders began to see the potential of 

film as a new, modern, and effective form of mass communication and entertainment and 

widely participated into the productions of “new films” (xinxing dianying) (Lu 61-75). Film’s 

potential to reach more viewers through the appeal of images and sound rendered it a pivotal 

vehicle for the intellectual, moral, and political uplift of audiences. In this vein, leftist 

intellectuals also engaged with the “new literature” and the literary ideas/heritage that were 

cultivated by the combination of New Literature Movement and May Fourth Movement 

(Wan 75), hoping to form a united front against the Japanese and the Kuomintang.  

 
24 This does not mean that May Fourth intellectuals never engaged with film. For instance, the Commercial 

Press (shangwu yinshuguan), a major agent in the dissemination of May Fourth culture in the 1920s and 1930s, 

had set up a film production unit as early as 1917. This unit was later abandoned by the press directors in 1926 

since they realized, in order to compete with other film companies, they needed popular films that went against 

the purpose of the press and were of little educational value. See Clark 9. 
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Under the influence of the May Fourth Movement, realism was introduced to Chinese 

intellectuals as a “tool of social reform” and soon became a model for “a literature that would 

critically engage with social reality” (Chan 66). It was favored and promulgated by May 

Fourth intellectuals because it was “believed to function as a critical window on social reality 

and a force for social betterment” (Chan 66). Realism carries “the profoundest burden of 

hope for cultural transformation” and has “generated the largest body of literature in the years 

that followed” (Anderson 3). Critical realism, or as I would refer to as the May Fourth 

realism in this thesis, forms the first developmental stage of this Western-borrowed term in 

the Chinese context and “assumes a polarization of the ‘I’ of the observer and the society that 

is the object of the observer’s analysis” (Anderson 201). The soon emerged proletarian 

realism (puluo xianshizhuyi) in the 1920s or socialist realism in the 1930s reflected on the 

limitations of critical realism, which deeply relied on self-expression and lacked social 

engagement (44-45). As Marston Anderson concludes in his seminal study of realism, “in 

calling for mass fiction and socialist realism, Chinese writers acknowledged a new 

imperative: they began erasing the distinction between ‘I’ and ‘they’--- between the self and 

society--- that had been an indispensable basis for the practice of critical realism, subsuming 

both in a collective ‘we’” (202).  

With his outlook and artistic tastes significantly shaped by the May Fourth culture, 

Xia Yan was given credit for his pioneering realism and projecting the May Fourth legacy in 

his early screenplays. These efforts were first embodied by his screen adaptation of Mao 

Dun’s short story Spring Silkworms (Chuncan, 1932). With Cheng Bugao as the director, the 

film Spring Silkworms (1933) was the first direct screen adaptation of May Fourth literature 

and epitomized the efforts that leftist filmmakers, like Xia Yan, made to bring May Fourth 

realism into film productions. Xia Yan’s Spring Silkworms screenplay was also the first with 

detailed shooting directions in Chinese cinema and laid the foundation of professional 
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screenplay writings for future film productions. The choice of Spring Silkworms as the 

adapted text and treatment of the story in a faithful manner was closely related to the unique 

cultural and political atmosphere in the 1930s.25 The adaptation was created against the 

context of Kuomintang’s white terror and the Japanese invasion, resulting in leftist artists’ 

urging to mobilize crowds to form a united anti-Japanese front together. In his 1985 memoir, 

Xia Yan mentioned the audiences for domestic film productions in the early 1930s were 

mostly young students, clerks, and the petite bourgeoisie, whose tastes were shaped by 

traditional melodramas featuring gifted scholars and beauties, as well as by Hollywood 

melodramas (Lazily Searching My Old Dreams 233). To resonate with audiences, leftist 

filmmakers focused on realistic depictions of people’s sufferings to inspire their resistance 

against the Japanese and Kuomintang’s capitulations.  

Mao Dun’s literary works represent the height of Chinese realistic literary writing. In 

Spring Silkworms, Mao Dun portrays Chinese silkworm raisers’ plights when caught between 

domestic and foreign suppressions. This thematic focus cohered with the leftist filmmakers’ 

intention to shift cinema from entertainment-oriented to ideology-centered (Yiman Wang 41). 

To achieve this end, Xia Yan faithfully visualized the short story and developed a “cinematic 

literary script” with detailed directions on scenes, acting, and subtitles (43). Original dialogue 

from the short story was meticulously transformed into intertitles and even the few added 

scenes were based on materials from Mao Dun’s other stories. The film adhered closely to 

 
25 Spring Silkworms focuses on the dire situation of a silkworm raiser, Old Tongbao, and his family in a 

Zhejiang village in Southeast China. Cheap and man-made silk fabric from Japan resulted in Old Tongbao’s 

deeper debt due to the expected harvest. This film adaptation embodies the determination of the Star Film 

Company executives, like Zhang Shichuan and Zheng zhengqiu, to introduce May Fourth culture to Chinese 

cinema and indigenize Chinese films by abandoning Hollywood melodramas and promoting “anti-imperialism,” 

“anti-capitalism,” and “anti-feudalism” in film productions. See Wang, “From Word to Word-Image” 41. 
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Xia Yan’s script and adopted a documentary approach. As director Cheng Bugao recalls, they 

even meticulously represented the actual experience of silkworm cultivation to give the film a 

realistic aura and better preserve the themes of the short story (3). Leftist critic Yang 

Hansheng believed that this film was the first attempt in Chinese cinema to realistically 

unveil rural bankruptcy through life-like mise-en-scènes and convincing acting (Yang in 

Chen 252-53).  

By adapting Spring Silkworms, Xia Yan set forth a series of standard principles for 

fellow adaptors to observe and imitate. However, this film was criticized for its over-fidelity 

to the original, lack of drama and climax, inadequate emphasis on the dire situation of rural 

bankruptcy, and weak emotional appeal to the audiences at the 1933 symposium (Zheng in 

Chen 251-54). For instance, leftist critic Zheng Boqi first recognized that the film’s 

faithfulness to the original was laudable. Then Zheng argued, from the perspective of 

medium specificity, that: 

When an adaptation retains the “sketchy” quality of the source, the effects may go 

astray. This adaptation should introduce dramatic climaxes rather than sticking to the 

original to achieve a better artistic result. Since cinema has its peculiarities that need 

to be considered, it is necessary to add or omit details when necessary to achieve the 

intended effect. (Zheng in Chen 251-52) 

As Wang Yiman notes, these criticisms reflect the critics’ attention to “the qualitative 

differences” between cinema and literature (43). This assumption was “undergirded by biased 

and limited understanding of the film medium,” in which film was treated as “ontologically 

more dramatic than fiction” (43). The emphasis on drama was determined by “the critics’ 

perceptions of the general audience’s preference for highly melodramatic cinema,” based on 

which they “sought to harness the popular appeal of melodrama for their leftist agenda” and 

“naturalizing melodrama as the only valid form of film” (43-44).  
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The mixed reception towards the film adaptation Spring Silkworms indicates the 

gradual formation of Chinese adaptation theory and lays bare the complicated cultural scene 

of the 1930s when Communist ideology was unfolding.26 Under the pseudonym of Cai 

Shusheng to deflect Kuomintang censorship, Xia Yan replied to these criticisms by first 

acknowledging the film’s lack of dramatic elements and slow tempo that derived 

considerably from the sketchy rather than melodramatic nature of the subject matter (Xia Yan 

in Chen 255). He further noted that he was overly faithful to the original in scriptwriting, and 

the director was possibly excessively faithful to the script, thus rendering the film “too 

literary” to educate viewers who were not interested in literature (255). However, Xia Yan 

still insisted that it was better to “maintain this literary quality than to intentionally bring in 

some incongruent elements to spice up the film narration” (256).  

In fact, he designed a new beginning, ending, and certain narrative moments to deliver 

“a melodramatic and discursive commentary on social problems in ‘semi-colonial, semi-

feudal’ China” (Yiman Wang 45). Instead of starting with Old Tongbao sitting by the 

riverside and contemplating as Mao Dun depicts, the film employs images and intertitles to 

indicate the broad social background and set the film’s tone. To engage more with 

uneducated audiences, Xia Yan visualized and verbalized Old Tongbao’s psychological 

activities. Descriptive intertitles, combining contrasting scenes like “the elementary school 

classroom” and “the dock at Huangpu River,” facilitate the visualization of economic 

invasions of imperialism and other social problems. Introducing the cover image of Mao 

Dun’s short story and his name on the screen, this adaptation gives credit to the adapted text 

 
26 In her article, Wang Yiman introduces Raymond Williams’ term “structure of feeling” to refer to this status 

when “the emergent conscious that is yet to become institutionalized and crystalized as ideology” (132-35). 

Wang sees Spring Silkworms as the “leftist ‘structure of feeling’ interacted and intertwined with discourse of 

realism” and with “melodramatic entertainment.” For a detailed discussion, see Wang 41-49.   
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and inadvertently insinuates the hierarchy that literature had over film at the inception of 

Chinese cinema. The images of the book title, sentences, and charts serve as a prelude, which 

better assists the film to assume its educational role to guide audiences’ viewing experience 

to be a pedagogical process.  

The short story ends with Mao Dun’s depressing and pessimistic note about the 

characters’ gloomy prospects. In contrast, Xia Yan’s screenplay ends in a more uplifting and 

hopeful tone by having Duoduo tou casting the sprouting garlic head into the river. This 

ending represents the younger generation’s defiance against superstitions and outdated 

values. These revisions echo Xia Yan’s identifications of film as the most mass-oriented and 

powerful propaganda tool, especially under the early 1930s political sphere when leftist 

filmmakers attempted to control film productions. Xia Yan’s adaptation of Spring Silkworms 

significantly restored the ordeals Chinese people experienced, with alterations at the 

beginning and end of the film to send clearer messages to the audiences and better mobilize 

their defiance against the Japanese and the Kuomintang. In sum, Spring Silkworms preserves 

and also enhances the themes of the original by resorting to film techniques while 

maintaining the educative and propaganda purposes of the film. This adaptation embodies 

Xia Yan’s initial theorization and practice of fidelity in film adaptation and his insistence on 

realistic filmmaking, through precise representations of the political and temporal atmosphere 

revolving around the source text.  

The May Fourth realism was widely challenged in the late 1920s but was only 

officially made obsolete in Mao’s 1942 Talks. The Talks states that proletarian literature and 

art are “a part of the whole proletarian revolutionary cause” and are “subordinate to politics” 

(McDougall 65-75). In the Talks, Mao also emphasized the pragmatic values of literature and 

criticized May Fourth writing’s failure to “achieve a more gritty kind of realism and a vitality 

based on a knowledge of reality as experienced by China’s masses” (McDougall 13-14). The 
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Talks efficiently silenced May Fourth writers in Yan’an and facilitated the forthcoming denial 

of the May Fourth tradition from the Communist Party after 1949 (38). Socialist realism 

finally replaced May Fourth realism and became the ideal and dominant artistic doctrine in 

the cultural sphere in the early 1950s. Adopted from the Soviet Union, socialist realism 

prescribed: 

            The truthful, historically concrete presentation of reality in its revolutionary 

development. Moreover, the truthfulness and historical concreteness of the artistic 

representation of reality must be linked with the task of ideological transformation 

and education of workers in the spirit of socialism. (Tertz 24)  

Therefore, “historical particularity” and “ideological generality” became the prerequisites for 

socialist artistic creations (B. Wang 101). By the same token, depictions of social reality 

should not rely upon either direct reflections of real-life or artistic observations and instincts, 

but depend on ideologically modified and adapted facts and stories submissive to the socialist 

narrative and the Party’s propaganda agendas. In fact, Zhou Yang prescribed in his speech 

titled “Socialist Realism—The Way Forward for Chinese Literature” (Shehui zhuyi xianshi 

zhuyi—Zhongguo wenxue qianjin de daolu) that “in judging whether a particular literary 

work is written in the spirit of socialist realism, the main consideration is not whether it 

reflects socialist reality, but if it describes the truth of life in the development of revolution 

from a socialist standpoint” (186-87). 

Based on its panoramic observations and authoritative judgment, the Talks epitomizes 

the beginning of the Party’s comprehensive control over the general production, appreciation, 

and further circulation of literature and art. Although film was only mentioned by Mao in 

passing and even these brief references were eliminated from the 1950s versions, the Talks 

still exerted perpetual influence on the film enterprises in and beyond the Yan’an period. The 

rough patch The Life of Wu Xun (Wu Xun zhuan, 1950) went through ever since its release 
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epitomized the painstaking yet fundamental transformations of the Chinese film industry, 

both institutionally and artistically. The backlash this film received indicated the Party’s 

urgent need to economically transform the film industry and to secure economic and political 

control of cinema (Clark 38). Film companies almost ceased producing new films for several 

years after the Wu Xun episode, which cast a shadow on Chinese filmmaking in the 

following decades. The Communist efforts in promoting education in urban and rural areas 

considerably raised mass literacy levels. The demand grew, the Party concluded, for films 

with various themes and content. A broad spectrum of literary works was brought to the 

screen to simultaneously cater to this growing need and ease the shortage of film scripts in 

the 1950s. Hence, the Seventeen Years witnessed the first wave of film adaptations based on 

literary classics.27  

The establishment of the Talks as national guidance for the creation and criticism of 

literature and art rendered adaptation a much more complicated task than before. The source 

texts chosen for adaptations needed to extol new class forces and the positive sides of society. 

Meanwhile, transformations and appropriations carried out on the sources were not merely 

for art’s sake but were also shaped by social, political, and cultural factors. May Fourth 

literary classics were introduced to audiences only after full-scale transformation and 

adjustments, despite their canonical status already recognized by the Communist Party. Some 

of the May Fourth literature was sentimental and melancholic due to the influence of 

romanticism, which further rendered May Fourth realism no longer applicable in the new 

socialist context. Therefore, filmmakers dealt with the May Fourth works with trepidation 

 
27 It was partly due to the fact that film management and production was integrated into the planned system of 

the national economy since the early 1950s. Therefore, adapting literary works into films became a national 

cultural activity guided by policies, rather than an unplanned, random, and spontaneous act. See Hong 177-178. 
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and made changes closely aligned with Party policies to avoid political accusations. For his 

adaptations of May Fourth literature in the socialist period, Xia Yan carried out revisions to 

eliminate the ambivalent, critical, and self-reflexive aesthetics produced and sustained by 

May Fourth realism and replaced them with explicit messages.   

 

 

2. Adaptation in Theory and Practice 

In socialist China, scriptwriters often led a more prominent role than directors and were 

widely credited for film or stage adaptations. Therefore, it is never easy to employ the auteur 

approach to study these adaptations since directors’ parts were always overshadowed by the 

screenplay writers (Clark 94). This was mainly due to the strict film censorship system 

established in 1950, which prescribed that studios should “shoot strictly according to the 

approved screenplays and changes without approval from the authorities are forbidden,” 

rendering screenwriters pivotal to the fate of films (Y. Liu 50). Similarly, Xia Yan’s 

screenplays had the utmost authority and were closely “transcribed” to the screen by 

directors. This once circumscribed autonomy of directors was then fully rehabilitated when 

the Fifth Generation filmmakers entered the new historical and cultural stage of China. By 

tracing the evolution of Xia Yan’s adaptation theories, especially his shifting understanding 

of fidelity, this section examines the relationships between adaptation and the political 

establishment in China in the 1950s and 1960s.  

Xia Yan’s screenplay writing reached maturity in the 1950s with the creation of The 

New Year’s Sacrifice and The Lin Family Shop, in which more elaborated scenes and 

narrations were added and more filmic techniques were employed. Simultaneously, Xia 

Yan’s systematic and coherent adaptation theory was unfolding and gradually cast its 

influence on socialist filmmaking. Xia Yan believed that adaptation was a “thankless task” 
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overall, especially when dealing with canonical works that had already achieved “established 

reputations and accepted opinions” (Xia Yan on Artistic Creation 374). Adaptation was 

further defined as one that “requires creative efforts” but not necessarily artistic creation itself 

(374). The making of adaptations was mostly for practical purposes, like enriching film 

productions with appropriate themes and stories or easing the script shortage (386). In the 

meantime, he pointed out that it was easier to adapt short stories than novels since the length 

of a film would not be able to accommodate a novel without incurring deletions (375). 

Besides offering practical suggestions to adaptors on how to deal with various types of 

adapted texts, Xia Yan also attempted to establish the “specificity and supremacy of film” 

over other art forms, especially when it came to its “expressive method and reproducibility” 

(Chan 57).  

As Cartmell and Whelehan observe, classic adaptation in the Western context 

“afforded filmmakers an opportunity to reflect upon the very process of the cinematic 

appropriation of literature, enabling an on-screen dialogue with these literary sources” (34).  

Unlike their Western counterparts, the so-called “classic” literary adaptations in socialist 

countries were carried out for rather different agendas.28 Both in the Soviet and socialist 

Chinese contexts, ideological correctness was the top criterion to decide whether certain 

works were appropriate for adaptations. For instance, Lenin required “propaganda films be 

tried out on ‘old Marxists and literary men’ so as not to repeat the sad mistakes that have 

occurred several times in the past, when propaganda achieves the opposite effect to that 

intended” (qtd. in Taylor and Christie 56). As a useful propaganda tool, film gained its 

importance in socialist China and reached the climax of its pedagogical functions during the 

 
28 In the Soviet Union, adaptations of literary classics generally aimed for the legitimization and construction of 

the socialist myth. In the GDR, even adaptations of children’s literature were employed to promote Communist 

ideas to young audiences. See Hicks 44-58; Q. Shen 70-95. 
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Cultural Revolution, when the Revolutionary Model Performances (geming yangbanxi) were 

filmed and promulgated nationwide.29 For adaptation specifically, Soviet adaptors adhered to 

the principle of “showing fidelity to the originals” after the establishment of socialist realism 

in the 1930s. “Fidelity” basically meant recapturing the adapted texts’ ideological and artistic 

features and then reproducing the contents, structures, and features of the original faithfully 

(Hong 186). However, in the late 1940s when the tight control of literature and art appeared 

with Zhdanov’s rule in the USSR, “fidelity” shifted to “being faithful to the spiritual essence 

of the original” and “criticizing the contents and flaws of the adapted texts based on 

ideology” (186).  

These shifting connotations of fidelity profoundly influenced Xia Yan’s 

understanding of this idea, which was sustained in his years of screenwriting practice and was 

subject to alterations due to changes in political circumstances. First, the transformation of 

Xia Yan’s understanding of fidelity already became apparent when juxtaposing his 1930s 

Spring Silkworms and 1950s orthodox adaptations. In Xia Yan’s theorization, this shift was 

even more traceable. In his 1957 essay “Thoughts on Adaptation” (Zatan gaibian), Xia Yan 

established his basic adaptation principle as “by all means being faithful to the original,” but 

only when the adapted texts are part of the literary canon, like “Tolstoy, Gorky, and Lu Xun’s 

masterpieces” (378). This fidelity does not point to mimicry of literary works and 

occasionally allows revisions of details that would not “go beyond or damage the overall 

message and unique style of the original” (378); while for less prestigious literary texts as 

sources, adaptors are given more liberty to make changes (378). Xia Yan further pointed out 

that “revisions should not harm their main themes and unique styles, especially when dealing 

with canonical works” (378). In the rest of the essay, Xia Yan employed his adaptation of The 

 
29 This thesis adopts Paul Clark’s inclusive term “Model Performances” to refer to Yangbanxi. See Clark 2.  
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New Year’s Sacrifice as an example to showcase his faithfulness to the original and attached 

thorough explanations of the three major revisions carried out to popularize the film and 

improve its artistic appeal.  

In “On Adaptation” (Mantan gaibian), based on a speech delivered in 1959 to 

filmmakers at the August First Film Studio, Xia Yan redefined adaptation as concerning “not 

only the techniques in transposing materials from one genre to another,” but also the 

adaptors’ worldviews (387). Xia Yan further argued that: 

            Adaptation represents a type of creative and rather arduous effort … Adaptations 

should first by no means be faithful to the original, and also enhance, reform, and 

enrich the original; film adaptations should be more welcomed and loved than their 

original by the masses and be more educative. Hence, adaptors should be equipped 

with proficient skills and progressive worldviews. (387)    

Xia Yan also proceeded to note that issues like the selection of specific texts for adaptation, 

the standpoints and perspectives employed for adaptation, and whether to show fidelity and 

the levels of faithfulness to the original, are first ideological problems and then a matter of 

skills (388). Adaptors needed to be equipped with progressive worldviews and a firm 

proletarian stance to ideologically update the source texts and provide the audience with 

clear, appropriate, and definite messages. In other words, Xia Yan theorized adaptation both 

as a political and artistic transposition of the original and tied the fate of the film adaptation 

closely to the adaptors’ ideological awareness. Hence, Xia Yan often carried out revisions to 

re-contextualize and popularize the adaptations in the socialist context while claiming fidelity 

to the originals.  

Arguably, the principle of fidelity functioned as a tool for the Communist authorities 

to take further control over the film adaptations. In the socialist context, the practice of 

fidelity was also projected to display faithfulness to the Party-approved content of the source 
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texts or revise the problematic ideologies through adaptive strategies and filming techniques. 

Hence, filmmakers in socialist china were unable to adapt the May Fourth literary classics 

without any ideological interference. For his orthodox adaptations, Xia Yan focused more on 

their pedagogical and entertainment value to supplement the didactic functions of film and 

better educate the audiences. It is especially the case for his adaptation of Mao Dun’s The Lin 

Family Shop.  

In 1958, Xia Yan adapted this short story into one of the tribute films for the 

upcoming tenth anniversary of the founding of the PRC. In the original short story The Lin 

Family Shop, Mao Dun depicted the dire fate of Chinese small businessmen, like Mr. Lin, 

who struggles to make ends meet but only ends with bankruptcy in a society where the 

Kuomintang takes control and forms a cohort with the Japanese. Stuck in between the 

corrupted Kuomintang local officials and people’s anti-Japanese enthusiasm in boycotting 

imported goods, Mr. Lin finally abandons his business and runs away with his daughter 

Mingxiu, who is forced to become a concubine of a local official. The film adaptation 

incorporates a voiceover, intertitles, and a new opening and closing scene for the ideological 

and artistic improvement of the source text. Rather than merely depending on the fleeting 

visual images that could lead to ambiguous interpretations, Xia Yan employed a pedagogical 

voiceover to verbalize the message clearly to the mass audience. Mao Dun’s short story was 

written in 1932 when all classes were badly needed to form a united anti-Japanese front. 

When the socialist revolution and socialist construction were in progress, it was no longer 

appropriate to show excessive sympathy towards capitalists (Xia Yan 389-92). To better 

adjust the ideological correctness of the source text and emphasize his proletarian worldview, 

Xia Yan employed class analysis to reshape Mr. Lin as a character who was being oppressed 

and exploited while also an exploiter himself to those inferior to him (427). Xia Yan 

enhanced the adaptation, both ideologically and artistically, to better fit into the socialist 
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discourse. However, these efforts were not fully recognized by the Party and The Lin Family 

Shop was even used in the 1960s as evidence to target Xia Yan as an “anti-revolutionary 

revisionist.” 

By 1962, and reflecting the influence of the state on adaptation, Xia Yan’s ideas about 

fidelity toward ideology were becoming even more rigid. Xia Yan systematically laid out and 

summarized his adaptation theory again in his 1962 speeches, which were transcribed and 

later published as “Q&A on Adaptations: Lectures on Adaptation Courses” (Dui gaibian 

wenti dakewen---zai gaibian xunlianban de jianghua) in 1963. In these lectures, Xia Yan 

touched upon issues like “adaptable” literary texts, adaptors’ worldviews, and fidelity. More 

importantly, he pointed out that adaptors, equipped with progressive worldviews, could adjust 

or amend the original through class analysis (404). But these revisions should not go against 

the historical truthfulness of the story and the principle of “typical characters in a typical 

environment” (404-05). Therein Xia Yan prescribed that adaptors could show varying 

degrees of fidelity to the adapted texts based on their extent of ideological correctness and 

artistic sophistication (405). For instance, the extent of fidelity to Lu Xun’s The New Year’s 

Sacrifice and Rou Shi’s Early Spring (Er’yue, 1929) should be different since Rou Shi did 

not have a well-rounded proletarian worldview when he wrote the novella (406-07).  

Other than the Soviet influence, some key factors accounted for the transition from 

“by no means being faithful to the original” to “showing varying degrees of fidelity to the 

original” in Xia Yan’s adaptation theory. First, the ongoing political and literary campaigns 

in the 1950s and early 1960s strengthened artists’ awareness of the need to conform to the 

Party’s guidance. Emphasis on adaptors’ proletarian worldviews and the necessity in 

criticizing and improving the ideology of the originals were Xia Yan’s responses to the 

tightening Party control on filmmaking in general. Secondly, canonical works could both lend 

sources and cultural prestige to adaptation and also pose barriers and obstacles. Ideally, the 
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high artistic achievement and popularity of May Fourth masterpieces rendered revisions, 

other than those carried out for better cinematic effects, redundant or even detrimental to the 

reception of the adaptations. However, the reality was that literary works authored by Lu Xun 

and Mao Dun clearly were a safer choice for source texts, but adaptations based on these 

texts were equally likely to be criticized if certain adjustments were not made to cater to the 

socialist reality and ideology. The transformation of Xia Yan’s theorization of fidelity 

indicated the increasingly tightened political control over socialist artistic creations and 

demonstrated how adaptation was “appropriated” by the Communist authorities, from every 

possible angle to promulgate orthodox messages and educate the masses.     

Given the complexities of adaptation, Hutcheon’s theorization focuses on two 

dimensions: “what can be adapted” and “the means of adaptation” (15). In her framework, 

adaptation is first a product, an “openly acknowledged and extended reworkings of particular 

other texts,” and also a process—“of creation and of reception,” or to be specific, “the 

adaptors’ creative interpretation” and the audiences’ “‘palimpsestuous’ intertextuality” (16-

21). Centering on the transformation from novel and short story to film, Xia Yan adopted a 

simpler theorization of adaptation compared to that of Hutcheon, but also highlighted 

adaptation as a process that actively involves both the adaptors and audiences. For instance, 

in “A Few Questions about Screenwriting,” before going into detail about screenwriting, Xia 

Yan laid out the importance of mass opinion (qunzhong guandian) in filmmaking. He then 

emphasized the magnitude in understanding and incorporating the preferences of Chinese 

viewers, the majority of whom were millions of working people who had not read many 

literary works (Xia Yan on Artistic Creation 222-23). 

By its very nature, adaptation strives to “satisfy the expectations and demands of both 

the knowing and unknowing audience” (Hutcheon 128). As Hutcheon further defines, the 

knowing audience indicates those “being savvy and street-smart as well as knowledgeable … 
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a more democratizing kind of straightforward awareness of the adaptation’s enriching, 

palimpsestic doubleness” (120). They experience adaptations with an oscillation between 

their memories and what they are experiencing, during which they “fill in the gaps” by 

returning to the adapted text (121), while the “unknowing audience” simply enjoys an 

adaptation “as they would with any other work” (120). Hutcheon also notes that sometimes 

adaptors rely too much on audiences’ “foreknowledge of the adapted text” and their ability to 

“fill in the gaps,” resulting in adaptation that “makes no sense without referring to the 

adapted texts” (121). Similarly, Xia Yan called for the popularization of Chinese films since 

most audiences were from the laboring class and might not be familiar with the literary 

sources. He further noted that even for the “knowing audience,” what could be easily 

understood on paper was not necessarily comprehensible on-screen (Xia Yan on Artistic 

Creation 233). In sum, filmmakers in socialist china needed to keep audiences in mind and 

produce films that could be understood by the Chinese people and in particular, the working 

class (233).  

Xia Yan was constant in accentuating the roles of audiences in filmmaking throughout 

his career. In the preface to Xia Yan on Artistic Creation (Xia Yan lunchuangzuo, 1982), Xia 

Yan first reflected on what he then felt were irrational comments made back in the highly 

political socialist years. Xia Yan also shared ideas that he once and still endorsed, like “art 

should serve a wider audience” and “the function of art is to touch people, not discipline 

them” (4). As Xia Yan believed, to shoot a film was to “educate the masses and enrich their 

cultural life” via the most mass-oriented and powerful propaganda tool (387). These ideas 

specify the purposes of socialist art and elevate the status of the working class to be the 

dominant audience group. In Xia Yan’s understanding, the mass audience’s limited amount 

of literacy and their varying artistic appreciation levels should be considered when it came to 

the production and reception of films. For an adaptation to be successful in its own right, 
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adaptors should assume the audiences are not familiar with the source works and focus on 

popularizing the work (263). For adaptation specifically, the selection of adapted texts and 

the approaches to adaptation should be substantially prescribed by the appreciation 

preferences and literacy levels of the audiences.30  

As a cultural leader and prominent filmmaker in socialist China, Xia Yan employed 

artistic creations as a declaration of his dual identities. The evolution and maturity of his 

adaptation theories and practice were inevitably influenced by the political upheavals that had 

cast a heavy influence on socialist filmmaking. His ideas on selecting and dealing with source 

texts had an authoritative impact on Chinese film adaptations for decades. Despite his shifting 

attitudes towards the extent of faithfulness, Xia Yan’s steadfast insistence on fidelity 

indicates his reverence for the originals and, more importantly, his relentless efforts to 

achieve artistic integrity through maintaining a commitment to the sources. Yet, as orthodox 

and ideological as they were, Xia Yan’s adaptations did not cancel the unique features of the 

originals through over-emphasis on ideological messages. Additionally, it is pivotal to note 

that Xia Yan’s adaptation practice was not always aligned with his systematically laid-out 

theories, which were inevitably tailored to the socialist discourse and prescribed for the 

Party’s propagandistic agendas (Yuping Wang 51). The discrepancies are more meaningful 

than merely being the gaps between theory and practice in general, but can lead to a re-

evaluation of the precarious social-political contexts that incubated these inconsistencies.  

To illustrate this point, an examination of a particularly interesting adaptation made in 

the Hong Kong context, Garden of Repose, reveals how different Xia Yan’s adaptation 

practice could be outside of mainland China, especially when his screenplay was adapted by 

 
30 The reader-response theory had been widely practiced in Chinese literary studies. However, theories like the 

horizon of expectation and implied readers should be applied to the socialist Chinese context with caution, since 

the concept of reader/audience was construed as an official tool to reinforce socialist ideology. 
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a director catering to Hong Kong audiences, suggesting just how much influence the Chinese 

authorities had on Xia Yan’s approach to adaptation in mainland China. Furthermore, it 

reveals that, at least in this one case, Xia Yan’s aesthetic ambitions could at times overtake 

his obligations to propagandize for the state. Introducing Xia Yan’s adaptation of Garden of 

Repose for Hong Kong cinema, the next section further investigates his contrasting practice 

of fidelity with that in the socialist context and elucidates the potentials of adaptation to 

tactfully preserve artistic independence.  

 

 

3. Garden of Repose on Screen 

Film productions during the Seventeen Years were closely related to the shifting cultural and 

political atmosphere. The Hundred Flowers Campaign (baihua qifang, 1956-1957) offered a 

small window of mitigated political control and enabled certain artistic freedom, but 

ideological correctness was still the dominant principle for artists to follow. Hence, the 

flourishing of films in 1956 and from 1962 to 1963 was the direct reflection of a more 

relaxed political and cultural scene and the aligned adjustments of artistic policies. Xia Yan’s 

film adaptations were mainly produced during these relatively freer periods. The New Year’s 

Sacrifice and The Lin Family Shop were Xia Yan’s most significant contributions to the 

socialist cinema and exemplary practice that adaptors in socialist China diligently followed. 

As aforementioned, some of Lu Xun and Mao Dun’s works resonate well with Xia Yan’s 

artistic creations and fit well into his categories for “adaptable” texts. In these adaptations, 

Xia Yan still carried out revisions by employing class analysis to adjust or strengthen the 

ideological correctness of the originals. 

Other than his orthodox adaptations for the Communist regime, Xia Yan also adapted 

Ba Jin’s novella Garden of Repose for Hong Kong cinema in 1962, when the class struggle 
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was sweeping through the mainland and would soon become one of the dominant and 

concurrent themes in artistic creations. Interestingly, Ba Jin was already subject to criticism 

in 1958 for his “lack of class analysis and excessive sympathy towards the landlord class” in 

Garden of Repose, which “incubated the author’s remembrance of the past and advocation of 

the bourgeoisie humanity” (Yuping Wang 49). The “ambiguous” ideology of Garden of 

Repose and the author’s “problematic” worldview rendered Xia Yan’s selection and further 

reworking of this novella meaningful. In this section, I carry out a comparative analysis of 

Xia Yan’s screenplay and Ba Jin’s novella to shed light on the adaptation strategies, 

especially the different levels of fidelity that Xia Yan practiced for this adaptation. An 

analysis of Zhu Shilin’s cinematic rendition and an intertextual reference to another 1959 

Hong Kong film adaptation of Garden of Repose, which was titled Human Relationships 

(Renlun, Li Chenfeng), are also included to excavate the intricacies of filmmaking in 1950s 

Hong Kong cinema and reach a more comprehensive understanding of Xia Yan’s 

adaptations.  

Instead of making changes to “enhance” the original through class analysis, Xia Yan’s 

adaptation of Garden of Repose adheres greatly to Ba Jin’s novella and keeps its melancholy 

tone and gloomy atmosphere. This adherence was first due to the special status of leftist 

Hong Kong cinema, with which “the idea of May Fourth enlightenment” and “the popularity 

and accessibility” of Ba Jin’s works were a perfect fit, both for didactic and artistic purposes 

(Yuping Wang 50). More importantly, this adaptation indicates Xia Yan’s brief retreat from 

the increasingly politicized cultural sphere in the mainland and a revisiting of his earlier 

ambitions in adaptation, which was less influenced by the Communist ideology. Titled “I 

Took a Great Risk—Adapting Resurrection” (Wo maole yici daxian--- gaibian Fuhuo houji), 

the 1943 essay articulates the reasons that led to Xia Yan’s stage adaptation of Tolstoy’s 

1899 novel Resurrection and reflects on the process and outcome of this adaptation. Xia Yan 
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noted that instead of presenting a melancholic love story or adopting a social critique like the 

author Tolstoy endorsed, he chose to focus on the “struggles, traumas, regret, love and hate” 

of people who have different “origins, upbringings, and personalities” (56). For a literary 

masterpiece with such depth and complexity, Xia Yan concentrated on a thread he believed to 

be the most “akin to people” (56), rather than playing on the didactic or ideological elements 

that were readily available from the novel. In this manner, Xia Yan’s adaptation of Garden of 

Repose could be deemed as his brief return to early adaptation experience by also depicting 

people’s struggles, tears, and laughter, in contrast to his orthodox adaptations for the 

prescribed spectatorship under the socialist regime.        

Garden of Repose centers on the family tragedies of the deprived and fallen 

aristocracy to criticize the obsolete extended family and educate people to pass down virtue 

instead of fortunes to their children. Based on Xia Yan’s screenplay, Feng Huang (Phoenix) 

Motion Picture produced this film adaptation in 1964 with a new title, Spring Dream in the 

Old Garden, starring popular actors from Hong Kong like Xia Meng and Bao Fang.31 Zhu 

Shilin, one of the leading leftist filmmakers and co-founders of Feng Huang, was the director 

of this adaptation. It was neither the first time that Ba Jin’s works, nor the novella Garden of 

Repose, was adapted for Hong Kong cinema. As early as 1953, Family, the first book of Ba 

Jin’s Torrent Trilogy (Jiliu sanbuqu), was brought to the screen by the Union Film Company 

(zhonglian, hereafter known as the Union, 1952-1967) as their inaugural work. In 1959, 

Union filmmaker Li Chenfeng adapted Garden of Repose and renamed it Human 

 
31 Hong Kong leftist studios under the PRC government sponsorship primarily include the Great Wall, 

Fenghuang Motion Picture Company (or Phoenix, the successor of Longma), and Xinlian, and are secondarily 

extended to a few small film companies in Hong Kong (Du 94). It is important to note that there was in fact no 

clear-cut distinction between the left and right in the complicated political context of the 1950s and 1960s Hong 

Kong (see Law, “The Shadow” 15-20). 
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Relationships.32 Li had also previously adapted Ba Jin’s novel Spring (Chun, 1938) in 1953. 

It is vital to note that Lu Xun and Mao Dun’s literary works were quite popular among Hong 

Kong leftist filmmakers, but Ba Jin was the most adapted May Fourth writer in 1950s and 

1960s Hong Kong. There also exist multiple versions of film adaptations based on one of his 

literary works.33  

In Ba Jin’s novella, the story takes place at and revolves around a family-inherited 

estate named “Garden of Repose,” which initially belonged to the once-wealthy Yang family. 

The protagonist Yang Mengchi was spoiled by his father and developed bad habits like 

gambling, drug use, and using prostitutes that soon caused him to lose all his fortune and 

disappoint his wife and children. After they were forced to sell the estate to the Yao family, 

Mengchi’s younger son Xiaohan (Han’er) would still occasionally sneak into the garden and 

pick flowers. The new owners Yao Guodong and his new wife Wan Zhaohua together raise 

Xiaohu, Yao’s son with his first wife. They sympathize with Mengchi after Han’er tells them 

the tragic stories about his father and explains that he only came to get his father’s favorite 

flower to console him. Mengchi currently lives alone in a run-down temple and later dies 

miserably in prison, leaving the Yao family to rethink their education of Xiaohu, who is also 

pampered and picks up bad habits. But it is already too late since Xiaohu unfortunately 

drowns later, rendering the couple heartbroken. Ba Jin wrote this story to reflect on how the 

feudal family corrupted young people’s minds and even took their lives.  

The unique geographic location and distinct cultural landscape caused by the Cold 

War contributed to Hong Kong’s status as a site where traditional and modern elements 

 
32 The screenplay of this film was written by Li Chenfeng’s son, Li Zhaoxiong. 

33 For instance, Ba Jin’s novel Family was also adapted into a film named Ming Phoon (Mingfeng, Cheng 

Bugao, 1957) by Great Wall. This adaptation focuses on the love tragedy between Juehui and the maid 

Mingfeng. 
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clashed, and Communist and Western ideologies conflicted. Contrary to the socialist cultural 

landscape in which May Fourth literary works experienced specific barriers that made it less 

easy for adaptations to be brought to the screen, Hong Kong’s relatively liberal political 

sphere enabled a wider range of literary works, including the May Fourth literature, to be 

freely adapted. Other than the preferences of film companies with different political 

dispositions, individual filmmaker’s artistic ambitions also contributed to their leaning 

towards May Fourth literary heritage and their further transpositions and re-appropriations of 

these texts. In 1962, Xia Yan specifically created the screenplay of Garden of Repose at the 

request of Xia Meng, one of the most influential and beloved Hong Kong film actresses. This 

screenplay was also written to ease the shortage of suitable scripts for progressive film 

companies in Hong Kong (Xia Yan, Garden of Repose 66). One year after this adaptation, 

Xia Yan’s artistic creations ceased due to the massive class struggle campaigns that would 

soon sweep the mainland. It was against this social upheaval that Zhu Shilin brought Garden 

of Repose to Hong Kong audiences in 1964. To avoid further political complications for Xia 

Yan, the film was later shown in Hong Kong without crediting his contributions (67).    

Xia Yan’s mastery of film art and appreciation of its significance, along with his 

adaptation skills and principles, manifested themselves once again through the adaptation of 

Garden of Repose. As stated in the epilogue of Garden of Repose: A Cinematic Literary 

Script (Qiyuan: dianying wenxue juben, 1983), Xia Yan asked Ba Jin for permission first 

before the adaptation and then planned to carry out this adaptation faithfully (66). However, 

certain “technical and structural changes” were made to cater to Hong Kong’s specific 

contexts and, more importantly, to depict as many and deliver as detailed descriptions of the 

characters from the novella given the film’s limited time frame (67). For instance, the original 

story narrator Mr. Li was omitted from the adaptation and his role as a storyteller was then 

placed on the protagonist Wan Zhaohua. As one of the most frequently invoked strategies by 
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Xia Yan to deal with multiple story threads, this arrangement efficiently limited the number 

of characters on the screen and enabled more concentrated depictions of the story’s central 

figures. The other significant change was the gender shift of Han’er from a boy in the novella 

to a girl in the script and film, since Xia Yan believes that compared to boys, girls are 

perceived to be more likely to form a special bond with their fathers as Ba Jin suggested in 

the novella (Yuping Wang 53).  

Instead of telling the story in flashbacks like in the novella, Xia Yan chronologically 

narrates the story to give the film a new sense of clarity and better cater to the preferences of 

Chinese audiences in general, who were more used to a linear narrative. His screenplay keeps 

major characters and plots from the novella and even retains its melancholic atmosphere 

through carefully designed mise-en-scènes. Xia Yan also abandoned his often-deployed 

adaptation strategies for the socialist cinema, like omniscient voiceovers and educative 

intertitles, to refrain from any unnecessary interventions to the source text. Compared with 

the ideological enhancements or worldview adjustments often carried out on source texts in 

his socialist adaptations, Xia Yan’s revisions of the novella in this screenplay seem to be 

made mainly based on artistic considerations. The relatively liberal political and cultural 

environment in Hong Kong rendered it less crucial for films to be equipped with 

“impeccable” ideologies. But for Hong Kong leftist cinema and film companies, certain 

emphasis was put on the pedagogical values of their film productions. Xia Yan’s high level of 

faithfulness to this “problematic” source text that has an ambiguous worldview contradicts 

his established adaptation principles in the mainland context and calls for a re-examination of 

his practice of fidelity. 

Directing Xia Yan’s screenplay was Zhu Shilin, whose approach to the screenplay 

would move even further away from anything resembling the more typical Communist values 

found in mainland films. As a veteran filmmaker whose career straddled Shanghai and Hong 
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Kong, Zhu was known for his skilled mastery of film language and unique directing style 

since his first engagement with the Shanghai film industry in 1930. Zhu Shilin’s impact on 

Chinese cinema resides in his film productions both for Shanghai and Hong Kong cinema and 

in his selfless efforts to discover, cultivate, and employ new talents. For instance, Sang Hu 

and Cen Fan, directors of The New Year’s Sacrifice and The True Story of Ah Q (1981), were 

both discovered by Zhu and worked closely with him at the early stage of their careers. In 

1946, Zhu Shilin came to Hong Kong and started to rehabilitate its film industry, which was 

deeply torn by war, with other southbound filmmakers (nanlai yingren). In a Cantonese-

language based film industry, Zhu Shilin and his fellow filmmakers managed to create 

Mandarin films and develop a wide and devoted audience base for this film genre. It was 

during the two decades in Hong Kong that Zhu Shilin further perfected his “highly original, 

nationalistic and thoroughly artistic styles” (J. Shen 17) through transforming his 

remembrance of the homeland into a pursuit of classic Chinese aesthetics. As Liu Chenghan 

summarizes, Zhu Shilin’s film productions were the perfect epitome of classic Chinese films, 

which in style mostly drew from traditional Chinese art and in content centered on the 

morality of the family that once dominated Chinese society but gradually became obsolete 

(45). Liu further comments that “traditional ethical feelings, human relationships, manners 

and customs” and the “classical taste” conveyed through Zhu’s films were pure and 

incomparable (45).  

In both 1960s Hong Kong and mainland cinema, films centered on the morality of the 

family were gradually losing their appeal among audiences but for different reasons. For 

mainland China, the fate of the family was frequently revisited and discussed both in Chinese 

films and literary works before 1949 but was later subdued under the Communist regime that 

promoted the theme of revolution and class struggles. Under this context, depictions of 

family relationships or heterosexual romances were categorized as “petty bourgeoisie 
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sentiments” and deemed inappropriate (C. Liu 45). This rejection reached its pinnacle during 

the Cultural Revolution when a split from the original social order and ethical relationships 

became a trend. It was only after the overthrow of the “Gang of Four” (sirenbang) that the 

morality of the family and relationships remerged in artistic creations (45). Ba Jin, as with 

some other May Fourth writers, focused on stories unfolding in the family unit and often 

involving heterosexual romances. In Garden of Repose, Ba Jin touches upon the morality of 

the family again with a focus on the father/son and husband/wife relationships, which were 

both artistically and ideologically incompatible with the socialist discourse. This 

incompatibility largely accounted for Xia Yan’s wish to remain anonymous for the film 

production until the 1980s and further rendered his selection of Garden of Repose for 

adaptation a meaningful choice.  

Situated in a gradually commercialized and fast-paced society, traditional values and 

the morality of the family were quickly rendered obsolete and irrelevant to life in Hong 

Kong. However, Xia Yan’s screenplay Garden of Repose greatly resonated with Zhu Shilin, 

who was always fond of the theme of the morality of family ever since his earlier film 

productions in the 1930s and continued to do so despite the shift of social and cultural context 

in the 1960s. As a director who was in the habit of thoroughly revising a screenplay before or 

even during the shooting, Zhu Shilin also made several major changes based on Xia Yan’s 

adaptation while practicing his philosophies of filmmaking. These alterations are mainly 

additions or deletions of content to popularize the film and enhance its dramatic appeal 

(Yuping Wang 50). One of the most notable changes was the insertion and direct 

verbalization of doctrines, like “it is futile to leave wealth to the children if not accompanied 

by moral values” and “money is not versatile,” to influence and educate the audiences with 

clear messages. This addition aligned the film with other 1950s Hong Kong leftist film 

productions, which usually struck audiences with “fixed patterns and stereotypes” (51) to 
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promulgate moral doctrines rather than openly advocate of the Communist ideology. 

Additionally, the clarification of Yao Guodong’s financial reliance on his former mother-in-

law and the enhancement of Xiaohu’s indulged nature amply aggrandized the conflicts 

among characters and the dramatic appeal of the film.  

Ba Jin’s novella ends with the tragedy that Xiaohu’s drowning body is nowhere to be 

found. Yao Guodong is drinking with Mr. Li, miserable and heartbroken. The story concludes 

in quite a bleak note and leaves readers at a loss. Xia Yan’s screenplay largely retains the 

ending from Ba Jin’s original work. However, Zhu Shilin’s film adaptation adopts a slightly 

more optimistic ending than that in the screenplay and in the adapted text, through arranging 

the couple to console each other with a promising future ahead, instead of painfully mourning 

for the loss of Xiaohu. Additionally, the film adaptation ends with a high degree of narrative 

resolution by depicting Yao Guodong’s repentance and promise of a new start. This promise, 

as Lu Jinghua observes, is “a triumph of the nuclear family over the feudal family” (69).  

It was not coincidental that Zhu Shuli made these changes to end the film in an 

optimistic manner. The Union’s 1959 Cantonese production Human Relationships already 

made similar changes to construct an optimistic outcome. Director Li Chenfeng designed a 

scene where Wan Zhaohua saves the drowning Xiaohu from the lake during a thundery night 

and they eventually reconcile. Xiaohu starts to take school seriously and make progress. This 

didactic but uplifting ending attested to the fixed patterns of films centering on the morality 

of the family in 1950s Hong Kong, by educating people with confrontational and captivating 

stories but still offering promising outcomes. The final reconciliation symbolized a temporary 

restoration of the deteriorating social order and catered to the commercialized Hong Kong 

cinema and its audiences, who were seeking refuge from the worsening social problems by 

film-watching. As a film company that deeply sympathized with the mainland but still largely 

remained apolitical in its film productions, the Union carried out its film adaptations of 
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mainland literature with less concern about the issue of fidelity and localized the stories to 

suit Hong Kong and diasporic Chinese audiences’ tastes. The Union’s preference for the 

morality of the family was clearly embodied in the film title Human Relationships and also in 

the design of characters and plots. In the adaptation, director Li Chenfeng diluted the 

novella’s wartime background and brought the story to Hong Kong. For instance, Li designed 

a scene in which Yao Guoliang (Yao Guodong in the original novella) and Wan Zhaohua 

went to a restaurant to get milk tea and accidentally saw Han’er and his family passing by. 

The restaurant setting immediately bridged the distance between Hong Kong audiences and 

the story, which had originally taken place in Chengdu twenty years prior.  

Through his decades of adaptations, it is clear that Xia Yan invested a significant 

amount of energy into designing straightforward beginnings and open endings. In “A Few 

Questions about Screenwriting,” the first issue he touches upon is the beginnings of films. 

Xia Yan believes that the opening could determine the quality of the film and give the 

audience a first impression that might later influence their understandings of the film (Xia 

Yan on Artistic Creation 239). Meanwhile, the “film set, costumes, stage props, sound 

effects, lighting, intertitles, and voiceovers” could be employed to establish a beginning that 

better explains the time, location, and social context of the story (243). The opening scene in 

Zhu Shilin’s adaptation largely adheres to Xia Yan’s design and also fits well with his 

perceptions of the ideal start of a film. Starting with a long tracking shot, the camera moves 

towards the entrance of the mansion and offers a close-up of the plaque with the inscription 

“long blessing to the progeny” (changyi zisun). Then this image of the meaningful and 

didactic plaque dissolves into the scene inside of the mansion. This opening scene deploys 

camera movement and filming techniques to cultivate a didactic atmosphere (see Figure 1). 

The contrast between this opening track with a “claustrophobic enclosure” and the final scene 

of “a medium shot which tracks out to a wide shot of the couple together” (see Figure 2), as 
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Lu further observes, symbolizes that “the feudal family is dead” and “the nuclear family is 

alive and developing” (69). The camera movement for the closing scene injects a sense of 

hope into the melancholic aura hovering above the story narration.  

 

Figure 1. The opening scene that cultivates a claustrophobic atmosphere. The camera moves forward from the 

narrow alley and offers a close-up of the plaque before dissolving into the inside of the mansion. Spring Dream 

in the Old Garden, directed by Zhu Shilin, 1964. 

 

Part of the appeal of Zhu’s adaptation derived from Xia Meng’s vivid rendition of 

Wan Zhaohua. Based on a screenplay designed explicitly for Xia Meng, it was inevitable that 

more emphasis was put on the female protagonist. As a leading actress for both Great Wall 

and Feng Huang, Xia Meng took on many roles of young wives with “classical virtues” or 

progressive women “with determination” (H. Fu 133). Embodying “the beauties of a modern 

woman and that of a historical maiden” (133), Xia Meng was a perfect fit for the 

visualization of Wan Zhaohua, a new woman trapped in a traditional family and social role. 

Xia Meng’s stardom, together with the popularity of Ba Jin’s works, guaranteed the film’s 

financial success. Zhu Shilin’s ongoing sympathy for women and concerns about issues like 

“gender equality and women’s status in a domestic and social context” (C. Liu 55) were 
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infused into his visualization of Wan Zhaohua and contributed to the appeal of this character. 

In Ba Jin’s novella, Wan Zhaohua is a young and open-minded woman under the influence of 

May Fourth culture but marries into a family with feudal affiliations. The novella also 

portrays Wan’s painstaking yet unsuccessful self-exploration after witnessing a series of 

family tragedies. In Zhu’s characterization, Wan Zhaohua focuses less on her seeking self-

worth as a modern woman, and more on her struggles in balancing the roles both as a 

virtuous wife and good stepmother.  

 

Figure 2. The final scene featuring the couple consoling each other after the loss of Xiaohu. Spring Dream in 

the Old Garden, directed by Zhu Shilin, 1964. 

 

As a director whose career alternated between “‘entertainments’ and films with a 

more didactic intent,” Zhu Shilin attempted to engage with both ends in Spring Dream in the 

Old Garden (Teo 19). On the one hand, this adaptation promoted “classic didacticism,” a trait 

prevalent in the 1950s and 1960s melodrama genre regardless of their language or political 

affiliations; on the other hand, the set design, warm color, and classical directing style of this 

adaptation indicated a “designed soap opera, shot in wonderful Eastmancolor” (19). This 
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creative pattern of “‘classic didacticism’ embedded in the soap opera” (19) intensively 

epitomized itself in the confrontational scene absent both in Xia Yan’s screenplay and Ba 

Jin’s novella. At the beginning of this scene, Xiaohu is working on his homework and 

looking frustrated, while on the other side of the room, Wan Zhaohua is sitting next to a lamp 

and reading Ba Jin’s novel Family. The camera then moves closer towards her face and 

captures her getting emotional about the book and quickly wiping tears. Suddenly, Xiaohu 

starts to throw a tantrum because his homework is to write an essay titled “My Mother.” 

Apparently, he lost his mother years ago and does not know what to write. Zhaohua walks 

over to console him but is confronted by Xiaohu’s open denial of her role as his mother. Her 

husband attempts to scold Xiaohu and defend Zhaohua but fails after Xiaohu threatens to take 

this matter to his grandmother. This scene concludes with Zhaohua’s reluctant compromise 

again, indicated by a close-up of her face with a bitter smile.  

This scene attests to Zhu Shilin’s intentions to take up the leftist banner while 

entertaining audiences. The close-up of the book Family that Zhaohua reads indicates the 

film’s affiliations with leftist ideas and progressive ideologies. However, the passing 

mentions of leftist messages, like the denunciation of the extended family and its values, was 

overshadowed by filmmakers’ urges to cater to the commercialized Hong Kong cinema. For 

instance, in Ba Jin’s original, Zhaohua was shaped like a new woman under the May Fourth 

influence. In the film, this identity was only shown in the aforementioned scene by her 

reading Ba Jin’s work. Instead, Zhaohua is depicted as a stereotypical female figure caught 

between her domestic roles as a good stepmother and a dedicated wife. This simplification 

was partly due to a simple adherence to Xia Yan’s screenplay, in which Zhaohua’s 

explorations of self-value and sympathies for those suffering from pain and loss were 

somehow eliminated together with the omission of Mr. Li. As the original story narrator, Mr. 
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Li witnesses Zhaohua’s utmost kindness towards people, and her powerlessness towards the 

identity as a new woman stuck in a feudal family, which leads to her self-exploration.  

In Zhu Shilin’s adaptation, Zhaohua is shaped as a stepmother figure mistreated by 

her stepson and then a wife neglected by her husband. This character’s inner richness and 

conflicts in the original novel were largely discarded and replaced by a stereotypical 

depiction of female roles in Hong Kong cinema, to create tensions and enhance the 

entertainment values of the film. With no doubt, adaptors made changes accordingly to cater 

to the specific ideological and institutional needs of Hong Kong cinema. As the first film 

adaptation of Garden of Repose, Human Relationships serves as an important intertextual 

reference to the discussion of any following adaptations, at least for those produced in Hong 

Kong. For instance, the director Li Chenfeng enhanced the importance of Zhaohua in the 

trajectory of the film’s narration primarily for didactic purposes. In this manner, the 

juxtaposition of these two adaptations can convey the fixed patterns of and the continuities 

between leftist films produced for Hong Kong cinema. Therefore, Zhu Shilin’s alterations of 

Xia Yan’s screenplay can also be partly interpreted as his attempt to localize the story in the 

Hong Kong context. More importantly, the alterations that these two adaptations carried out 

further indicate the high level of faithfulness that Xia Yan practiced in his screenplay, which 

inspires a re-examination of Xia Yan’s theorization and practice of fidelity.   

It is reasonable to argue that the level of faithfulness Xia Yan showed in this 

adaptation contrasts with that in his socialist adaptations. The differences between his 

socialist adaptations and his adaptation of Garden of Repose attests to the flexible 

connotations attached to the principle of fidelity to either embody political conformity in the 

socialist context or artistic integrity in Hong Kong cinema. As an authority in the Chinese 

film industry who prescribed that film adaptation was first “an issue of political thought” and 

then “a matter of skills” (Xia Yan on Artistic Creation 388), Xia Yan deviated significantly 
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from his adaptation principles by selecting and adapting Garden of Repose. Xia Yan’s 

selection of this “dubious” work and further faithful rendition attests to the fact that 

adaptation, especially those across cultural and ideological borders, could serve as a middle 

ground for artists to preserve some distance from or take an aesthetic break from the 

dominant discourse.  

Out of the dominance of socialist ideology, Xia Yan’s adaptation took a different turn 

from his orthodox practice and theorizations. By returning to his earlier adaptation 

experience, Xia Yan chose to adapt Garden of Repose based more on artistic considerations 

rather than for ideological purposes. Therefore, he carried out the adaptation with minimum 

alterations, instead of subjecting the work to extensive worldview adjustments as he did with 

socialist adaptations. For this adaptation, Xia Yan’s faithfulness to the original indicates his 

artistic integrity and independence that was stifled in the socialist context. It is important to 

mention that in his exemplary adaptations for socialist cinema in the 1960s, like A 

Revolutionary Family (Geming jiating, 1960) and Eternity in Flames (Liehuozhong 

yongsheng, 1965), Xia Yan still adhered to his well-established adaptation principles in the 

socialist context and made revisions accordingly to cater to the dominant discourse.34 Hence, 

Xia Yan’s faithful rendition of Garden of Repose and the contrast with his practice of fidelity 

in his orthodox socialist adaptations embody how adaptations could be strategically 

employed to serve various cultural, artistic, and political agendas. 

 

 

 
34 These two literary works were emblematic of revolutionary literature and were based on a memoir titled My 

Family (Wode yijia, 1959) by the Communist revolutionary Tao Cheng and a 1961 novel Red Crag (Hongyan) 

written by Luo Guangbin and Yang Yiyan, respectively.  
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4. Adaptation and Xia Yan’s Dilemmas 

Based on the degrees of faithfulness to the original, Geoffrey Wagner categorizes adaptation 

into three broad categories: “transposition,” “commentary,” and “analogy” (223). Regardless 

of its efficacy in categorizing adaptations, this theorization offers a useful perspective to 

classify and trace Xia Yan’s adaptations. From Spring Silkworms to Eternity in Flames, Xia 

Yan’s socialist film adaptations of literature can be categorized as “commentary” since the 

originals were “either purposely or inadvertently altered in some respect” (223). This was 

mainly due to Xia Yan’s commitments to propagate Communist ideology by refashioning the 

pre-revolutionary and revolutionary myths. For instance, the inserted voiceovers and the 

enhanced conflicts from The New Year’s Sacrifice attest to the rigid socialist discourse under 

the Communist’s rule and epitomize how Xia Yan “conformed to and helped construct the 

revolutionary discourse” (Qin, “Trans-media”125). Garden of Repose, in contrast, fits with 

the type of “transposition,” in which “a novel is given directly on the screen, with a minimum 

of apparent interference” (Wagner 223). The ambivalence, artistic complexity, and even the 

melancholic tone of the source text were retained despite this transfer to a different 

ideological and cinematic setting. The two categories differ in their levels of faithfulness to 

the sources but converge at their communal recognition of the sources’ authoritative status.  

When discussing The New Year’s Sacrifice, Jessica Ka Yee Chan observes that Xia 

Yan “displaced the literary convention of the original” and reshaped the characters only “in 

the name of fidelity” (81). Arguably in the socialist context, the principle of fidelity was in 

accordance with the socialist discourse to guarantee ideological conformity from filmmakers. 

For instance, in The Lin Family Shop, Xia Yan’s “enrichment” of the central character Mr. 

Lin with multi-layered personalities contradicted the common practice of portraying 

landlords and businessmen as pure evil, but this revision was carried out under the influence 

of class analysis. Produced under the paradigm of socialist realism, adaptations of May 
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Fourth literature offer a special insight into the dilemmas Communist artists encountered. The 

urge to pursue ideological correctness propelled Xia Yan to adjust or “enhance” the source 

texts to be in line with the proletarian aesthetics articulated in Mao’s Talks. Still, the degree 

of proximity between Xia Yan’s adaptation and the source text indicated his continuing 

reverence for the literary classics and his reminiscence of May Fourth realism.  

For Hong Kong cinema, the principle of fidelity was not enthusiastically upheld by 

filmmakers and modifications were always introduced for adaptations of May Fourth 

literature. For instance, the Union filmmakers carried out various revisions on Ba Jin’s 

Torrent Trilogy to bring them to the screen. As a cultural leader who had years of filmmaking 

experience in 1940s Hong Kong and was still actively involved with Hong Kong leftist 

cinema after returning to the mainland, Xia Yan was not unaware of the cultural context and 

artistic traditions of Hong Kong films, or to be specific, its profit-driven film industry. 

Against this context, Xia Yan’s faithfulness to the original is even more meaningful and 

serves as an example to showcase his struggles to balance the Party’s propaganda needs and 

his artistic integrity in film adaptations by continually returning to and reinvigorating the 

principle of fidelity.  

Notwithstanding their different artistic representations and political agendas, Xia 

Yan’s adaptations both for the mainland and Hong Kong cinema strive to incorporate 

Chinese features and styles. To attain this effect, artists needed to invest efforts into the forms 

and content of films and introduce narrative approaches that Chinese audiences were 

accustomed to (Xia Yan on Artistic Creation 396). In The New Year’s Sacrifice, Xia Yan 

replaced the original story narrator with a “straightforward chronological narration” (Chan 

70). This design inevitably eliminated the critical and satirical values of the work since Lu 

Xun often employed “ironic and ambivalent narrators” to underscore the “limits of realism in 

mediating social reality” (66). However, the chronological narration also gave the film clarity 
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and made it “readily comprehensible” among the mass audiences (Clark 110), who were not 

used to multiple storytellers and threads in films. In Garden of Repose, Xia Yan proceeded to 

visually represent “characters and human relationships with Chinese features—including the 

ethics and morals” since each figure in the novel was cultivated only in the Chinese context 

and had features of the Chinese tradition (Garden of Repose 68). Despite the high levels of 

didacticism, Xia Yan’s film productions with Chinese characteristics and styles captivated the 

mass audience and served as a continuous inspiration for the nationalization of Chinese 

cinema.  

Xia Yan’s adaptations were steps in the process of the indigenization of films and 

formed a dialogue between the broad Chinese historical and cultural context before and after 

1949. Xia Yan’s theorization of adaptation was first based on his decades of practice and 

appreciation of traditional Chinese literature and art and his political astuteness and keen 

understanding of proletarian art. The specificities of the film medium and the transformations 

from literary texts to images enabled artists to reiterate stories in a different art form, or even 

in a contrasting social and political context. Taking advantage of this shift in medium or 

context, adaptors in socialist China were able to infuse their artistic aspirations, which were 

largely stifled under the Communist rule, into these adaptations. Hence, Xia Yan’s 

adaptations for socialist and Hong Kong cinema embodied his efforts to balance his identities 

as a Party cadre, a filmmaker, and an intellectual nurtured by May Fourth culture. Through 

the theorization and practice of adaptation, Xia Yan managed to conform to the Communist 

regime via the ideological transformation of literary classics, while still striving to maintain 

his artistic integrity by returning to the fidelity he endorsed in the 1930s.  

During the socialist period, film adaptation was integrated into the dominant discourse 

and served as a testament to the filmmaker’s political stance and worldview. This judgment 

could also extend to other forms of adaptations, like the theatrical reworking of literature 
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prevalent in socialist China. However, despite the highly homogenous and ideology-charged 

opera productions in the socialist period, some different voices from artists are still evident. 

Adaptation gives artists some leeway, seemingly inadvertently, to criticize the authorities’ 

direct interference in artistic productions. In the next chapter, I introduce peasant writer Zhao 

Shuli and investigate his Shangdang opera adaptations in the socialist years to further attest to 

this judgment.  
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Chapter Three  

Opera, Adaptation, and Society: The Case of Jiao Yulu (1966) 

 

As an industrious and emblematic writer, Zhao Shuli contributed a wide range of literary 

works, from novels to librettos, to engage with socialist readers and audiences. With a special 

focus on Zhao Shuli’s Shangdang opera adaptation Jiao Yulu, this chapter aims to examine 

how opera adaptation was employed by Zhao Shuli to resituate himself during the socio-

political upheavals after 1949 and how the subversive interpretations were inadvertently 

elicited that went against the prescribed homogeneity in the Maoist period. This chapter 

selects Zhao Shuli, instead of his counterparts, mainly for two reasons. First, Zhao was 

conventionally seen as an exemplary writer but was subject to criticism constantly throughout 

the 1950s and 1960s. This was partly due to his self-perceived orthodox but Party-deemed 

problematic literary writing. Second, Zhao’s passion for opera and his belief in this art form 

to engage with the widest groups from the masses distinguish him from other 

contemporaneous librettists, who largely wrote for propaganda purposes. 

In both Western and Chinese scholarship, Zhao’s literary works and even adaptations 

based on his works have been widely researched. However, the study of his adaptation 

theories and practice is a neglected territory.35 This chapter seeks to fill the gap by first 

examining Zhao Shuli’s adaptation theory that was accumulated from his criticism of 

 
35 For instance, Duan Wenchang’s 2014 monograph The Adaptation and Reception of Zhao Shuli’s Novels 

(Zhao Shuli xiaoshuo de gaibian yu chuanbo) studies the adaptations of Zhao Shuli’s major fiction writings, like 

The Marriage of Xiao’erhei and Sanliwan Village (Sanliwan). This monograph, along with other research works 

in China, focus more on adaptations based on Zhao Shuli’s literary works, rather than Zhao Shuli’s own 

adaptations.  
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adaptations based on his own works, and investigating the cultural politics that drove the 

alterations Zhao carried out in his own opera adaptations. It is also this chapter’s aim to 

proceed and touch upon how adaptation gradually became a state-controlled practice through 

remediation that eventually ushered in the Revolutionary Model Performances. 

Linda Hutcheon and Michael Hutcheon define opera as the “Ur-adaptive art,” which 

draws widely from other art forms for “narrative materials” and “artistic legitimacy” (305-

07). Also, as a “costly art form,” opera productions often prioritize audience expectations to 

guarantee financial gain (305). In this manner, adapting stories that audiences would enjoy or 

know has already been a popular approach among composers and librettists, who then bring 

out adaptations that reflect both their interpretations and audiences’ memories and 

experiences of adapted texts (307-09). These expectations exerted by audiences often shape 

the degree to which adaptors change the adapted texts, thus accounting for the persistence of 

fidelity theory in the study and practice of operatic adaptation (305). It is important to note 

that adaptation into opera, a collaborative art form, has always been an intricate process. It 

incorporates three stages to transpose adapted texts to the stage, with a music score and stage 

performance (305). The advent of new technologies, like new electronic media, further 

complicates this creation process while enriching opera as an “adaptive art form” (320).  

Despite their focus on Western operas, Linda Hutcheon and Michael Hutcheon’s 

judgments still hold for Chinese local operas by laying bare the interdependent relationships 

between the “creation and reception” of operas (307). Chinese opera, or xiqu, is an 

“overarching term” that refers to about 360 regional forms of operas that have different 

origins, languages, and artistic conventions (Bao 260). In contrast to its Western counterparts 

that traditionally served a “small homogeneous and educated aristocratic audience” 

(Hutcheon and Hutcheon 307), xiqu had long been the staple entertainment for illiterate and 

lower-class Chinese audiences. Other than its advantages of representation as theater art, 
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xiqu’s popularity and universal appeal among the masses was also deeply rooted in its 

proximity to local heritage and reliance on the adaptation of traditional literary sources, 

folklore, legends, and anecdotes that the audiences favored.36 Conventionally, Chinese operas 

also borrow from each other to enrich their narrations and sustain their popularity. In this 

light, Chinese local operas further attest to Andrew Blake’s observation that adaptation is “the 

lifeblood of opera” (187). 

To the ancient Chinese and Western authorities, opera was equally seen as a pastime 

and a threat that might elicit social unrest by “gathering people in one place and providing 

them with strong emotional experience” (Hutcheon and Hutcheon 311). Chinese opera is a 

highly accessible and popular art form consumed by a wide range of social classes, from 

emperors and intellectuals to commoners. Hence, local operas had long been the battleground 

for ideological contentions and was valued by Chinese intellectuals as “an ideal tool to 

educate people and spark political change” (Iovene 182). To attain its pedagogical potential, 

Chinese local operas underwent a series of reforms throughout the twentieth century to be 

better tailored to official needs. For local opera productions during the Maoist period, which 

this study focuses on, the interdependence between creation and reception was defined more 

by propaganda purposes rather than by the financial considerations, which Linda Hutcheon 

and Michael Hutcheon have pointed out for Western operas (305). Amid the many artistic 

forms that the Communist Party had deployed to educate the masses, cinema and theater 

stood out for their efficiency in exemplifying the revolutionary tenets.  

Under socialist censorship, creators of local operas and films practiced extreme 

caution to present “proper” content to the audiences. Plays and films permitted by the regime 

often deployed “complex textual strategies” to “denounce the sphere of debate and point to 

 
36 For a detailed discussion, see Zeitlin 220. 
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the Party as the sole arbiter of ideological content” (Braester 107) and to achieve the 

ideological and artistic homogeneity prescribed by the Communist authorities. As I observed 

in the second chapter, film adaptation could sometimes enable socialist artists to take an 

aesthetic break from the daunting pressure to conform. Adaptations are “far from being 

parasitical” and deferential, and they even “provide sites of contestation and interrogation, 

returning rather than borrowing, augmenting rather than culling from the ‘original’” 

(Cartmell and Whelehan 40). Medium transformation and cinematic language, combining 

visual, audio, and verbal signs, have enabled adaptors to visualize literary classics with 

hidden meanings that could be subversive to the official ideology (Bubeníček 2). Through 

adaptation, filmmakers’ conformity and subversion managed to find their way into Chinese 

socialist cinema. Accordingly, in this chapter, I further employ Chinese peasant writer Zhao 

Shuli’s local opera adaptations, especially his depiction of socialist heroes, to substantiate the 

subversive dimension of adaptation and revisit the contested cultural and political scene 

before the Cultural Revolution. 

Based on a comparative reading of Zhao’s opera adaptations and their source texts, 

this chapter investigates the cultural and social forces that drove Zhao to adapt. The chapter 

also enriches our understanding of the socialist society that incubated the alterations that 

Zhao carried out in these adaptations. In the first section, the discussion reflects on Zhao’s 

early years as a prominent writer in the liberated areas and his seeming coherence with the 

Communist ideology before 1949, to contrast with his checkered fate in the socialist years. 

The second section traces back to the 1950s to explore how the operatic form was reformed 

and conceived by the Communist Party as an alternative means of reaching mass audiences, 

instead of by way of the usual orthodox approaches. After re-contextualizing Zhao Shuli’s 

local opera adaptations, this section proceeds to reveal the dichotomy between Zhao’s writing 

principles and the socialist realism tenets, from the perspective of depicting a socialist hero, 
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and further sheds light on the complexities of local opera adaptations in the socialist context. 

A comparative reading of Zhao Shuli’s Shangdang opera adaptation Jiao Yulu and the adapted 

texts form the third section of this chapter, indicating in what aspects Zhao’s works fell short 

of the archetypical socialist writing and providing a reevaluation of Zhao’s literary writing 

that is against the Communist orthodoxy. The conclusion ponders the recurrent resonance of 

opera adaptations beyond the socialist context.  

 

 

1. Zhao Shuli and Shangdang Opera  

Zhao Shuli, one of the most influential Chinese writers, was born into a deprived family in a 

small village nestled in the Taihang Mountains of Shanxi Province. His roots in rural areas 

and close ties with local peasants facilitated a rustic and straightforward literary style that 

such people seemed to appreciate tremendously. As a peasant writer, Zhao developed an 

interest in Shanxi local operas and folk art, like drum ballads (guci), from an early age. 

Throughout his literary life that spanned over two decades, Zhao Shuli preferred creative 

writing as a channel to seek answers to the deeply-rooted social problems in rural China and 

the continued prosperity of socialist society. He was also determined to create and reform 

Chinese local operas and folk art, which continued to nurture his literary imagination, styles, 

and language. Initially, Zhao Shuli was not taken seriously by the newly-arrived 

“revolutionary literary figures” in the liberated areas.37 It was partly due to the fact that ever 

 
37 The checkered publication process of The Marriage of Xiao’erhei can attest to this judgement. As Yang 

Xianzhen recalls, there was a sectarian tendency in cultural circles in the Taihang Region. Some literary figures 

who boasted that they were the “modern school” looked down upon popular literature and folk art for the 

masses. Hence, the manuscript of The Marriage of Xiao’erhei had long been overlooked before the CCP cultural 

leader Peng Dehuai’s involvement. See Yang 28-35. 
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since the May Fourth Movement, Chinese intellectuals were subject to the influence of 

modern concepts, which contributed to their universal lack of appreciation and respect for 

works from the grassroots (Dong 46). However, shortly after the publishing of Mao’s Talks, 

Zhao’s works—created at the same time with the unfolding of the Rectification Movement in 

Yan’an (Yan’an zhengfeng yundong, 1942-1945) and the national study of the Talks—were 

beginning to receive increasing praise from Communist authorities and critics.  

For instance, in a 1946 article titled “On Zhao Shuli’s Writings” (Lun Zhao Shuli de 

chuangzuo), Zhou Yang, the cultural commissar who later became the chief promulgator and 

editor of the Talks, acclaimed The Marriage of Xiao’erhei (Xiao’erhei Jiehun, 1943), The 

Rhymes of Li Youcai (Li Youcai banhua, 1943), and Changes in Li Village (Lijiazhuang de 

bianqian, 1945) as “the great harvest of socialist writing and a major success in practicing 

Mao’s literary ideologies” (498).38 Mao Dun also observed that Changes in Li Village was 

“an embodiment of the height that artistic works could achieve under the influence of the 

Rectification Movement” (Mao Dun in Huang 173). This shift in attitude from contempt to 

approval towards Zhao’s works was in accordance with the Party’s growing demand for 

popular literature that could engage the masses (Dong 49). In this light, literary critics 

deemed their acclaim of Zhao’s works and further attribution of his novels to “the political 

movement and the Talks” as a declaration of their understanding and practice of the Talks 

(49). Zhao Shuli’s rise to prominence did not come from his observance of the Talks in his 

writing, but from the intentional misinterpretations by the Communist cultural leaders.39 

 
38 It was originally published in Jiefang Daily (Jiefang ribao), 26 Aug. 1946. 

39 As Li Yang notes, Zhao Shuli did not get the chance to read the Talks until late 1943, which rendered the 

common belief that The Marriage of Xiao’erhei (written in early 1943 and published in October 1943) and The 

Rhymes of Li Youcai (written in October 1943) were the embodiments of the Talks inaccurate. See Li, “Zhao 

Shuli” 32. 
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Therefore, it is risky to identify the relationship between the Talks and Zhao Shuli as 

reciprocal, since Zhao’s novels were only unilaterally employed by the Party’s literary figures 

and critics to typify the correctness of the Talks (Li, “Zhao Shuli Direction” 32). In this light, 

the interrelations between Zhao Shuli and the Talks were not “discovered,” but rather 

“invented” by Communist critics like Zhou Yang and Chen Huangmei to “flesh out” the Talks 

and supplement its vitality as a critical document for the rectification movement (32).  

The sweeping success and the national circulation of his short stories The Marriage of 

Xiao’erhei and The Rhymes of Li Youcai confirmed Zhao Shuli’s rise to fame and soon 

established his status as an emblematic socialist writer. In 1947, his literary writing was even 

promoted by the Communist cultural authority Chen Huangmei as a “direction” (fangxiang) 

for artists to follow (Chen in Huang 174-79).40 There is no denying that the glamour 

revolving around Zhao Shuli largely came from the reflections of the Talks. Likewise, Zhao 

Shuli genuinely appreciated the Talks and infused his understanding of this substantial piece 

into literary writings once he had read them. Later, during the Cultural Revolution, in an 

article entitled “Remembering History and Reflecting on Myself” (Huiyi lishi, renshi ziji, 

1966), Zhao recalled his exhilaration when he first learned about the Talks more than twenty 

years earlier: 

            I was as delighted as an emancipated peasant when the Talks reached the Taihang            

Mountains. I had not met Chairman Mao back then, but I felt like he understood me 

 
40 In his description and definition of the “Zhao Shuli Direction,” Chen Huangmei gave credit to Zhao by first 

considering his novels as “political texts,” followed by reaffirmation of Zhao’s “selection of spoken language to 

create a new national form, which is much more lively and could be widely appreciated by the masses” (Chen in 

Huang 174-9). However, when stating his own writing principles, Zhao put “appreciated by the masses” before 

“politically useful,” and always considered the first as a prerequisite for the latter. For instance, see S. Zhao 182-

84.  
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and expressed what I had in mind. The Talks substantiated and legitimized those ideas 

that I had been arguing about with my friends in the literary circle for over a decade 

but could not be agreed upon. I felt blessed. (379)  

In the Talks, Mao clarified the Party’s view of the composition of the audiences for Chinese 

literature and art. Then he prescribed that the right path for “popularization” was to represent 

“the thoughts and emotions of the great masses of workers, peasants, and soldiers” through 

comprehending their language (McDougall 60-61). Zhao Shuli found theoretical support 

from this judgment to justify his urge to popularize literature and art and his perpetual artistic 

ambitions to write about and for the masses (Dong 50). 

Arguably, Zhao’s identification with the Talks lies significantly in their communal 

insistence on the roles of the masses in the production and reception of literature and art. 

However, this rapport gradually ruptured after 1949, when the socialist regime was 

consolidating its power in all aspects of Chinese society. As a wartime document, the Talks 

only served temporary purposes and were subject to modifications when the political and 

cultural realities shifted, but its status as the most prestigious statement of literary policies 

was never shaken despite undergoing some revisions in the 1950s. Zhao Shuli fell behind 

when a tremendous shift took place after 1949, and his works were constantly subject to 

criticism, thus causing him further confusion and frustration. Li Yang offers an explanation 

by pointing out that “Zhao Shuli equated Mao’s “serving the masses” (wei renmin fuwu) with 

“serving the peasants” (wei nongmin fuwu),” and further elucidates that “the masses” in the 

Talks did not amount to “peasants,” but referred to “a new historical subject” or “an imagined 

community” led by the “proletarian class” (“Zhao Shuli Direction” 37). “The masses” was a 

politically-constructed concept subject to the shifting ideological needs and also an abstract 

essence created through narrative. When the Communist Party shifted its work focus from 

rural to urban China in 1949, “the masses” label started to indicate a rather different 
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demographic compared to that in the 1940s when all social classes were badly needed to 

unite and confront the Japanese and the Kuomintang.  

Zhao Shuli’s negligence of the changing ideological connotations of “the masses” 

accounted for his insistence on writing for and about the peasants, who once formed the bulk 

of the revolutionary forces in the 1940s but who no longer could represent the socialist 

audiences after 1949.41 With “the masses” already shedding its original meaning and pointing 

to the broader Proletariats, Zhao still equated this ideological group with millions of peasants 

who were living and working in rural China. This increasingly out-of-date understanding of 

“the masses” partly accounted for the criticism that Zhao received from the 1950s onwards. 

Zhao Shuli soon became the constant subject of criticism and his literary effort were 

denounced for not being in accordance with the Party line. However, he was still relentlessly 

dedicated to exploring a viable path to keep up with the ever-shifting Party policies.42  

 
41 It is important to note that in the socialist years, readers, including those peasants in rural areas with basic 

literacy that Zhao Shuli valued the most, were gradually moving from their original literary interest. They 

started to prefer revolutionary hero stories (geming chuanqi) like Zhi Xia’s Railway Guerrillas (Tiedao youjidui, 

1954) and Qu Bo’s Tracks in the Snowy Forest (Linhai xueyuan, 1957). It might due to the fact that the mass 

readers wanted to get to know lives that they were unfamiliar with. They wanted to read the so-called “legends,” 

which were in contrast to Zhao’s novels that were closely related to rural reality and focused on their mundane 

lives. Also at the same time, those who spoke highly of Zhao’s novels were intellectuals with rich aesthetic 

experience or professional literary critics, who valued Zhao’s unique characteristics more. See X. Cai 194-206.   

42 For instance, Zhao cofounded and served as the chief editor of the popular literature and art monthly Speaking 

and Singing (Shuoshuo changchang) shortly after his relocation to Beijing in 1950. He was criticized for his 

editorial decisions to publish certain works, such as a novella titled Gold Lock (Jinsuo), which some readers 

criticized for its problematic depictions of the working class. This episode led to Zhao Shuli’s two pieces of self-

criticism in the Journal of Literature and Art (Wenyi bao). After several similar setbacks, Zhao Shuli left 
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Theater arts had always been Zhao Shuli’s passion but somehow continued to be 

overshadowed by his novel writings after 1949. As an adamant advocate and enthusiast of 

theater arts, he resorted to Shangdang opera, which, like other regional operas, was 

considered a low-brow art form and mainly consumed by peasants and illiterates in 1950s and 

1960s China. Drawing widely from his observations of peasants’ lives, experiences in rural 

areas, and other literary sources, Zhao Shuli devoted himself to the creation of Shangdang 

operas to “feel the pulse of politics” again (G. Li 250). However, as a local operatic form that 

was only performed to a limited number of audiences and with undeveloped artistic 

representations and techniques, Shangdang opera was not taken seriously by other 

intellectuals, let alone the Communist authorities. Therein lies Zhao Shuli’s first agenda to 

elevate the status of Shangdang opera and popularize it in urban areas through adaptation. 

 

 

2. Opera as an Alternative: Artistic Forms, Socialist Ideology, and Adaptation  

As an artistic genre that had enjoyed a long history of popularity among commoners ever 

since its inception in the twelfth century, Chinese opera was conventionally dismissed as a 

“vulgar pastime” (Iovene 182) and an integral part of the “jiaohua (moral-transformation) 

tradition of late imperial China” (X. Li 1). At the turn of the twentieth century, May Fourth 

intellectuals began to recognize opera as an important vehicle to enlighten people and 

introduced a series of reforms and revolutionary agendas to major opera genres, like Peking 

opera (Iovene 182). Local operas, often “at the lowest end of the spectrum of geographical 

diffusion” and considered by “fans and practitioners of the major genres” as “vulgar and 

 
Beijing for Shanxi in 1954 to immerse himself once again in the rural life that he relished. See Li and Lu 140-

51. 
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unrefined,” naturally received less reformist attention in the first half of the twentieth century 

(182). However, the initial establishment, thriving, and dissemination of Chinese opera was 

inseparable from the assimilations and cross-fertilizations among a large amount of local 

operatic genres and heritage. As Barbara Mittler (381) aptly observes: 

            Peking opera became popular nationally because it had adapted and combined in a 

masterful way the structures and methods of several different regional styles … The 

“tradition” of Chinese opera is synthetic: constant reforms and revolutions have 

played a decisive role. 

The “flexible structure” of Chinese opera, as Mittler (381-2) further notes, contributes to the 

prevalent “fusion of several local artistic elements into one” and justifies the mutual 

assimilations, both in form and content, between opera genres. 

However, this prevalence and the high standards of operatic appropriations in a way 

overshadows the roles of adaptation that were constantly at play, thus partially accounting for 

the paucity of theorizations and studies of opera adaptations in the Chinese context. The 

appeal of stage performance and the stardom of opera singers further shielded librettists, or in 

this case, adaptors, from the spotlight in artistic evaluations and theoretical reflection. More 

often than not, adaptation was taken for granted in the opera creation, circulation, and 

reception process. However, there was one exception when the roles of adaptation in opera 

creations were readily recognized both by audiences, critics, and scholars. It was the 

production of Revolutionary Model Performances, many of which have literary origins or are 

based on other local operas.43  

 
43 For instance, the modern Peking opera Shajiabang was adapted from the 1958 Shanghai opera (huju) Sparks 

amid the Reeds (Ludang huozhong) and The Red Lantern was adapted from an eponymous 1963 Shanghai 
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The Communist Party had recognized the potential of operatic form as a propaganda 

tool ever since the Yan’an period but was concerned about the backward messages prominent 

in the traditional operas (C. Zhao 8-10). This concern propelled the Communist cultural 

leaders first to ban and censor a large number of traditional operas ever from the 1940s. In the 

Maoist era, the reformist agenda for opera was brought up again in 1951 when the 

Communist Party initiated the National Opera Reform Movement (quanguo xiqu gaige 

yundong) and prescribed the reorganization of traditional operas and the creation of new-style 

operas. Against this backdrop, modern-style operas were created and promoted nationwide, 

while the performance of operas with traditional librettos and costumes were still heavily 

censored (Mittler 377-82). Ever since the early 1960s till the Cultural Revolution, a set of 

modern-style Peking operas were promoted as Revolutionary Model Operas (geming jingju) 

and later joined two revolutionary ballets and a symphony to form the Revolutionary Model 

Performances (ten operas, and eighteen in total by the time the Cultural Revolution ended).  

For the creation of these Revolutionary Model Performances, adaptation played a 

central role in transposing their literary sources in a manner that promulgated “appropriate” 

messages to the audiences while retaining their artistic appeal. By adapting the well-

established revolutionary literature and art that had already passed the Party’s censorship and 

accumulated wide popularity among mass readers, these model works were guaranteed both 

ideological correctness and better audience reception. For instance, the revolutionary ballet 

The White-Haired Girl (Baimaonü, 1965), performed by the Shanghai Dance School at the 

Sixth Shanghai Spring Music Festival, could be traced to a 1945 eponymous yangge opera 

that was performed over thirty times in Yan’an (Wilkinson 170-2). It depicts the story of 

 
opera, which was based on a film from the same year titled There will be Successors (Ziyou houlairen). See 

Clark 31-39. 
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Xi’er, the heroine, who was “treated as a ghost in the old society and turns into a human 

being in the new society” (Kong 177). After rounds of revisions, this opera was gradually 

perfected and was later made into a film in 1972.44 Drastic transformations of the story plots, 

characters, and themes were carried out during the adaptation and revision process, thus 

producing a highly “idealized and allegorical story” (178). As Kong Ruicai further notes, 

these lengthy adaptations and revisions essentially indicate “a process of abstraction,” in 

which “the representation of visual perfection, the intensity, and quality of which have long 

been obscured due to the overriding political indoctrination that in a sense regulates what the 

viewer should see” (179).   

The White-haired Girl, together with other Cultural Revolution Model Performances, 

represents the height of political control on socialist adaptations and encapsulates the extreme 

extent of revisions required to conform to the dominant discourse. In a sense, the creation of 

Revolutionary Model Performances was to serve the Party’s needs to transform the cultural 

scene by presenting “heroic workers, peasants, and soldiers, as Mao had long since 

demanded” for stage performances (Mittler 377). From the autumn of 1968, revised Model 

Performances were beginning to be filmed to reach, at least theoretically, “even the remotest 

places” (378). The filmic remediation of Model Performances took advantage of the media 

potential to standardize and regulate the Party’s propaganda messages. Consequently, about a 

dozen local opera forms were revived with new content and stories aligned with the Model 

Operas (378). This transplanting (yizhi) process eventually produced hundreds of newly 

written modern-style operas. However, it is important to note that the modern-style operas, 

especially those later selected as Model Performances to be promoted nationwide, were all 

Peking operas.  

 
44 For a detailed historical retracing of the multiple versions of The While-Haired Girl, see Wilkinson 164-74.  
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Peking opera in the twentieth century became identified as the national opera form. 

Under the socialist context, the influence of regional operas largely remained local and could 

not reach as many audiences as major operas, like Peking opera and, to a larger extent, Yue 

opera (Yueju).45 Local operas opted to stage or adapt plays to embody their support of 

political campaigns and laud the Communist regime. However, due to their uneven quality, 

geographical distance from the capital, and the persistent existence of traditional elements, 

local operas were not thought an ideal vehicle for the national reformist agendas. This gap 

between the promotion and execution of state policies for opera reform, and the focus on 

major forms like Peking and Yue opera, unwittingly allowed heterogenous messages in local 

opera productions, which provided local librettists more freedom in the creation of librettos. 

Opera was a major carrier of folk literary tradition, and its close connections with the 

masses made it potentially in line with the dominant ideology that was prescribed in the 

Talks. After 1949, a new artistic order was established to cultivate literature and art that could 

reach a wider range of social classes, thus gradually rendering unreformed opera that carried 

backward messages obsolete. The fluidity of stage performances added to the un-

predictabilities of operas, which the Communist Party was aware and also wary of.46 Why did 

the Communist authorities employ operas to promulgate messages despite their 

apprehensions about the operatic form? Arguably, it was partly due to the Party’s faith in its 

stringent censorship to ensure librettists were conveying Party-approved messages. More 

importantly, the adaptation and assimilation of literary classics or other orthodox opera 

 
45 Yueju here refers to the traditional opera form originated from Shaoxing, Zhejiang Province. It is also the 

second most popular opera genre in China. See Xu 204-05. 

46 It is important to note that the beginning of the Cultural Revolution involved Yao Wenyuan’s article that 

targeted the modern Peking opera Hai Rui Dismissed from Office (Hai Rui baguan, 1961). This article was 

approved by Mao and was published on Shanghai’s Wenhui bao on November 10, 1965. See Braester 107-08. 
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productions could put Party messages in an appealing and popular art form, thereby reaching 

wider audiences.     

Regardless of the name applied, whether it be Socialist Realism or the later version of 

Revolutionary Realism combined with Revolutionary Romanticism (geming de xianshi zhuyi 

yu langman zhuyi xiangjiehe), the type of literature and art advocated should perfectly 

combine correct political content and suitable artistic forms.47 However, the entrenched 

dichotomy between the so-called “high-brow” and “low-brow” art forms in socialist China 

may have discouraged some artists with urban cultural heritages from being associated with 

opera. For those writers whose literary styles and focus was largely shaped by the May 

Fourth culture, novel or poems were believed to be superior to opera and other folk-art forms, 

even in the socialist period. With “the masses” at heart, only some socialist artists attempted, 

in various artistic forms and approaches, to create works that could appeal to audiences and 

readers with low education levels or belonging to a wider social class. Opera was not the first 

or natural choice of socialist intellectuals but offered a more effective way to engage with 

mass audiences.  

Against this background, Zhao Shuli was one of the few established socialist writers 

 
47There are controversies about whether to include Zhao Shuli’s literary works as those produced under the 

socialist realism doctrine. Li Yang argues that “there is no doubt that Zhao’s novels belong to socialist realism” 

(Struggle against Fate 86). Based on his analysis of The Rhymes of Li Youcai, Jiang Hui believes that “for a 

long time Zhao’s writing has been misunderstood as part of Socialist Realism, which undermines Zhao’s 

implicit critique of the holistic and objective idea of history upheld by the Party” (157-62). In Jiang’s 

interpretation, Zhao Shuli’s works should not be considered as orthodox literary works created under the 

doctrine of socialist realism, but rather an unconscious subversion of this discourse. I tend to acknowledge the 

holistic influence of socialist realism doctrine on Zhao’s artistic endeavors, like his inheritance from traditional 

folk-art forms to better serve the masses. But I would not categorize his literary writings, before and after 1949, 

as orthodox embodiments of socialist realism.      
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dedicated to opera creations. With a belief in the pragmatic values of socialist writings to be 

engaging to the masses and instructive to the formulation and revision of Party policies, Zhao 

Shuli attempted to expand the political and artistic dimensions of his artistic creations 

altogether through straddling different genres and media. Zhao’s selection of the operatic 

form was not only due to his passion for the traditional and folk arts but was determined by 

his perceptions of literary writing and the broad historical, cultural, and political context. As 

Terry Eagleton notes, “Marxist criticism sees form and content as dialectically related and 

asserts the priority of content in determining form” (21). Both Marx and Hegel believe that 

art form is not a “whimsical choice” of an individual artist (21). Forms are “historically 

determined by the kind of ‘content’ they have to embody: they are changed, transformed, 

broken down, and revolutionized as that content itself changes” (21). Eagleton further asserts 

that:  

            In selecting a form, then, the writer finds his choice already ideologically 

circumscribed. He may combine and transmute forms themselves, as well as his 

permutation of them are ideologically significant. The languages and devices a writer 

finds to hand are already saturated with certain ideological modes of perception, 

certain codified ways of interpreting reality, and the extent to which he can modify or 

remake those languages depends on more than his personal genius. It depends on 

whether, at that point in history, “ideology” is such that it must and can be changed. 

(23) 

In this vein, a writer’s choice of a specific form and the ways of modifying languages and 

narrative devices are saturated with ideological considerations to reflect certain social reality. 

Eagleton’s theorization provides a useful perspective to examine the cultural and political 

significance of Zhao Shuli’s promotion of operas and folk-art forms.  
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In 1966, Zhao Shuli summed up his decades of literary writing as “starting from 

Wanxiang Tower (Wanxianglou, 1942), concluding with Ten Mile Inn (Shilidian, 1964).”48 

Employing his much-neglected Shangdang operas, rather than the well-acclaimed novel 

writings as landmarks of his literary career, carries twofold significance. Firstly, it indicates 

the astoundingly long time that Zhao had devoted to operas and his dismay towards opera 

writing, which he believed to be his last resort to engage with the socialist regime. In fact, 

during the last few years of his life, Zhao basically abandoned novel writing and 

wholeheartedly dedicated himself to opera creations. These efforts ended abruptly before the 

Cultural Revolution, during which Zhao became the target of criticism and later died in 1970. 

Zhao’s summary of his literary life was imbued with self-reflexivity and self-ridicule, which 

ominously forebode the misfortunes that would befall him later.  

Secondly, this summary suggests the significance and research potential of Zhao 

Shuli’s opera creation, which has not yet drawn sufficient scholarly interest. Recent studies 

on Zhao’s literary writings have begun to show a new interest in his literary texts and even 

employ modernity and other Western concepts in the analysis of his unique aesthetics. For 

instance, from the 1990s and 2000s, literary scholars started to challenge the entrenched bias 

 
48 This sentence is quoted from issue 6 of Wenhua geming jianbao (Cultural Revolution Brief), an apparent 

mouthpiece of the Communist ideology to build the momentum of the Cultural Revolution. This newspaper was 

published by the Cultural Revolution Office of Southeast Shanxi Communist Party Committee in 1966. Zhao 

Shuli’s literary writings became the target of the local Communist cadres and others during the frenzy of the 

Cultural Revolution. Articles criticizing Zhao’s works, together with big character posters (dazibao) that reveal 

his “crimes,” finally propelled Zhao to stand up and defend himself. His self-defence and rebuttals were edited 

as an article and published in Wenhua geming jianbao. The sentence quoted here was employed in the part that 

Zhao was criticized for his “challenge of the Party authority” with his incapability of depicting hero images. 

Also see Li and Lu 318. 
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against Zhao Shuli as merely a propaganda writer and shed light on the dimension of 

modernity in Zhao’s storytelling and literary form.49 However, the majority of these studies 

mainly target his novel writings and neglect or mention only in passing Zhao Shuli’s opera 

creations (e.g., A. Guo; Montani). Among all the discussions on Zhao Shuli’s opera writing, 

scholars have thoroughly discussed his creations of local librettos by focusing on their artistic 

features and connections with his novel writings, without giving sufficient attention to the 

important roles that adaptation played in this creation process. The following sections will fill 

the gap by analyzing Zhao Shuli’s opera adaptations and examining the subversive potential 

of these adaptations.     

Adaptation was not a novel idea or practice to Zhao Shuli. Ever since the publication 

of The Marriage of Xiao’erhei in 1943, various forms of adaptations based on Zhao’s works 

emerged.50 For instance, his novel Sanliwan Village was adapted into the eponymous Ping 

opera (pingju) and Flower-drum opera (huaguxi) in the 1960s. As a writer whose literary 

works were widely adapted across genres and media, Zhao Shuli sporadically commented in 

various essays on these adaptations and offered suggestions as to their character depictions, 

plot developments, and acting. Loosely-constructed adaptation principles, therefore, took 

shape and became available when it came to the interpretation of his adaptation practice. 

Aside from being the subject of adaptation, Zhao Shuli himself also adapted from various 

sources to facilitate his novel and opera creation. As mentioned before, it is considered 

common practice for regional operas to borrow stories from other operas, but their endings, 

additional characters, and other details might be different (Lovrick and Siu 13). In this vein, 

the adaptation of various sources, regardless of them being novels, poems, editorials, or even 

 
49 See Jiang, especially chapter 4 and 5, for an insightful analysis of this trend. 

50 See Duan 22-86 for a detailed discussion. 
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other operas, could be useful to the cultural and artistic improvement of Shangdang opera. 

Several of Zhao Shuli’s Shangdang operas were based on existing operas but also drew from 

a wide range of genres, like narrative poems and anecdotes. For instance, his Shangdang 

opera Sanguan Banquet (Sanguan paiyan, 1961) was adapted from the Peking opera Silang 

Visits His Mother (Silang tanmu, 1959).  

For instance, when discussing the Flower-drum opera Sanliwan Village, Zhao justifies 

the practice of adaptation by noting that operas adapted from novels are not necessarily 

expected to resemble their sources since they represent two different genres (S. Zhao 562-63). 

Adaptors should feel free to add or delete characters and plots to fit the medium specificity of 

the opera form (563). It is important to note that Zhao, as a writer himself, encourages 

adaptors to care less about the authors when adapting literary works (563). In Zhao Shuli’s 

theorization, adaptors were generally given the utmost freedom and authority in altering the 

sources and developing the original plots to enrich the adaptations (563). Fidelity is not 

overlooked by Zhao but is limited to a faithful rendition of the spirit of the original (563). 

Simply put, Zhao challenges our entrenched assumption that under most circumstances, 

adaptors in socialist China simply aimed to repeat the adapted texts in another medium. In 

line with his observations, Zhao made changes from the eponymous Henan opera (yuju) in 

his Shangdang opera adaptation Jiao Yulu, especially on the depiction of socialist hero, to 

better bring out the story in a new operatic form. 

In contrast to Xia Yan’s conception that adaptation is something that “requires 

creative efforts” but “not necessarily artistic creation itself” (Xia Yan on Artistic Creation 

374), Zhao Shuli treats adaptation equally with other artistic creations. Despite their mutual 

concern for the issue of fidelity, Zhao Shuli and Xia Yan, in fact, endorse two types of 

adaptations that were active but treated differently in socialist China. With a special focus on 

turning canonical literature to film, Xia Yan’s adaptation theory and practice were attached to 
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the Communist regime to better homogenize artistic creations. For the socialist regime, the 

practice of adaptation was expected not only to serve its aesthetic purposes to complement 

the destination genre but, more importantly, to communicate the Communist ideology and 

educate the masses through the shift to the new medium. However, Zhao Shuli’s adaptations 

of operas and folk-art forms represent another dimension of adaptation that was not 

advocated, or even suppressed in the socialist context. It was due to the fact that, theoretically 

speaking, Zhao fully acknowledged the independent status of adaptation and the freedom of 

adaptors; in practice, alterations were carried out also for artistic, rather than merely for 

ideological purposes. In this manner, Zhao Shuli’s adaptation theory contradicts the orthodox 

CCP adaptation principles presented by Xia Yan and then inadvertently challenges the 

ideology that had validated these principles. 

In 1950, Zhao adapted Tian Jian’s 1949 narrative poem Driving a Cart (Ganche 

zhuan) into drum-song lyrics titled Shibulan Driving a Cart (Shibulan ganche) and published 

it in the inaugural issue of Speaking and Singing (Shuoshuo changchang), a magazine 

dedicated to the popularization of literature and the promotion of folk-art forms. This 

adaptation turned out to be a great success and was widely acclaimed by both critics and 

audiences (Li and Lu 105). As his first post-1949 attempt to create under the new socialist 

regime, Zhao Shuli’s decision to select a narrative poem for adaptation was extra meaningful. 

In terms of the thematic focus, Zhao Shuli’s selection of Driving a Cart was justified and was 

guaranteed to have an impeccable political stand. This selection was also in line with Xia 

Yan’s emphasis on the “class stand” of the source texts since they could be perceived 

automatically as a declaration of the adaptors’ political orientations (Xia Yan on Artistic 

Creation 378). However, the shift of medium, from poetry, nurtured by the May Fourth elite 

culture, to the popular drum ballad form appreciated by the masses, indicates Zhao’s artistic 

ambitions to engage with the socialist regime through a popular art form.  
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Zhao Shuli largely preserves the theme and content of the original but also makes 

changes based on the peculiarities of the drum ballad form and his understanding of 

storytelling. Driving a Cart was created under the direct influence of the Talks and embodied 

one of the greatest literary achievements in the liberated areas.51 Based on materials 

accumulated during the Land Reform Movement (tudi gaige yundong), Tian Jian wrote this 

narrative poem to depict the story of Shibulan, a peasant who suffered greatly but was 

emancipated by the Communist Party. As Tian Jian remarks in the afterword of Driving a 

Cart, this title has symbolic meanings since he believes that “our time is like a cart, and the 

people driving the cart are the workers, the Party and the masses, like Shibulan and his 

peers … this cart is the analogy of a great time we are in, and it is moving forward at full 

capacity” (385). Zhao Shuli changed the title to Shibulan Driving a Cart to emphasize the 

central character, in continuity with his novel titles like The Marriage of Xiao’erhei and The 

Rhymes of Li Youcai and the folk literary tradition, in which the main character’s name is 

usually contained in the title to facilitate the audiences’ memory and ease in reciting the story. 

In the meantime, this change eliminated the symbolic significance of the original title and 

paved the way for Zhao’s further appropriation and transposition to elevate the status of 

popular art forms and loosen the work’s propaganda associations.  

In Shibulan Driving a Cart, Zhao Shuli made several major changes based on his 

deep understanding of and familiarity with peasants and their struggles in rural areas. For 

instance, he downplayed the character’s political awareness to deliver a more relatable and 

realistic peasant who was deeply exploited and desperate. This design contrasts with Tian 

Jian’s superficial delineation of the character without a detailed depiction of peasants’ 

 
51 Tian Jian revised this work in 1949. It was popular both in and outside China, with translations in the Soviet 

Union, German Democratic Republic and Czech Republic. 
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struggles and the painful realities they endured. For the mass gathering scene where people 

congregate and criticize the landlords, Zhao downplayed the class struggle and the characters’ 

class consciousness that was amplified and accentuated in Tian’s text and redirected them 

into a realistic depiction of class conflicts in rural areas. Niu Han observes that after the 

foundation of the PRC, “it was essential for writers to amplify the hatred between classes and 

intensify class feelings” (11). In this manner, Zhao Shuli’s depiction of the mass gathering in 

a gentle and mild mode did not live up to the Party’s expectations and was easily subject to 

criticism.   

After comparing the beginnings, language use, and narrative techniques of both 

works, Zhang Lin points out that “Zhao Shuli’s drum ballad is better at telling the story in a 

more interesting and condensed way, and it has a more vivid language and some characters 

with stronger personalities” (110). Artistically speaking, the drum ballad script is “more 

sophisticated and with higher artistic values compared to Tian Jian’s work” (110). The 

success of this adaptation epitomizes the potential folk-art forms encompassed to bridge 

ideological constraints and attain artistic sophistication. In this context, adaptation could be 

interpreted as a continuance of Zhao’s efforts since 1934 to popularize literature through the 

folk-art forms. More importantly, by successfully conveying the themes and content that 

often appeared in dominant literary forms like novels and poems, this adaptation embodied 

the triumph of popular art forms over classic ones and subverted the stereotypical impression 

on folk art forms as vulgar and inferior.  

Adapting the modern art form into operas and folk-art forms elevates the status of the 

destination genre. This echoed Zhao’s efforts to adapt Tian Jian’s narrative poem for the 

rediscovery and promotion of folk arts and oral traditions. It also epitomized the continuation 

of power struggles between two distinct traditions: the May Fourth elite writing rooted in 

Shanghai and mass writing originating in Yan’an. In fact, Zhao Shuli’s opera and folk-art 
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adaptations also enable a more nuanced examination of socialist culture and society. When 

establishing the affinity between opera and society, Herbert Lindenberger points out that this 

link can shed light on the “social contexts within which individual operas, or operas 

constituting a particular period of operatic history, have been created” (45). In a similar vein, 

Zhao Shuli’s operas were clearly an embodiment of the highly conflicted social and political 

context in 1960s China. With the transition of genres that could potentially lead to thematic 

shifts and elicit new interpretations, adaptation also enabled socialist artists opportunities to 

deviate from the Communist orthodox and subsequently elicit subversive interpretations. 

Hence, Zhao Shuli’s opera adaptations serve as his responses to the political and cultural 

changes from the 1950s onwards, or to be more accurate, a silent challenge to the artistic 

hierarchy that was foregrounded by the socialist orthodox.  

Ten Mile Inn, a Shangdang opera based on Zhao’s observations while working with 

local people and that indicates his ideological transitions, has always been considered as Zhao 

Shuli’s last literary work. Ironically, Zhao’s efforts to engage with the socialist ideology in 

this work, like the depictions of class struggle and the socialist hero, were not appreciated by 

the authorities and were soon used as “evidence” against him during the Cultural Revolution. 

Some negative comments on the socialist reality that were voiced by the characters from this 

opera elicited criticism, repeated revisions, and the final banning of this work. Guo Yuqiong 

points out that the “failure” of Ten Mile Inn lies in the “incongruities between the extent and 

scale of realities depicted by Zhao and the realities that were allowed to be represented in 

artistic works by the Party’s policies” (117). This judgment also sheds light on the fact that 

backward peasants always stood out in the genealogy of Zhao’s literary characters. The 

incongruities between Zhao Shuli’s understanding and the tenets of socialist realism, more 

specifically, the nature of socialist writing, predetermined the criticism he would receive in 

the Cultural Revolution.  
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Despite the frustrations and dismay caused by the ill-fated Ten Mile Inn, Zhao Shuli 

continued his realistic depictions and explorations in his 1966 Shangdang opera adaptation 

Jiao Yulu. Through retelling the story of the exemplary Henan Communist cadre Jiao Yulu, 

Zhao continued his reflections on how to balance political and artistic requirements in literary 

writings. In fact, Jiao Yulu is Zhao Shuli’s last but unfinished work. He adapted it from a 

combination of sources: an influential editorial, an eponymous 1966 Henan opera script, and 

historical accounts. The next section looks at Zhao Shuli’s painstaking yet doomed 

“unsuccessful” opera adaptation (adaptation into opera and adaptation of opera), with a 

special focus on his depiction of the socialist hero Jiao Yulu. This work has substantial 

importance since it marks Zhao Shuli’s last attempt at adapting socialist literary prototypes 

and offers a valuable perspective to examine his checkered literary career in socialist China. 

By taking into account the continuous tensions between Zhao Shuli’s artistic creations and 

the Communist regime, I argue that his adaptation was a silent challenge to the Party’s rigid 

political interventions on literature and art. 

 

 

3. Subversive Adaptation: Retelling the Story of a Socialist Hero, Jiao Yulu 

Katerina Clark argues that a “positive hero” was a “defining feature” and “cornerstone of 

Soviet Socialist Realism” (46). Clark further notes that:  

           The hero is expected to be an emblem of Bolshevik virtue, someone the reading public 

might be inspired to emulate, and his life should be patterned to “show the forward 

movement of history” in an allegorical representation of one stage in history’s 

dialectical progress. A novel’s positive hero(es) stand primarily for “what ought to 

be,” and it is left for lesser protagonists, or sometimes for “negative characters,” to 
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represent “what is” … He should be “typical,” should exemplify moral and political 

(or religious) virtue, and should show the “way forward” for Russia. (46)  

According to Clark, the socialist hero is actually “so deindividualized” and encapsulates the 

virtues prevalent in traditional Russian literature (47). Clark further notes that “if actual 

historical figures were chosen as subjects, the details of their lives were pruned, embellished, 

or even ignored in order to make the subject fit the conventional patterns of the virtuous life” 

(47). For instance, the “warts and all” biographical account of the experiences of Chapaev, a 

Bolshevik commander in the Red Army, was adapted into a film. The adaptation “amplifies 

the heroic and mythical aspects of the story so that this Chapaev resembles myth more than 

document … [the adaptation] is less an individual reinterpretation than an updating of it in 

accordance with the cultural norms of 1934” (Hicks 54). In this vein, Chapaev was therefore 

idolized and condensed into a stereotypical socialist hero through the film narration. At first 

glance, Zhao Shuli’s socialist hero images seemingly cohered with the socialist realism 

paradigm and its prescribed “positive hero” images. But upon further examination, the 

discrepancies surfaced and shed light on the complexities of Zhao’s hero depictions and his 

literary writings as a whole.   

During the 1950s, Zhao Shuli was constantly criticized for the lack of positive images 

in his fiction writings. His deep affection towards peasants and familiarity with their lives 

inspired him to pursue realistic depictions of stories and peasant characters, the majority of 

whom were still conservative and uneducated. Along with glorifying the great achievements 

in socialist China, Zhao Shuli also reflected on the negative or backward side of society. This 

second aspect was contradictory to the basic tenets of socialist realism that prioritized 

positive aspects in writing. At the later stage of his literary life, Zhao Shuli still insisted to 

realistically shape hero images through living and working among them and learning from 

the first-hand experience. Zhao once observed that: 
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In order to represent socialist heroes, I believe we need to underscore their heroic 

qualities … People with heroic qualities are everywhere in China, but for hero figures 

in literary works, we should select those with typical characteristics. They need to be 

equipped with socialist consciousness, Communist morality, sufficient motivation, 

and the spirit of seeking truth from facts … They are the role models for the masses 

and also are among the masses. (421)   

However, the “positive hero” under the doctrine of socialist realism was tantamount to a one-

dimensional protagonist, a character who could not but still be schematic and primitive in 

their reactions to the external world because they were determined exclusively by ideological 

factors.  

Régine Robin examines the development of the “superfluous man” and the eventual 

emergence of a “new man,” who would evolve into the “positive hero” of socialist realism 

(111-48). She points out that the establishment of “monologism” or “authoritarian fiction” in 

Soviet literature, which does not tolerate any opposing (or, to use a Bakhtinian term, 

“dialogic”) vision in the depictions of artistic creation, deeply influenced the shape of Soviet 

hero images (147). In this vein, the “positive hero” under the doctrine of socialist realism was 

a condensed figure and a didactic and homogeneous symbol that conveyed standard and 

ideological information. The “positive hero” should always carry a mixture of positive virtues 

and convey the socialist spirit. In a similar pattern, the construction of “positive hero” images 

during the highly political Cultural Revolution years was also dominated by “monologism,” 

which stripped literature of polyphonic possibility that might stir the minds of mass readers 

and audiences.  

Zhao Shuli was wary of this propensity and the resulting stereotypical and unrealistic 

depictions of hero images. In fact, Zhao Shuli claimed that “depicting heroes is not only 
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about techniques, but also reflects upon our closeness to and affection for the hero characters” 

(422-23). To achieve this goal, adaptors should “shape central characters without necessarily 

leading to individualistic heroism” and produce a protagonist who “needs to be a hero and 

also a member of the masses” (Ni 97). From the late 1950s, after being forced to discover the 

importance of shaping a “positive hero” in literary writing, Zhao worked on the 

representation of what he called “tenacious heroes” and “men of action who are not isolated 

from the masses” (S. Zhao 81).52 “Tenacious” here contains a sense of praise of the laboring 

class and local cadres, who were not isolated from the masses and thus were considered by 

Zhao as the real heroes. Seen from this perspective, Jiao Yulu clearly fits into Zhao’s 

categorization of “tenacious heroes.”   

Zhao Shuli’s unfinished Shangdang opera Jiao Yulu was loosely based on the 

eponymous Henan opera. The imminent start of the Cultural Revolution interrupted the 

creation of this opera, leaving a three-act libretto that was later transcribed based on Zhao’s 

manuscript. Jiao Yulu was a real-life Henan local Communist cadre who sacrificed his life for 

the building of the socialist society and people’s welfare during the three years of the Great 

Famine (sannian dajihuang, 1959-1961) and later. Despite his worsening health, Jiao still 

visited the disaster impacted area to work with other local cadres and consoled the suffering 

peasants. After his death in 1964, thousands of people from Lankao county, where he served 

as the Party secretary, flooded into the streets to send him off. The year 1966 witnessed the 

most comprehensive and nationwide official promotions of Jiao Yulu and his heroic deeds, 

which elicited multiple municipal and local celebrations of the “Jiao Yulu spirit.” The 1966 

editorial titled “A Model for County Party Secretaries—Jiao Yulu” (Xianwei shuji de 

 
52 For instance, the protagonists in the novellas Hands without Gloves (Taobuzhu de shou 1960), Man of Action: 

Pan Yongfu (Shiganjia Pan Yongfu, 1961) and Zhang Laixing (1962) all fit into this category. 
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bangyang—Jiao Yulu) and the Henan opera Jiao Yulu were among the numerous local effort 

to memorialize and celebrate the “Jiao Yulu Spirit.”53  

The Henan opera Jiao Yulu was published in a special issue of Henan local literary 

journal Torrent (Benliu) dedicated to the promotion of Jiao Yulu and his heroic deeds in 1966. 

The opera directly borrowed its basic plot and dialogue from the 1966 editorial “A Model for 

County Party Secretaries—Jiao Yulu.” It is important to note this editorial was not solely 

created for state propaganda purposes but also embodied a rare attempt by artists to directly 

depict the Great Famine and the profound trauma it had caused. Originally, Zhao Shuli hoped 

to slightly adjust the Henan opera libretto to fit the techniques of Shangdang opera. However, 

Zhao decided to alter the content since the Henan opera libretto focused on Jiao’s death and 

mythologized the protagonist (S. Zhao 394), which was in a way against his writing principle 

of “telling the story,” rather than simply concentrating on “shaping key figures” (97). Based 

on the extant three acts of this adaptation, it is reasonable to argue that Zhao largely stuck to 

the basic plot and structure of the Henan opera but made substantial changes, especially to the 

shape of Jiao Yulu and the levels of exposure to socialist reality.    

In the opening scene of the Henan opera, Jiao is portrayed as a devoted Communist 

cadre who diligently follows the guidance of Chairman Mao. When Jiao first appears on the 

stage, he sings: 

Flying sand darkens the sky, 

Saline soil shines with silver light. 

Shouldering thousands of pounds burden, 

 
53 This editorial was jointly written by Mu Qing, Feng Jian, and Zhou Yuan, and was published on 6 February 

1966 by the Xinhua News Agency. The next day, the editorial was broadcast nationwide through China National 

Radio and was published in People’s Daily, with an newspaper editorial titled “Learning from the Good Student 

of Comrade Mao—Jiao Yulu” (Xiang Mao Zedong tongzhi de haoxuesheng Jiao Yulu xuexi).    
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A soldier never fears long distances. 

With the “four great books” at hand, 

A new chapter for Lankao will be written. (qtd. in Jiaozuo 62-63) 

 

The short verse unequivocally carves a hero figure who is dedicated to serving the people 

despite the odds. The “four great books” here refer to the four-volume Selected Works of Mao 

Zedong (Mao Zedong xuanji), which were mentioned multiple times throughout the opera 

and served as more than just an important prop.54 For instance, in the second act, the books 

were placed on Jiao’s desk to indicate the frequency that they were referred to. Jiao 

assembled local cadres and the masses to study Mao’s works, which would not only offer 

them motivation but also solutions to conquer the obstacles and build Lankao. The symbolic 

meaning of the four-volume Selected Works of Mao Zedong as the embodiment of the Party’s 

guidance and the sole criterion to test all actions were gradually enhanced in the opera plots.  

In the Henan opera, Jiao is shaped as a flawless hero in a shrine, an exemplar of the 

age, and a spokesperson for Mao’s ideas. For instance, in the third act, Jiao goes to check 

Uncle Han’s house and his family after heavy snow. First, he delivers the Party’s concerns to 

the masses and applauds their arduous efforts in fighting the natural disaster. After listening 

to Uncle Han and local cadres’ suggestions for the next steps, Jiao says: 

            Comrades! All you said is important. But the most significant thing is to 

comprehensively understand Chairman Mao’s great works. It will guarantee our 

future success in achieving any goals. It is snowing now, and we don’t have other 

 
54 The first volume of the Selected Works of Mao Zedong was published in 1951 and the following volumes 

were published in 1952, 1953, 1960, and 1977. They soon became the guiding principles, both for the 

Communist members and served as importance reference for the thinking, problem solving, studying, working, 

and living of the Chinese people. See Guo and Chen 31. 
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things to do. Let’s study Chairman Mao’s “The Foolish Old Man Who Moved the 

Mountain” (grabs the book). (qtd. in Jiaozuo 75)  

Instead of emphasizing the heroic deeds of Jiao Yulu and his efforts in fighting the natural 

disaster with the masses, the Henan opera’s rendition of Jiao was in accordance with the 

orthodox characterizations of heroes in socialist China. However, in the same act of Zhao 

Shuli’s Shangdang opera adaptation, Jiao Yulu goes into the heavy rain to visit peasant Wang 

Lianfa and checks on the poor condition of his house damaged by the rain. Then together 

with other local cadres, Jiao helps stop the leaking and seeks advice from Wang’s son and 

other peasants. Drawing wisdom from the masses and physically visiting the disaster-hit 

areas, Zhao Shuli’s Jiao Yulu attempts to fix the problems with actions rather than employing 

eloquent speeches. 

In a 1959 article titled “Several Issues in Current Writing” (Dangqian xiezuo de jige 

wenti), Zhao remarks that “authors tend to formalize and conceptualize hero images due to 

their unfamiliarity with the heroes’ lives” (421). Zhao mentioned this problem again in a 

1965 speech, in which he observes that: 

            Recently I read some opera scripts in which the heroes always study Mao’s works. 

The pattern is that the hero is sitting under the light, looking through the books and 

reciting a few sentences, and then his/her problems will be solved. This is a typical 

conceptualization. I suggest you not write about studying the works but focus on how 

to put them into practice. Plots and character actions imbued with the spirit of Mao’s 

works will be more influential and informative. (370)  

In accordance with his remarks, Zhao immersed himself in Jiao Yulu’s life by collecting 

resources from newspapers and magazines, visiting Lankao, and interviewing those who had 

worked with Jiao. Instead of lauding Jiao Yulu as an emblematic Communist cadre, Zhao’s 
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Shangdang opera concentrates on telling the stories of Jiao, who has a “men of action” spirit 

and leads the masses to find ways to fight the disaster. The repeated “Studying Mao’s Works” 

scenes in the Henan opera libretto were fleshed out in Zhao Shuli’s versions, by Jiao’s actual 

efforts to put Mao’s thought into action. Zhao Shuli also believes that “Jiao Yulu is a normal 

person after all: as a Communist cadre, he is above the masses but is also among them” (170). 

Writers/artists’ understanding of hero characters’ lives could be attained through working 

with them, and their “heroic qualities would later become apparent and captivating enough to 

propel writers to create stories revolving around their heroic deeds” (423). In this vein, Zhao 

Shuli brought out a socialist hero who fit his perceptions but was different from the orthodox 

stereotypes expected by the authorities.  

Aside from the depiction of Jiao Yulu, Zhao Shuli also carried out revisions on other 

minor characters by changing their names and personalities. In the Henan opera, Uncle Han is 

representative of the peasants, who puts collective interests before his personal interests and 

sacrifices his own benefit for the commune. However, Zhao’s depiction of peasant 

representative Wang Lianfa focuses on the transition process in his thinking, from first 

attempting to leave town to finally deciding to stay and fight the natural disaster with the 

others. This design was due to the fact that Zhao Shuli deeply identifies with the view of 

Shao Quanlin expressed in a speech at the “Short Stories on Rural Subject Symposium” in 

Dalian in 1962. Shao advocated a writing structure “with more characters in the middle and 

less at both ends” for the depictions of common people who formed the majority of the 

masses (425). The introduction of the “middle character” (zhongjian renwu) could avoid both 

blind lauding of socialist models and include the widest social range on the literary map to 

most effectively mobilize the readers. Wang’s shift from a “middle character” with backward 

thoughts to a progressive peasant who enthusiastically follows the guidance of the 
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Communist Party epitomizes Zhao’s familiarity with the life and mentality of peasants and 

his understanding of character growth in socialist writing.  

Zhao also introduces two new characters, Wang Lianfa’s son and daughter-in-law, 

who represent the new generation that has knowledge of science and culture that was 

previously absent in rural areas and the vitality associated with young people. This addition 

generates a modern element that appeals to young audiences. Additionally, Zhao redesigns 

the music to better fit Shangdang opera that traditionally has strong eruptions of emotions and 

passion. Zhao’s appropriations and transformations of the Henan opera Jiao Yulu excavated 

Shangdang opera’s potential to embody modern subject matter. This unfinished adaptation 

also evinced his talents in telling modern stories through traditional folk-art forms. It is 

natural to predict, even just based on the three existing acts, that the completed Jiao Yulu 

would not have been a work praising the heroic deeds of Jiao, but a mixture of representing 

the sufferings of peasants in rural areas after the Great Leap Forward (dayuejin yundong, 

1958-1960) and the Great Famine, and Jiao’s devotion to helping local people. This 

adaptation could again potentially elicit criticism from the authorities due to its exposure to 

the inadequate local leadership and the dark side of rural areas during the turbulent and 

disastrous years. It also serves to reveal Zhao’s state of mind right before the Cultural 

Revolution. 

The opening scene of Zhao Shuli’s Shangdang opera is set at a busy train station and 

reveals the social conflicts and dire situations Lankao people encounter. “Jiao Yulu at the 

Train Station Dissuading People from Leaving Lankao” was one of the most well-known 

stories about this socialist hero (Yao 20). It encapsulates the heroic qualities of the 

protagonist and lays out the central and dramatic conflicts in the story. Only Zhao Shuli, at 

his time, discovered the artistic potential of this story by placing it as the starting scene that 

sets the tone of the play. By highlighting the fleeing peasants at the start, Zhao Shuli does not 
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shy away from exposing people’s sufferings and criticism of the mistakes that the Communist 

Party had made. Against the highly political social and cultural context, Shangdang opera 

Jiao Yulu holds its enduring appeal for exposing the reality and further attests to Zhao’s 

artistic independence.  

In his study of Zhao Shuli, Li Guohua reflects on the two major dilemmas Zhao faced 

in writing, especially after 1949. The very first lay in the incongruities in Zhao’s multi-

identities, as a peasant writer, an intellectual, but most importantly, a Communist artistic 

worker and propagandist of Party ideology (G. Li 244). Zhao’s novels, together with his 

opera creations, were not passive imitations and blind echoes of policies, but vivid 

representations of Party guidelines on rural areas and the peasants’ lives together with 

independent judgments from his standpoint as a peasant writer. His understanding of the 

Party’s policies in writing sometimes fell short of the official requirements. This led to 

tensions between his actual writings and his original intentions to “feel the pulse of politics” 

(244). As Li argues: 

           “Feeling the pulse of politics” was always the core concern throughout Zhao’s literary 

life, which epitomized an attempt to accurately fulfill political needs with the themes, 

content, ideologies, and styles of novels, and simultaneously retain their literariness. 

This constitutes the fundamental incentive and dilemmas in Zhao’s writings and also 

the contributions and limitations of his novels. (245) 

Zhao was constantly criticized for his representations of Party policies in literary works, but 

in fact, he did not reject politics all at once. The ideal literature for Zhao was those that could 

“completely dissolve into politics and specific policies once it is sufficiently politicized, just 

like water disappears into the body of water” (G. Li 250). Zhao’s abandonment of novel 
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writing and devotion to opera creation during the last few years of his literary life embody his 

last attempt to create such literary works to follow the new regime again.  

Since Mao’s Talks, it was common practice for the Communist authorities to judge 

literature and art based on their didactic values. This pattern was carried over to post-1949, 

when political reality prevailed over artistic reality in literature and art. The attempts artists 

made to preserve their integrity and artistic judgment can be construed as a subversion of the 

dominant discourse. In opera creation/adaptations, Zhao fully imparts his enthusiasm for 

peasants and largely preserves his artistic judgment through a realistic representation of social 

problems and hero images, thus eliciting subversive readings. Zhao’s longtime insistence on a 

combination of artistic and historical truth and criticism of the Party’s policies in rural areas 

and the “boastful style” (fukua feng) of many Communist cadres had already established his 

position as an independent writer, who actively and critically engaged with socialist 

discourse. This stance distinguished Zhao Shuli from iconic socialist writers like Liu Qing 

and Hao Ran, whose works fitted perfectly into the socialist realism paradigm.   

As Petr Bubeníček notes in his study of Czech film adaptations, subversion “often 

pointed at untouchable social, political, or sexual taboos, indirectly working with them and 

transforming them” (31). Subversive adaptations were not often created on purpose but 

inadvertently elicited subversive readings (31). Potential subversion was attained through the 

“‘coded’ heterogeneity of artistic representation, which the political apparatus attempted to 

control, reduce, and eliminate” (31). By the same token, subversion in socialist China was not 

often made intentionally but could still be present, inviting interpretations against the Party-

prescribed homogeneity of artistic creation. Through the shift of media and bridging different 

social, political, and cultural contexts, adaptation empowered artists in socialist China to 

develop their own understanding of artistic creation. Zhao Shuli’s unfinished opera adaptation 

Jiao Yulu could be interpreted as subversive since it critically engages with the source texts 
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that were Party-approved and embodied the socialist orthodox. In essence, Zhao Shuli’s 

alterations and transpositions of the source texts can be interpreted as his criticism of the 

socialist reality and of the Party’s leadership in rural areas. Hence, it is reasonable to further 

argue that Zhao’s deletion of the scenes in which Mao’s works were treated as the solution to 

everything, and the addition of the down-to-earth actions of Jiao Yulu and his connections 

with the masses could elicit some subversive understanding from audiences, who were 

accustomed to the stereotypical depictions and propagandistic narrations. Through reshaping 

a socialist hero in a realistic manner, Jiao Yulu, despite being an unfinished libretto, 

sufficiently attests to the complexities of Zhao Shuli’s artistic creations and sheds light on the 

tensions between artists and the Party-state during the Seventeen Years. 

 

 

4. Enduring Resonance: Opera and Adaptation in Contemporary China 

Paola Iovene has observed that “Chinese opera is a rich and diverse field, characterized by 

uneven cultural prestige among rural and urban genres and also by an ongoing history of 

mutual contaminations” (182). The cross-fertilizations between regional operas, which this 

chapter has explored, formed the dominant—if not the most significant—channel to the 

reform and reinvigoration of Chinese local operas against the ever-changing social and 

political contexts after 1949 (186). As a popular cultural form that was often labeled 

“traditional,” Chinese local operas since the start of the twentieth century found themselves in 

need of being “modernized,” both in form and essence, particularly after the establishment of 

the People’s Republic of China. The reform of local operas in the 1950s and 1960s extended 

to more than the revision of librettos; it also encompassed the “acting styles” and “structure 

of theatrical organizations,” aiming to transform the old opera forms while composing brand-

new modern operas (184-88). The filmic “remediation” of Chinese local operas during the 
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Cultural Revolution indicated the entanglements between mass media and politics, or namely, 

how a “material, aesthetic, and social medium” (Bao 6) was represented and refashioned by 

another medium and how this process was often ideologically, rather than artistically, driven.  

By the end of the Cultural Revolution, Chinese literature and art were already long 

overdue for reform and modernization. The prosperity of Chinese cinema and the emergence 

of television in the 1980s gradually deprived the opera of audiences and further necessitated 

the need to reform, especially for regional operas.55 Opera by the 1980s seemed to face a 

crisis of survival. Adaptations of prominent literary works became one of the most preferred 

approaches for librettists to enrich the cultural prestige of the opera, explore the potential of 

stage performance, and secure artistic and financial success. Opera’s transposition and 

appropriation of Chinese literature are linked with its innate need to modernize the form by 

incorporating contemporary content and increasing its appeal among the young and educated 

audiences. For instance, Chinese Nobel Prize laureate Mo Yan’s novel Sandalwood Death 

(Tanxiangxing, 2001) was adapted into the eponymous modern opera (xiandai geju) in 2018. 

As one of the main librettists for the script, Mo Yan expressed his apprehensions around 

infusing new content into a traditional art form and acknowledged the high stakes that came 

with the reform. Combining features of Shandong local operas with those of Western operas, 

this modern opera opens up to discussions on the pitfalls and potentials in reforming Chinese 

local operas through adaptation.   

 
55 However, as Paola Iovene observes, the popularity of television in the 1980s, and its frequent presentations of 

recorded theatrical performances of operas, also “in small part contributed to a revival of interest in both opera 

and opera film, helping to maintain a sense of continuity and perhaps even to revitalize some of these forms” 

(190). 
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In continuing the discussion of operas on socialist heroes, it is important to note that 

Jiao Yulu and his touching stories continue to be featured today in a wide selection of artistic 

works, ranging from television drama series, films, to operas. The issues of how to retell the 

story of a socialist hero, a subject that might be tiresome for some audiences in the 

contemporary setting, became the top concerns for artists. The modern Henan opera Jiao 

Yulu, created by the Third Troupe of the Henan Opera Academy in 2011, has garnered 

multiple major art awards in China and also won national popularity since its debut. The 

librettist Yao Jincheng employs new perspectives and methods to render old materials in a 

new aesthetic manner (20).  

Like Zhao Shuli, Yao introduces a busy railway station, where dozens of peasants 

gather and attempt to escape from Lankao, for the opening scene of the opera. As the new 

Party secretary of Lankao county, Jiao Yulu first appears on stage and sympathizes with the 

suffering Lankao people. Seeing them at the railway station attempting to flee town, Jiao 

immediately starts to arrange things with his subordinates even before he has been properly 

introduced to them. He then persuades the Lankao people from leaving the town (see Figure 

3). This beginning crystalizes the tensions between characters and lays out the historical 

context in a dramatic yet realistic manner, to depict the fleeing refugees and deliver the 

traumatic repercussions of the Great Famine, which were often intentionally downplayed in 

socialist China due to the political constraints (Yao 20). This design, created and represented 

in a much more liberal cultural context than in the 1960s, resonates with the opening scene of 

Zhao Shuli’s Shangdang opera and further testifies to the artistic independence and judgment 

carried out by Zhao in this adaptation during the highly political years.   
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Figure 3. Jiao Yulu (Jia Wenlong) sees the suffering Lankao people gathering at the railway station. Jiao Yulu, 

scripted by Yao Jincheng, performed by the Third Troupe of the Henan Opera Academy, 2016. 

 

By focusing on Xia Yan’s theorization and practice of film adaptation, the second 

chapter of this project mainly examined the issue of why adapt, or in other words, what 

functions adaptation (the act of adapting and the adaptation works) served, both for the 

adaptors and the socialist regime. With Zhao Shuli’s opera adaptation as an example, this 

chapter has addressed another critical issue, which is how to adapt. By strategically choosing 

adapted texts and selectively adhering to the sources, Zhao Shuli preserved personal 

ambitions and tested his contradictory identities in opera adaptations. The next chapter 

proceeds to investigate “when and where to adapt” and examines Hong Kong film 

adaptations of the mainland literary canon. I will introduce a group of exiled filmmakers from 

the mainland to Hong Kong at the same time as Zhao Shuli and analyze how they employed 

adaptations of May Fourth literature to voice their nostalgia towards the homeland. By 

analyzing the social, cultural, and political contexts that had influenced Hong Kong 
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filmmakers’ “unfaithful” adaptation of May Fourth literature, the next chapter aims to further 

shed light on the institutional differences between the mainland and Hong Kong cinema in 

the 1950s.  
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Chapter Four 

Melancholic Nostalgia, Identity Crisis and Adaptation in 1950s Hong Kong: Ba Jin’s 

Family on Screen56 

 

Hong Kong cinema has a long history of drawing inspiration from and directly transforming 

mainland literature, especially that produced under the influence of the May Fourth 

Movement.57 The tradition has served Hong Kong cinema in two ways. Firstly, by elevating 

its status and facilitating the reform of Cantonese cinema and secondly, by establishing 

relations with the mainland through critical engagement with the mainland literary classics. 

The political and cultural segregation resulting from the Communist takeover of the mainland 

in 1949 and the Cold War context transformed Hong Kong into a dynamic site where various 

ideological positions and aesthetic orientations were contested. Among filmmakers who had 

migrated from the mainland, a key feature underlying these conflicts was a sense of 

dislocation and alienation, which gave rise to their identity crisis and nostalgia towards the 

homeland. The nostalgic sentiment, as this chapter would later argue, largely accounted for 

exiled filmmakers’ selection and ‘unfaithful’ adaptations of the mainland literary classics. 

This chapter begins by introducing the Chinese wenyi film and its overlap with 

melodrama before addressing the interactions between melancholic nostalgia and adaptation 

in 1950s Hong Kong cinema. Compared with other genres of films produced in the period, 

film adaptations based on the mainland literary classics were more frequently employed by 

 
56 This chapter was published with the same title. See Yi Li 2020. 

57 The interactions between literature and film in Hong Kong were most active in the 1950s and 1960s, with an 

average of thirty film adaptations produced yearly, which took roughly one fifth to one fourth of the productions 

each year. Hong Kong literary works and May Fourth literary classics form the majority of the adapted texts for 

wenyi films. See M. Yu; Liang and Huang.   
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exiled filmmakers to reminisce about their “homeland.” Additionally, these film adaptations 

epitomize filmmakers’ efforts in questioning and re-establishing their identities in colonial 

Hong Kong. This context informs the analysis of the Hong Kong film adaptation of Ba Jin’s 

novel Family, an exemplary May Fourth literary work, and a comparative reading with the 

contemporary mainland film version. The comparative analysis of Family indicates how 

Hong Kong filmmakers’ nostalgic sentiment facilitated changes of adapted texts and further 

artistically enriched the adaptations, while demonstrating how the artistic achievement of 

filmmakers in socialist china was largely confined by their observance of fidelity principle. In 

sum, this chapter aims to reveal the cultural and historical significance of nostalgia has both 

in the study of 1950s Hong Kong and mainland cinema, and the study of Hong Kong 

filmmakers’ identity reconstruction.  

 

 

1. Situating Hong Kong Cinema 

Situating Hong Kong cinema in Chinese film history has always been a controversial issue.58  

As Robert Chi observes, Hong Kong cinema of the first period (1897- 1949) is considered as 

“an offshoot” of Chinese cinema, which “centred on mainland China, especially Shanghai” 

(77). During this period, Hong Kong was of significance merely “as a source of labor and 

 
58 In most film history textbooks in the mainland, Hong Kong cinema is often excluded or briefly mentioned as 

one of the Chinese dialect cinemas. Li Daoxin’s Chinese Film History 1939-1945 (Zhongguo dianyingshi 1939-

1945) merely addresses Hong Kong cinema as a supplement to mainland cinema during the Sino-Japanese War. 

In Hu Xingliang and Zhang Ruilin’s 1995 study Chinese Film History (Zhongguo dianyingshi), Hong Kong 

films are mentioned only in passing in the chapters that focus on Taiwan cinema. Comprehensive studies on 

Hong Kong cinema after 1949 were usually carried out by Hong Kong film scholars, in which the development 

of Hong Kong cinema was clearly traced with rich historical details and its cultural importance was more 

recognized.  
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technology, as a branch office for expanding business operations, or as a temporary refuge 

from political and military crises in the North” (77). The proximity, shared cultural heritage, 

and flow of film talent between Hong Kong and mainland China did not necessarily result in 

homogeneity between the two cinemas. In contrast to Mandarin-language-based cinematic 

productions, the Hong Kong cinema industry specialized in Cantonese-language films and 

embraced a geographically narrower and less-educated audience. Also, as a capital-oriented 

industry built in a British colony, profitability surpassed all other practical concerns for Hong 

Kong cinema. Due to its size and geographical location, Hong Kong sought to form a “locally 

specific” cinema and develop other overseas markets in South-East Asia after the loss of 

mainland China as “both a source of films and an export market” (77) during the Cold War.  

Following the Japanese surrender in 1945 and the Communist takeover in 1949, 

waves of mainland filmmakers fled Shanghai to seek refuge from the political and economic 

turmoil caused by the ongoing conflict. They subsequently ended up in Hong Kong either 

voluntarily or involuntarily.59 The resultant ideological and physical segregation was 

exacerbated by Cold War politics, transforming the mainland into a place that could be 

revisited only through memory and imagination, and a visual trope into which multiple 

affections could be inserted. Exiled filmmakers in colonial Hong Kong developed a growing 

sense of dislocation and alienation, as they began to come to terms with the distance, both 

physically and psychologically from their homeland. This sense of dislocation, as Hope Yu 

 
59 Hong Kong film historian Law Kar observes that companies and filmmakers originally based in Shanghai 

moved to Hong Kong after the Sino-Japanese war mainly for three reasons: first, to avoid strict censorship 

exerted by the Kuomintang government on private-owned film companies; second, to avoid discrimination as 

filmmakers who worked in Shanghai while under the Japanese occupation were considered by the Kuomintang 

government as potential traitors and were discriminated; lastly, to escape the instability caused by the Civil War 

(Law and Bren 122-23).  
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points out when discussing diasporic Filipina writers, compelled the migrants to preserve 

connections with their culture in distinct ways within multiple overlapping contexts (104).  

Alienation from Hong Kong society along with the estrangement from their cultural 

heritage often exacerbated the exiled filmmakers’ sufferings and resulted in their 

marginalized, in-between existence. Exiled filmmakers were neither fully integrated into their 

new environment nor entirely separated from their old one. As Zhang Yan notes: 

            Most of the migrants were extremely familiar with and nostalgic for pre-war mainland 

life, and they undoubtedly had a Chinese identity. The outbreak of the war or political 

upheavals compelled their exile to Hong Kong, where they experienced a sense of 

isolation, loneliness, loss, and disappointment. They held the belief that their home 

and roots were still in the mainland and that their exiled status was temporary … their 

self-constructed identity as passers-by in Hong Kong society and perception of the 

mainland as “home” facilitated their affiliations with the mainland during the identity 

reconstruction process, as well as their reminiscences and nostalgia towards the 

homeland. (37)  

Filmmakers’ dual identities, first as exiled but class-privileged artists and intellectuals 

formerly or currently associated with the socialist system, and then as migrant individuals in 

1950s Hong Kong where the capitalist system was operating, converged and further fostered 

a unique creation pattern in their artistic endeavors. Exiled filmmakers had to negotiate 

between “the government’s reactive measures against the massive waves of Chinese 

immigrants from China” and then the “hidden influence of international politics” (Ku 327).  

To straddle both worlds, filmmakers in exile or self-imposed exile employed multiple 

approaches to “carry with them their own traditions, histories, language and beliefs,” while 

“facing up to the new conditions and making sense of their new ‘home’” (H. Yu 105). As 

Clare Parody has observed, adaptation “induces and trades on memory and nostalgia” (215), 
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which partly accounted for exiled filmmakers’ preference of adaptation as an outlet of their 

nostalgic sentiment towards and memory of the homeland. Hence, their film productions 

adapted from modern Chinese literary works were imbued with the reminiscence of the 

homeland, which further forged and sustained the exiled filmmakers’ connections with their 

cultural heritage. This chapter will argue that contrary to the common perception that 

nostalgia is mainly achieved through either longing for or indulging in the past, exiled 

filmmakers’ nostalgia manifested itself through an engagement with history in a critical 

manner, and the meaningful exploration of the connections between the past and the present.  

It is crucial to note that adaptors were prone to excavating the source texts and then 

producing adaptations through “repetition with variation” (Hutcheon 8). Benefiting from the 

relatively liberal social and political context in Hong Kong, exiled filmmakers had more 

artistic freedom and were not as attached to fidelity as their mainland counterparts. 

Additionally, local censorship prohibited exiled filmmakers from adhering closely to the 

literary sources that involved Communist ideology (Ho 24). In this vein, exiled filmmakers 

enjoyed more liberty in adaptation and carried out alterations to suit their artistic ambitions 

and the needs of the commercialized Hong Kong cinema. Additionally, for Hong Kong 

cinema, “adaptations of novels, apart from involving the two kinds of texts or taking into 

account the screenwriter’s skills, must also involve considerations of position and commerce” 

(M. Wong 207-20). Commercial calculation was important since the production mode of 

1950s Hong Kong cinema depended largely on overseas markets, to which the Hong Kong 

film companies sell the “film right”—distribution rights to a film before it goes into 

production. To secure buyers, film companies needed to weigh up the commercial potential 

of literary sources before the adaptation or production process. Hence, filmmakers chose their 

source texts and adaptive strategies based on artistic considerations and other pragmatic 

concerns.   
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Based on mainland writer Ba Jin’s novels, produced under the influence of the May 

Fourth Movement, the eponymous adaptation films Family (Wu Hui, 1953), Spring (Li 

Chenfeng, 1954), and Autumn (Qiu, 1954) were brought to audiences by the Union Film 

Company.60 Union film productions were generally in Cantonese with Chinese subtitles 

because the majority of the filmmakers were originally from Cantonese-speaking areas or had 

been in Hong Kong for decades. By visualizing May Fourth literary works through symbolic 

images and rhetorical discourses, exiled filmmakers managed to fulfill their artistic and even 

political aspirations in cinematic productions. Close analysis of these adaptations sheds light 

on the following questions central to this chapter: Why did exiled filmmakers prefer 

adaptation and how did they balance the needs to engage with the mainland while catering to 

local and overseas audiences? How did they alter the May Fourth literary classics, especially 

by way of infusing their nostalgic sentiment into the film narration, to better envision their 

homeland? What is the historical and cultural significance of nostalgia and how does it 

contribute to our understanding of the 1950s Hong Kong and mainland cinema?  

Although film studies scholars have provided a wealth of materials and perspectives 

on the 1950s Hong Kong adaptations (e.g., K. Ng 86-97; Shu 66-83), rarely have studies 

attempted to critically evaluate the historical and cultural dimensions of adaptation. To better 

unpack some of the complexities involved in these adaptations, this chapter is divided into 

four parts. Part one introduces wenyi films and provides a brief overview of the 

 
60 The Union Film Company was established in 1953 by 21 famous Hong Kong film directors and actors. The 

company was founded based on mutual perceptions that a reform of the Cantonese cinema was necessary and 

imminent. Like other progressive film companies, it adopted a collective film production method, prescribing 

that every film script needed to be discussed and attained a consensus among the board before shooting, and also 

before the final release of the film. The Union Film Company was one of the most influential and significant 

film companies in Hong Kong film history that sympathised and identified with the mainland (C. Zhou 15-17).  
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interrelationships between exiled filmmakers and melancholic nostalgia. The next part 

contextualizes Hong Kong film adaptations of the mainland literary canon to account for the 

exiled filmmakers’ adaptive strategies and their employing of “family” as a cinematic trope 

for homeland. The third part provides a detailed textual reading of the major techniques, 

storytelling, and objects deployed in the Hong Kong adaptation Family, and introduces the 

1956 mainland adaptation as a comparison to first elucidate the contrasting adaptive 

strategies that Hong Kong and mainland filmmakers adopted and unravel the cultural and 

political contexts that led to the differences. Finally, the concluding part assesses the critical 

value of nostalgic sentiments and adaptations to the reconstruction of exiled filmmakers’ 

identities in Hong Kong.  

 

 

2. Exiled Filmmakers, Wenyi Films, and Melancholic Nostalgia 

Despite being stereotypically considered by mainland intellectuals as marginal and inferior 

due to its colonial status and geographical remoteness, Hong Kong managed to displace 

Shanghai to become the “Hollywood of the East” after the Communist takeover in 1949.61 

Mainland film productions were tailored to the socialist discourse and employed to 

promulgate the party’s propaganda messages, while in Hong Kong cinema multiple strands of 

ideological thinking were constantly contesting one another. Cantonese and Mandarin films 

 
61 Poshek Fu points out that as early to the 1920s, mainland intellectuals who sought refuge in the British colony 

were scornful of Hong Kong’s status as colonial, feudal, provincial, and backward. Hong Kong was referred to 

as a “cultural desert” where no significant, diverse culture could possibly arise. Therefore, Hong Kong cinema, 

at least before the 1980s, was overlooked by Chinese film historians. However, the cinematic connection 

between Hong Kong and the mainland was particularly intense and intricate during World War II, when the 

colony was filled with exiled artists and intellectuals from Shanghai (51-53). 
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serve as the two main pillars of Hong Kong cinema, with the former predominant due to the 

large Cantonese-speaking audience. Hong Kong film productions were generally border-

crossing, commercially oriented, with uneven artistic standards, and targeted a multi-layered 

audience, including plebeian Cantonese, elite Mandarin speakers, and overseas diasporic 

Chinese.  

The political and cultural segregation between Hong Kong and the mainland after the 

establishment of the Communist regime in 1949 was exacerbated by Cold War politics, 

which led to stricter censorship enforced by the British government to forbid the production 

and circulation of cinematic productions that promulgated Communist ideology. The British 

colonial government’s attempts to remain neutral after the Sino-Japanese war broke out in 

1937 guaranteed the stability of Hong Kong society. This neutrality also led to a certain 

aloofness in local Hong Kong people’s attitude towards politics, which was reflected in the 

popularity of “frivolous, vulgar, and sloppy” Cantonese talkies (Fu 70) that were indulged in 

as a form of escape. In the 1950s, Hong Kong cinema was gradually moving away from its 

pedagogical functions and becoming an entertainment-based industry. For this reason, it was 

not until 1949 when the Chinese Communist Party assumed power in the mainland that Hong 

Kong cinema finally took off, enjoying prosperity spanning the next two decades.  

There were four major influxes of mainland filmmakers to Hong Kong, and political 

turmoil caused by war accounted for the majority of migrations.62 The exodus of film 

 
62 Law and Bren note that the first wave was between 1933 and 1935 when Hong Kong gradually emerged as a 

westernised “free port” for Shanghai film companies to set branches and attract mainland directors, 

screenwriters, actors, and technicians to seek development opportunities. The Sino-Japanese war in 1937 and the 

civil war in 1946 forced people to flee the mainland again and come to Hong Kong to seek refuge. After the 

communist take-over from 1948 to 1949, multiple filmmakers chose Hong Kong due to their uncertainty about 
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companies and talent from the mainland into Hong Kong, combined with local progressive 

filmmakers, contributed to “the great harvest” of Hong Kong cinema (Leung and Chan 144). 

As Mary McCarthy notes, exile is “the noble and dignified term” for a political figure who 

was banished from the homeland but tortured by the long wait to return, and the entire being 

of an exile is centered on “the land he left behind, in memories and his hopes” (49-50). 

Mainland filmmakers in Hong Kong were loosely considered as exiled or self-exiled since 

their attachment to the homeland served as a consistent but somewhat minor theme in their 

artistic creations.  

Exiled filmmakers dispersed into companies with disparate political leanings. In 

1950s Hong Kong, film companies were recognized loosely as either leftist (pro-mainland) or 

rightist (anti-mainland) based on their political tendencies.63 For the Union Film Company, 

most of the board members had come to Hong Kong long before the establishment of the 

Communist regime. Despite not being considered leftist, Union members sympathized with 

the mainland. Their cinematic productions targeted Hong Kong and diasporic Chinese, as 

well as the mainland audience. For instance, Spring and Autumn were dubbed and shown in 

cities such as Beijing, Shanghai, and Guangzhou, and both were huge hits (Shu 69).64 Their 

 
the rule of the Communist Party and their future in the mainland, thus forming the fourth wave of migration 

(112). 

63 Chu Yingchi notes that from the mid-1950s, the mode of film production in Hong Kong had changed “from a 

system led by many middle-sized and small companies, shaped and affected by national politics, to a 

commercially oriented, centralised studio system controlled by a group of family business” (32-33).  

64 Family (1953) was not shown in the mainland theatre, reason unknown. According to the article originally 

published in Beijing Daily (original publication date unknown) and reprinted in Da Gong Bao, 17 February, 

1954, Spring and Autumn were shown in 15 theatres in Beijing. It further documents that “there were long 

queues on Sunday morning… Up till 25 August, Spring boasts 303 shows with an audience of 205,249, Autumn 
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success also indicated the forthcoming prosperity of wenyi films, which later became one of 

the most prominent and popular film genres in 1950s Hong Kong cinema. 

Designed as a local term, wenyi film first referred to Hollywood adaptations of the 

Western literary classics and later expanded its scope to include Chinese film adaptations. 

The continuous influx of Hollywood melodramas based on literary texts, including Madame 

Bovary (1933), Gone with the Wind (1937), and Jane Eyre (1944), “cemented wenyi’s 

sentimental/romantic mode and tone, aligning wenyi with melodrama” (Yeh 447). With a 

special focus on Hollywood and British heritage cinema, melodrama was a complex 

“‘cultural form’ energized by multiple aesthetic resources as well as socio-political 

pressures” (Gledhill 18). The prototypical stories, stereotypical characters, exaggerated 

contradictions and emotions, along with “excess expression” that characterized melodramas 

all featured in wenyi films (G. Cai 3). Wenyi progressively evolved into an all-encompassing 

term that includes a broad spectrum of cinematic productions dealing with romance, the 

“woman’s picture” and literary adaptation films (Teo 203). This term is also associated with a 

wide range of emotions and themes, such as filial piety, parental love, compassion and 

forgiveness (G. Cai 4). Wenyi films’ overlap with melodrama and engagement with emotions 

led to an opulent sentimentality that other genres like martial arts, comedy, costume plays, 

and horror movies could not convey. As McCarthy argues, “there is something of both in 

every exile, an oscillation between melancholy and euphoria” (49). Therefore, exiled 

filmmakers favored wenyi film over other genres to communicate their opulent feelings, such 

as nostalgia. 

In Boym’s theorization, nostalgia is conceived of as engaging both the private and 

collective consciousness (41). Restorative nostalgia simultaneously evokes a national past 

 
boasts 277 shows with an audience of 208,060. Those who failed to catch it are rushing to book their tickets in 

second round theatres.” (qtd. in K. Shu 69 )  
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and future and “gravitates toward collective pictorial symbols and oral culture (41). Reflective 

nostalgia, on the other hand, is more concerned with individual and cultural history, and “is 

more oriented towards an individual narrative that savors details and memorial signs, 

perpetually deferring homecoming itself” (41). Although the two forms of nostalgia might 

share “the same triggers of memory and symbols” (41), they target different facets of spiritual 

life. Restorative nostalgia recuperates the past for national or cultural interest, while reflective 

nostalgia opens the discussion on “the interrelationship between individual and collective 

remembrance” (41). By employing certain narrative strategies, cinematic techniques, and 

symbolic props, filmmakers tend to evoke restorative nostalgia among the audience by 

mobilizing collective memories or recalling prominent historical realities. Meanwhile, as 

individuals, filmmakers construct reflective nostalgia by imbuing their films with personal 

sentiment and reflections towards the past. First, this distinction of reflective and restorative 

nostalgia reveals the multi-layered potential that nostalgic sentiment has to shed light on the 

interactions between filmmakers and the audience to engage with history and memory. 

When discussing nostalgia and adaptation, Colleen Kennedy-Karpat further employs 

and differentiates Boym’s notion of restorative and reflective nostalgia from their dissimilar 

engagement with fidelity. Kennedy-Karpat notes that “if the adaptive process can predict or 

cultivate a nostalgic response, then one role that adaptation can play as a cultural product is to 

help its audience(s) come to terms with the inevitability of change” (284). In this vein, 

reflective nostalgia “distils the lessons that prior experiences can hold for the present, 

allowing for alterations or even distortions of historical truth in the service of its critical 

mission,” while restorative nostalgia aims to “recapture or reconstitute what has been” (285).  

Since most adaptors employ their “adaptive faculty” to “repeat without copying, to embed 

difference in similarity” (Hutcheon 174), it is often reflective, rather than restorative nostalgia 

that is included in their adaptations (Kennedy-Karpat 285). Hence, the involvement of 
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reflective nostalgia in adaptations further challenges the discourse of fidelity and justifies 

adaptors’ efforts to “repurpose the past to manage the present” (285).    

With the accumulation of cultural and historical connotations, nostalgia has shed its 

original pathological meanings and gradually moved out of its semantic core referent of 

homesickness, to signify a broad amalgam of sentiments towards the past (Boym 3-18). 

Hence, nostalgia “remains a vital part of contemporary life” (Sprengler 1) and continues to 

impact the construction of social and cultural memories. Boym eloquently points out that “at 

first glance, nostalgia is longing for a place, but actually it is a yearning for a different 

time … nostalgia is rebellion against the modern idea of time, the time of history and 

progress” (xv). It is always the current situation that evokes the nostalgic sentiment, which 

then embodies itself through the reconstruction of the past or the “lost paradise” (Davis 9-16). 

As a broad term, nostalgia offers us “insight into the relationship between the past and the 

present” (Sprengler 3). Framing nostalgic sentiment as an annotation to the present, which, by 

recalling and reshaping memories of the past, reflects on the current situation.  

Nostalgia and melancholia are relevant in many ways. First, nostalgia has a 

pathological origin and was used to describe the medical ailments of physically dislocated 

people (Boym 4). In Freud’s early theorization, melancholia was also defined as a 

“pathological form of mourning,” and the melancholic “repudiates the finite process of 

mourning, languishing instead in the refusal to grieve” (Eng 1276).65 Additionally, nostalgia 

and melancholia both represent a sense of loss and a form of mourning. Modern nostalgia is a 

“mourning for the impossibility of mythical return, for the loss of an enchanted world with 

clear borders and values” (Boym 8), while melancholia comes through “the loss of and the 

 
65 It is important to note that Freud revised his theory of melancholia and contended that melancholia “cannot be 

regarded as pathological,” but be “thought of entirely normative—as a constructive psychic mechanism 

engendering subjectivity itself.” See Eng 1277. 
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inability to relinquish an object, a place, or an ideal” (Eng 1278). In this vein, “melancholic” 

nostalgia indicates “a special type of individual and collective mourning because it involves a 

form of bereavement of objects that are considered lost or displaced” and involves “desperate 

searches for objects or items that might not have any material referents” (Hasian and Shugart 

332). Despite its psychological connotations, melancholic nostalgia is also of great social and 

political importance since it sheds light on the contexts revolving around lost objects and thus 

engendering melancholia. Hence, the best approach to fathom melancholic nostalgia is to 

“understand it as something that needs to be ‘worked through’ rather than mastered, where 

viewers and critics come to understand some of the psychological forces that are operating 

when we blend together national memories, aesthetics, and collective belonging” (332). By 

excavating the social and cultural aspect of melancholic nostalgia, this chapter elucidates why 

and how exiled filmmakers practiced adaptations of mainland literary classics to reconstruct 

their lost homeland and cope with their nostalgic sentiments.    

Individual and collective feelings about certain objects often demand “temporal 

distancing and cultural repression” (Hasian and Shugart 329). Therefore, a filmmaker’s status 

as “exiled” offers him the distance and freedom to gain new perspectives and insights 

towards the homeland from a privileged position, but also to “see his home clearly” through 

making “immediate and pressing comparisons” (Gurr 5). However, the distance from the 

homeland simultaneously renders them socially disadvantaged after migrating to a new 

territory where their previous achievements and cultural status were less known by locals. 

Exiled filmmakers experienced difficulties in finding financial support and sustaining their 

careers in Hong Kong with a less readily recognizable audience (Law and Bren 153). In this 

sense, their devotion to Hong Kong cinema first symbolizes their quest for significance and 

recognition. Meanwhile, the ideological confrontations between the two sides after the 

Communist takeover of the mainland and the slim prospect of returning home engendered a 
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sense of dislocation and alienation among exiled filmmakers. Physical separation from home 

fosters the imagination and reconstruction of distant memories, and nostalgia is one among 

many modes of coping with this estrangement from one’s native land (Milosz 38). Exiled 

filmmakers overcame this sense of dislocation and separation through the cinematic 

reconstruction of their memories of the mainland.  

Naficy theorizes exilic and diasporic filmmaking as an “accented cinema” with an 

“accented style,” among which certain “structures of feeling” stand out (23). He notes that: 

            During the liminal period of displacement, the powerful hold of the homeland imbues 

the accented structures of feeling with sadness and sense of terminal loss … Only 

when the grand return to the homeland is found to be impossible, illusory, or 

undesirable … then the nostalgia for the referent and the pain of separation from it 

may be transformed into a nostalgia for its synecdoches, fetishes, and signifieds—the 

frozen sounds and images of the homeland. (27-28)    

In Naficy’s theorization, nostalgia stems from the filmmakers’ emotional reaction to the 

realization that their exile and diasporic existence has become a permanent condition. This 

understanding of nostalgia sheds light on why exiled filmmakers in Hong Kong sought to 

bridge the gap between the past and present by visualizing the former “home” that could only 

exist in their increasingly distant memories. As class-privileged intellectuals and diasporic 

artists, exiled filmmakers managed to maintain their connections with the homeland through 

engaging with Chinese artistic creations and recreating a cultural history and identity rooted 

in the past (H. Yu 109). Cinematic adaptation circumscribes nostalgia, affective at its core, 

within “certain recognizable forms” (Kennedy-Karpat 284). Similarly, one of the 

embodiments of the filmmakers’ nostalgic involvements with the homeland was through 

cinematic representations of the mainland literary classics. Exiled filmmakers’ nostalgia 

towards their lost homeland was generally coded in the melodramatic representations of the 
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carefully designed costumes, props, music, and characters, while exerting a strong influence 

on filmmakers’ adaptation strategies and filming techniques.  

 

  

3. “Family” as a Cinematic Trope 

With the mainland consolidating the Communist victory by closing its borders to 

unorthodoxy and disconnecting from its cultural heritage, Hong Kong’s free port status 

facilitated the preservation and enhancement of Chinese traditions. James Udden notes that 

“if there is one place where one aspect of Chinese tradition has been transformed into a fresh 

and unprecedented array of cinematic styles and techniques, it would have to be Hong Kong” 

(278). Chinese tradition, like Peking opera and the martial arts, “has been transformed into a 

fresh and unprecedented array of cinematic styles and techniques in Hong Kong” (278). 

Huang Jichi further observes that after 1949, certain cultural and literary practices that were 

stifled by the Communist ideology in the mainland, such as modernism and liberalism, still 

manifested themselves in Hong Kong (95-96). In fact, the diverse literary and artistic 

structures in Hong Kong from the 1950 onwards increasingly resemble the pre-1949 modern 

Chinese literary scene (95-96). In this sense, 1950s Hong Kong cinema was beyond a dialect 

cinema and could be considered as the reincarnation of modern Chinese cinema that would 

have thrived if it had not been stifled by Communist ideology. One of the major forces that 

facilitated the connections between the mainland and Hong Kong was a group of exiled 

filmmakers who aimed to establish a national cinema in colonized Hong Kong through the 

critical preservation and reconstruction of Chinese cultural heritage.  

Definition of a “canonical” work, especially in the Chinese context, was not merely 

by its aesthetic status and cultural prestige but by politicized factors as well, since “there are 

obvious political, cultural, and literary reasons for the formation of literary canon” (Y. Sun 
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13). Mao’s monumental Talks reshaped the developmental trajectory of socialist literature 

and facilitated the establishment of the canonical status of socialist literature under the 

influence of the Soviet Union and its doctrine of socialist realism. Since then, the authority 

and legitimacy of May Fourth literature were constantly under attack due to its incongruities 

with Mao’s prescription that literary works should develop national forms and serve the semi-

literate masses (workers, farmers, and soldiers).66 Nationwide criticism campaigns forced 

mainland filmmakers to tread with extra care when adapting May Fourth literary works. In 

contrast, the canonical status of May Fourth literature was strengthened in Hong Kong due to 

its distance from Communist ideology. Meanwhile, Hong Kong artists found the agenda of 

social reform and national modernization in May Fourth literary works applicable for 1950s 

Hong Kong, where tremendous social and cultural transformations were taking place and 

traditional values and culture were at stake. In this vein, exiled filmmakers preferred May 

Fourth literary works to popular novels despite the latter’s larger audience and greater 

commercial potential. Wenyi film, in this manner, became a manifesto and a carrier of 

filmmakers’ aesthetic aspirations to achieve a stark contrast with mainstream Hong Kong 

cinema. 

Adaptations of literary classics have “traditionally been seen as high-prestige 

enterprises for filmmakers” (Kaye and Whelehan 2). Chinese and Western literary classics 

had been brought to the screen ever since the establishment of the Hong Kong film industry 

in the early 1920s to assuage the shortage of screenplays and elevate the marginal status of 

Cantonese cinema. Before the influx of mainland talent, Hong Kong film adaptations focused 

 
66 As mentioned in Chapter Two, Mao clearly delineates the Communist official’s skeptical attitudes towards 

the May Fourth literature when it came to building socialist literature in the Talks. Writers were referred to as 

“artistic workers,” and their literary works should be written for and about the masses (workers, farmers, and 

soldiers). Chinese socialist literature was therefore built on the rejection of May Fourth literary heritage. 
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on love affairs and superstitious stories adapted from traditional Chinese literature. However, 

progressive filmmakers later considered these topics as inappropriate. In 1949, 164 

Cantonese filmmakers launched the campaign “a clean-up film movement” and signed a 

manifesto promising “not to produce or engage with any films that are contrary to the 

interests of nation-state and are harmful to society” (Lin and Yeung 15). The thematic and 

methodological reconstruction of Cantonese cinema, which had once been considered 

monotonous, frivolous, backward, commercially oriented and poorly crafted (Chung 21-22), 

was carried out by progressive filmmakers in 1950s. Adaptations of the May Fourth classics 

provided depth and respectability to films, and further facilitated the comprehensive reform 

of Cantonese cinema.  

Hong Kong filmmakers were subject to May Fourth influence long before they had 

come to Hong Kong. For instance, Wu Hui and Li Chenfeng both followed Ouyang Yuqian, 

one of the most influential May Fourth dramatists, to study drama in Guangdong in 1929.67 In 

the 1950s Hong Kong, adaptations of May Fourth classics represented not only a political 

stance but also a potentially profitable set of themes popular within mainland and diasporic 

Chinese audiences. As Li Zhaoxiong, a renowned and veteran Hong Kong filmmaker Li 

Chenfeng’s son and scriptwriter for most of his films, recalls: 

            Nominally they (Union filmmakers) were free to pick their subject matter, but under 

the influence of leftist progressive thinking, they would subconsciously prefer May 

Fourth works … the wide acclaim from the audience led to the success at the box 

office, which gave them an excuse to go back to such works again and again. (Ng and 

Shing 173)  

 
67 See Guo Jingning’s interview with Hong Kong director Lu Dun, 112. 
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Most of these May Fourth literary texts, generally written in the late 1920s or early 1930s 

when fundamental cultural and social transformations were underway, told stories that 

happened in the harsh patriarchal families. As a prevalent social unit, the patriarchal families 

accounted for innumerable real-life love or family tragedies in early twentieth-century China. 

These works share a similar theme: criticizing the traditional extended family system and 

patriarchal parents’ suppression of young generations. Family, a place that holds various 

conflicts and struggles, epitomizes the social value in society. This accounts for Ba Jin’s, as 

well as other May Fourth writers’ preference for shaping stories in the family unit.  

Exiled filmmakers employed May Fourth literary works to rebuild an “imaginary 

homeland” that could evoke nostalgic sentiments from the audience, while serving as a 

symbol of their “lost objects” and an outlet for filmmakers’ melancholic nostalgia. Hence, 

exiled filmmakers infused their reminiscences of home into cinematic representations of the 

nation to such an extent that “family” became the cinematic trope for “nation.” As Grace Mak 

explains: 

            Because of the separation between Hong Kong and other diasporic Chinese groups in 

the world during the Cold War era, as well as the political complications, many 

Chinese who sought refuge in Singapore, Malaysia or Hong Kong were unable to 

return to their native places/country. As such, the notion of “country” was often 

absent from film narratives of that period and was replaced by “family.” On the other 

hand, the depiction of “family” contained hidden implications of “Chinese-ness” and 

“national character.” These intricacies make the film adaptations of anti-feudal works 

or May Fourth literature more meaningful. (112) 

In Imaginary Homelands, Rushdie observes that the physical alienation from the homeland 

almost inevitably means that exiles are not able to “reclaim precisely the thing that was lost” 

(10). As a result, they “create fictions, not actual cities or villages, but invisible ones, 
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imaginary homelands” (10). The desperate search for the bereft “objects or items that may 

not have any material referents,” and the solution to this is the “provision of the right set of 

emotional symbols” (Hasian and Shugart 332). Exiled filmmakers channeled their nostalgia 

for the homeland through the visual/conceptual trope of “family.” These adaptations were not 

longing for the “old China,” but for its abstract connotations as the “homeland,” desolate and 

backward as it was. This, in turn, unlocked the potential for filmmakers to evince their 

political and artistic aspirations within this conceptual trope.  

Nostalgic sentiments do not automatically prescribe the emotional tone of adaptations 

to be either melancholic or uplifting. In fact, as an aesthetic mode, nostalgia is wholly devoid 

of sentiment, longing or desire (Grainge 27-28). For exiled filmmakers, their nostalgia is 

melancholic since it involves their relentless search for the lost homeland. However, they also 

manage to move the audience by employing a discourse of social critique rather than self-

indulgence, to offer both visual and analytical pleasures that connect nostalgia with history. 

In Family, for instance, contrasting scenes, like the drowned housemaid Mingfeng’s body 

being in a dim shack while the Gao family is in the well-lit and extravagant house, evince the 

social reality that the audience had experienced. The past was not a pastoral era, but a period 

with grave realities and social problems. However, the temporal and spatial distance between 

Hong Kong and “home” distills the memory into an image that features a certain simplicity 

infused with idealism. May Fourth literary works constructed a historical world that could 

provoke the collective memory from most migrant Chinese. For Ba Jin, who lived through 

the first half of the twentieth century, his literary works epitomized personal memories of 

how the May Fourth era was remembered. Written histories based on these writers’ memories 

and artistic recollections of the period were recuperated by Hong Kong filmmakers, who then 

visually reconstructed an imaginary “home” that symbolized a “lost place” where people’s 

memories of the past could reside. The following section thus concentrates on this type of 
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cinematic nostalgia, which recalls the past through visual representations of the “home.” My 

analysis will center on the thoughtfully planned narratives, props, film sets, and costumes 

deployed in film adaptations to evoke nostalgic effects.  

 

            

4. Family on Screen: Visual Past and Melancholic Nostalgia  

Exiled filmmakers spared no effort to bring Ba Jin’s literary world, located in southwest 

China, to local Hong Kong filmgoers. Ba Jin’s Family, Spring, and Autumn (Qiu, 1940) 

vividly dramatize the confrontations between old and new forces in the early Republican 

years by describing the gradual demise of the Gao family. The trilogy concentrates on the 

story of Gao Juexin—the eldest son and a subservient figure who was forced to make 

sacrifices to meet the expectations of his place in the family. As a witness and a participant of 

the history he depicts, Ba Jin’s novels reflect his personal experience. With a setting in his 

hometown and his older brother serving as the prototype for Gao Juexin, Ba Jin’s novels 

attempt to criticize the backwardness of “Old China.” However, he “deliberately exaggerated 

dark aspects of his childhood to sharpen his indictment of the patriarchal family” (Stapleton 

5). Therefore, Ba Jin’s works are “modern-day” artistic recreations of history, but not history 

proper. To borrow Pam Cook’s analysis on history and memory, “authentic histories claim to 

educate us about the past itself, imposing narrative order on chaotic reality,” while “modern-

day reconstructions tell us more about our relationship to the past, about the connections 

between past and present, and our affective responses” (3). In this vein, Ba Jin reconstructed 

the May Fourth period by drawing from his vague memories and imagination to better serve 

his social and cultural reform agendas.  

 Family, the inaugural work of the Union Film Company, was adapted from Ba Jin’s 

eponymous novel and directed by Wu Hui in early 1953. The rest of the trilogy was released 
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later that year and in 1954. The directors attempt to recreate a collective memory for the 

audience through evoking restorative nostalgia and reconstructing a past world for their 

personal reflective nostalgia. The story of the trilogy unfolds in a chronological way and 

focuses on the “psychological drama of a large family being torn apart and collapsing during 

a time of political and cultural upheaval” (Stapleton 13). Clearly, Ba Jin employs the trilogy 

to construct a social world that epitomizes the backward China, in which the diasporic 

groups’ memories of the homeland reside. During the dramatic reconstruction of history 

based on memory, a sense of despair and melancholy prevails since the past is irrecoverable 

or irretrievable. Melancholic nostalgia emerges to cope with the sense of loss and permeates 

the Hong Kong exiled filmmakers’ cinematic reconstructions of the past, which were based 

on the individual recollections of, as well as collective longings for, a lost homeland.  

In Ba Jin’s novels, dozens of characters and multiple storylines are interwoven to 

delineate the story of the Gao family. The film focuses on Juexin’s emotional development 

from submissive weakness to defiant rebellion. He blindly obeys the patriarchal order and is 

forced into an arranged marriage. Juemin and Juehui, Juexin’s younger brothers, are 

influenced by the New Culture Movement and pursue free marriage by choice. Juemin and 

Qin are in love and are determined to marry regardless of the pressure from the family. 

Juehui is less fortunate since his lover Mingfeng, an enslaved girl, is driven to suicide, which 

subsequently propels him to finally flee the family. The hypocrisy of and oppression from the 

family and in social life is depicted through the conflict between the younger and older 

generation, who are themselves caught up in the unstoppable momentum of modernity in 

early twentieth-century China. Due to the limitations of length, the film concentrates on 

confrontations by editing out minor characters and plot lines from the novel.  

Wu Chufan, one of the most influential and talented actors in Hong Kong film history, 

stars as Juexin and brings a sense of melancholy to the role. This was possible because of 
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Wu’s stardom, accumulated from previous films in which he usually took the role of a 

sentimental man prone to tears.68 Multiple close-ups of his face enable the audience to 

experience the emotional turbulence of the character. In Spring and Autumn, the film 

narration repeats Juexin’s love stories, to further strengthen him as a sentimental, submissive 

character, while the extended family and patriarchal authority forms the background of the 

romantic tragedies. Together with the depiction of family ties and critique of filial piety, 

Family and its sequels construct a familiar and relatable past that ordinary viewers might 

have experienced. However, this study specifically focuses on the cinematic strategies of 

Family, since the trilogy shares similarities in themes, the depiction of characters, and plot 

construction. The discussions of Family are also applicable to its sequels.  

The archetypical plot of the melancholic love tragedy between a weak male 

protagonist with high social status and a lower-class woman was common in traditional 

Chinese literature. The highlighting of Juexin’s love triangle indicates the adaptor’s tendency 

to sift out the most entertaining and relatable stories from multiple storylines, in order to cater 

to Hong Kong viewers who were familiar with and fond of this genre. Juehui and the 

housemaid Mingfeng’s love tragedy is also amplified to exaggerate the melodramatic appeal. 

The tragedy of Juexin epitomizes a generation of Chinese who were deprived of the freedom 

to choose their love partner or life path, while the new generation, represented by Juexin’s 

younger brothers Juemin and Juehui, and by their cousin Qin, embodies hope for the future of 

China.  

 
68 Wu Chufan’s melancholic star identity was consolidated by portraying other sentimental characters from Ba 

Jin’s literary works, like Wang Wenxuan in It was a Cold Night (Hanye, 1955) and Yang Mengchi from Human 

Relationships. These two film were adapted from Ba Jin’s novel Wintry Night (Hanye, 1944) and Garden of 

Repose, respectively. The intertextual connections between these adaptations strengthen Wu Chufan’s star 

persona and further enrich readers’ and audiences’ understanding of Ba Jin’s literary universe. 
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Apart from the thematic content, filmmakers brought history indicators into the 

present day to elicit nostalgia. As Marc Le Sueur notes, “surface realism is produced through 

the use of period makers such as dress, cars and setting and is indicative of the obsession with 

period details characteristic of all nostalgic art” (193). In colonial Hong Kong where only 

limited resources and locations were accessible, to re-create Chinese landscapes, filmmakers 

spared no effort to stage film sets and prepare props in order to achieve an accurate rendering 

of the era depicted in literary works.69 Due to the limited availability of outdoor sets, most of 

the scenes were instead filmed on indoor sets, and filmmakers exerted great efforts, like 

investing in props and costumes, to attain a relatable “surface realism.” To present the 

wealthy family and its extravagant lifestyle, art collections and decorations adorning the 

spacious living room, fancy clothes, and servants are combined to indicate the family’s status, 

as well as the historical and cultural authenticity of the specific period. Union artists were 

meticulous about details and even managed to represent the local marriage rituals in the 

1920s Chengdu, which epitomizes their dedication to an accurate reconstruction of the story.  

Props and costumes expanded the artistic dimensions of the film adaptations. Unlike 

Hollywood nostalgia films in which cars, TVs, magazines, or any other items signify a 

certain period and evoke nostalgic sentiment from the viewers for a specific time, props in the 

Hong Kong context were less period-oriented but more culturally loaded. Objects with rich 

cultural meanings or associations with bygone eras were widely employed to provoke 

nostalgic feelings from the audience. In this film, props like flowers, windows, lanterns, and 

plaques were utilized for allegorical purposes to further support the narration. For instance, in 

the Chinese context, plum blossoms are considered a symbol of friendship or romantic love, 

 
69 For instance, the film It was a Cold Night manages to bring the 1940s Chengdu to Hong Kong audience 

through inserting actual war documentary footages, which first lays out the temporal settings and then augments 

the film’s “authenticity” in restoring the historical background. 
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and in Family, they serve as the visual trope for Juexin’s lingering affections towards Mei. 

Costume is also an element where the visual and conceptual implications clash, generating 

critical readings of the film to reward the engaged spectator. Studies of classical Hollywood 

cinema or British heritage drama have thoroughly addressed costume’s ability to “tell us 

about characters, their conscious and unconscious desires, their place in the filmic world, 

their perceptions of themselves, their relationships with others, and how they transform or 

develop over the course of the film” (Sprengler 123). In Family, costume is further employed 

to indicate the historical background and the characters’ relationship to the progressive 

cultural movement. 

Though dialogue helps to establish characters’ social status and cultural standpoint 

verbally, costume visually speaks to the characters’ social roles and connects them to wider 

historical discourses. As signifiers contributing to and circumscribed by the narrative, 

costume is employed in Family to indicate the historical background and the characters’ 

relationship to the progressive cultural movement. In Family, traditional but luxuriant clothes 

for young girls and the long gowns for men surreptitiously hint at their social status as 

backward or under suppression. Juexin’s clothes, such as the traditional long gown in a dark 

color, are aligned with older generations that symbolize patriarchy. While his two younger 

brothers, who represent the rebellious generation, are dressed in Western clothes like suits 

and pants. A similar pattern exists in the female characters’ clothing and hairstyles, with 

conservative women wearing embroidered clothes with fancy colors and netting their hair 

smoothly into chignons or buns, while progressive women, like Qin, wearing one-piece 

dresses in plain color and short hair. On the one hand, the contrast of the dress and hairstyle, 

both diegetically and non-diegetically determined, designates the characters’ polar social 

roles; on the other, the juxtaposition of costumes, which are “signifiers of historical change” 
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(Cook 11), sets the story during the May Fourth period when social and cultural 

transformations were underway.   

Gibbs stresses that while it is “important to consider each element’s potential for 

expression, it is worth remembering from the outset that these elements are most productively 

thought of in terms of their interaction rather than individually—in practice, it is the interplay 

of elements that is significant” (26). Filming techniques such as camera movement, angle, 

and frame construction also convey a sense of nostalgia. In Family, camera mobility is 

mainly triggered by figure movement, but the camera lingers on characters’ faces to 

emphasize their emotions, to generate the melancholic atmosphere, and to elicit sympathy 

from the audience. Multiple close-ups on Juexin, especially on his face while sobbing, 

indicate the conflict and struggles that the character is experiencing, as well as strengthen the 

emotions to resonate with the audience. When not in a close-up, the camera tends to capture 

the panoramic image of the big family with layers of design, to represent the intricate 

relationships of characters. The dynamic interactions of narrative themes, props, costumes, 

and filming techniques thereby reconstruct an “authentic” past with strong emotional impact 

and consolidate the sense of nostalgia in the adaptation. 

One of the most discussed scenes in the adaptation of Family is the emotional 

encounter between Juexin and the newly widowed Mei when she comes to the Gao family for 

a short visit. At the beginning of the scene, accompanied by the traditional Chinese music as 

background sound to enhance the melancholy, Mei walks to the house garden where a breeze 

shakes the tree branches in the moonlight and frogs croak in the pond. She notices Juexin, 

who is pacing around in his bedroom, casting his silhouette on the window (see Figure 4). 

The camera then cuts to the room where Juexin’s wife, Ruijue, seems to be sleeping, while 

Juexin is sitting in front of a desk next to the window, clearly bothered by something. He 

starts to write on a piece of paper but struggles with his words. In frustration, he tears up the 
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paper and turns around to open the window. Now Juexin has his back to Ruijue and is 

affectionately gazing at Mei, who stands on the porch in the garden, while Ruijue follows her 

husband’s gaze and notices Mei. Then Ruijue pretends to be asleep before Juexin turns 

around to check on her. After some hesitation, Juexin walks out of the room to find Mei (see 

Figure 5 and 6). 

 

Figure 4. Mei (Feng Yanfei) gazes at the silhouette of Juexin (Wu Chufan) in the window. The window 

simultaneously affords her the sight of her former lover while reminding her of their painful separation. Family, 

directed by Wu Hui, 1953. 
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Figure 5. Ruijue (Huang Manli), alone in bed, looks at Juexin at the far end, who in turn looks at Mei outside 

the frame. The interplay between foreground and background reveals the relationship between the characters. 

Family, directed by Wu Hui, 1953. 

 

                        

Figure 6. Juexin (Wu Chufan) slowly approaches Mei (Feng Yanfei), who is sobbing after reminiscing about 

her beautiful memories with Juexin in the Gao household. He pauses on the porch before finally walking down 

the stairs towards Mei. Family, directed by Wu Hui, 1953. 

 

This carefully constructed mise-en-scène smoothly integrates camera movement with 

the film’s narrative to shed light on characters’ complicated relationships and emotional 

entanglements. Without any reference to social realities or context, a traditional China is 

vividly depicted and directly felt by the audience through the love triangle and the 

melancholic tone of this scene. The suppressed emotions of characters indicate the 

suffocating atmosphere both from the family and in society. Juexin’s love tragedy epitomizes 

millions of young Chinese who were unable to have a free choice in marriage. The historical 

authenticity is achieved, not through detailed representations of realities, but by the emotional 

representation of the story that resonates with the audience and elicits their nostalgic 

sentiments through the artistic construction of the past. This scene, together with other 
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thoughtfully staged sequences, embodies the filmmaker’s efforts to construct an “authentic” 

past with which viewers could emotionally connect.  

In the 1956 mainland version of Family, a film adapted and directed by Chen Xihe to 

celebrate the eighth anniversary of the founding of the People’s Republic of China, Mei and 

her mother, in the middle of the night, came to the Gao family to seek refuge from the war. 

Then the camera cuts to the garden in the daytime, with other characters’ conversation 

indicating that a month has passed. Mei is standing in the rockery, looking at the young girls 

rowing a boat, when Juexin walks pass by and notices her. She immediately turns around and 

tries to walk away, but Juexin calls her name and stops her. They both shed tears when 

reminiscing, with the girls’ intermittent laughter contrasting with their sadness. Ruijue and 

her son happen to walk by and witness this emotional encounter (see Figure 7).  

 

Figure 7. Juexin (Sun Daolin) calls out to Mei (Huang Zongying) when she tries to avoid him. Their emotional 

encounter ends with Juexin leaving the garden in tears. Family, directed by Chen Xihe, 1956. 

 

Compared to the carefully designed setup in the Hong Kong version, this scene is 

short on emotional impact, due in part to the mainland filmmakers’ more direct 
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transformation of literary texts into images. Rather than employing cinematic techniques to 

set the stage for the development of characters and the story, the mainland version adheres 

greatly to Ba Jin’s delineation of this emotional encounter in the book. Ba Jin devotes 

detailed descriptions to the construction of Juexin’s psychological activities before and 

during his encounter with Mei. In this film, however, Juexin’s lingering affections for Mei 

were mainly voiced through their short conversation, part of which was simply borrowed 

from the book. In contrast, in the Hong Kong version, Juexin’s inner struggle and the torture 

of this love triangle was better felt by the audience through the neatly arranged camera 

movement, framing, music, and set design. Echoing the popular adaptation principle in 1950s 

mainland cinema according to which faithfulness to the literary classics was emphasized, 

Chen Xihe’s adaptation largely adheres to Ba Jin’s literary text but only in a selective 

manner.  

As the second chapter has observed, the degree of “fidelity” in socialist China was 

subject to the shift of the political context. The canonical status of Ba Jin’s works largely 

prescribed that adaptors in socialist China would not be at liberty to make alterations, even to 

better suit the film medium. Meanwhile, the fact that Family is a literary work nurtured by the 

May Fourth rather than socialist culture drove Chen to focus on telling the story as faithfully 

and elaborately as possible, while omitting the details that contribute to the complexity of the 

novel to avoid political ambiguity. This approach restricts the adaptor’s creativity and 

freedom in drawing on the literary sources, especially when it comes to the excavation of 

multi-layered characters and their personal feelings, which thereby limits the film’s artistic 

accomplishments.  

Mainland audiences voiced dissatisfaction with the film in their letters to Popular 

Film (Dazhong dianying) magazine, and Ba Jin responded to these criticisms in his public 
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letter titled “Discussing the Film Family” (Tan yingpian de Jia).70 At the beginning of the 

letter, he frankly admits his own disappointment at the film and comments that “the film 

grasps at many things and wants to demonstrate each of them but ends up with no scene 

actually standing out. It seems as though the film only aims to tell a story but would not 

enable us to understand the inner life of the characters” (695). Then he addresses the film’s 

insufficient development of the multi-layered stories and characters, especially Juexin. He 

believes that the adaptor deliberately avoids developing Juexin to prevent the audience from 

sympathizing with him, which could spare the adaptor the concern of being considered as 

politically regressive in the socialist context. This simplification of the characters, a prevalent 

approach in the socialist cinema, not only indicates the limitations of the adaptor’s knowledge 

of the film genre, but also the political restraints exerted on artists.71 Additionally, Ba Jin 

comments on the set, costume, props, and cinematography as a further manifestation of the 

film’s failure in merely “narrating the story without offering any impressive scenes,” and the 

adaptor’s negligence in simply “recounting the plots” rather than “making the adaptation an 

artistic recreation” (703). 

The mainland film version of Family is artistically inferior to its Hong Kong 

counterpart, in terms of storytelling, characterization, and filming techniques. Produced at a 

 
70 This article was originally published on the Popular Cinema (Dazhong dianying) magazine, vol. 20, 26 

October 1957. Then it was included into Ba Jin’s Complete Works (Ba Jin quanji), Renmin wenxue chubanshe, 

1986.  

71 In this film, Juexin was portrayed as a flat character without a multi-layered personality, which contradicts Ba 

Jin’s depiction. In this letter, Ba Jin also expresses his dissatisfaction with the adaptor’s choice to simplify 

Juexin to prevent the audience from sympathising with him. This simplification not only indicates the adaptors’ 

limited understanding of the novel, but also the political impact that forbids artists in socialist China from 

exploring the characters in details. Simplification and polarization of characters was also the result of Socialist 

Realism as the dominant artistic doctrine. 
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politically charged moment when films were expected to be tools to serve the masses, the 

mainland version could not eschew the political references in the novel, whereas the Hong 

Kong version condenses the political elements into superficial or sporadic references. For 

instance, in the Hong Kong version, Juexin is a submissive and conservative character whose 

only life purpose seems to be coordinating among the family members, while in the original 

texts, he works for a publishing house and is a believer in social reform. The strategy to de-

politicize was partly due to Hong Kong’s colonial status, where censorship discouraged direct 

descriptions of progressive messages, which were then either omitted or mentioned only in 

passing to avoid political conflict.  

Still, Hong Kong offered exiled filmmakers the political and physical distance to 

explore the artistic works, and to construct a simplistic yet beautiful past that was based on 

imagination and personal memory, rather than plainly sticking to political and realistic 

requirements. The Union members also distanced themselves from the intricate political 

situation and focused on producing films to higher artistic standards and aesthetic values. 

Additionally, the original novel Family, a multi-layered literary classic open to various 

interpretations and understandings, retains an opulent sentimentality at its core. Therefore, 

Hong Kong adaptation of Family achieved a stronger emotional appeal by downplaying 

intrusive political or ideological references in the novel and better preserving the 

sentimentality of the original work with the introduction of nostalgia. In this vein, the 

comparison of the two versions of Family reflects the institutional differences between the 

Hong Kong and socialist cinema, and more importantly, the disparate political and cultural 

contexts in the 1950s Hong Kong and mainland that cultivated these adaptations.  

As archetypical wenyi films, Family and its sequels depict an array of female images 

with compelling personalities. Even though the director Wu Hui is “giving precedence to men 

over women” (Or 83), Family still portrays memorable female characters. For instance, 
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Ruijue is a traditional woman in an arranged marriage, submissive but kind, and is 

wholeheartedly devoted to her husband. In the aforementioned scene of Mei and Juexin’s 

emotional encounter, after their talk, Ruijue comes forward to comfort Mei and even offers to 

back out from this love triangle. Since Chinese melodramas “endorse self-sacrifice and moral 

restraint as social imperative” (Cook 6), Ruijue, an understanding, generous, sentimental, yet 

compassionate traditional woman, could receive sympathy from the audience. Being 

classified as a “Woman’s Director” (Garcia 37), Li Chenfeng, the director of Spring, favors 

female figures with a high degree of self-awareness, whose personal growth forms an 

important thread of the storyline. Li’s use of close-ups and cutaway shots digs deep into the 

psychological movement of characters, especially their sorrow. The Union filmmakers’ 

endeavors in excavating the delicacy and depth of the inner world of women, traditional or 

progressive, enhanced the melodramatic cinematic narration and the emotional appeal of 

these adaptations.  

Family and its sequels follow the standard formulas for melodramas: dramatized 

conflict, stereotypical depiction of characters, and excess emotions (G. Cai 3). However, the 

adaptations of May Fourth literary works indicate a new direction for wenyi films that 

diverges from the stereotypical Hong Kong melodramas that merely depict superfluous and 

frivolous romantic stories with coarse artistic skills. After the release of the trilogy, the Union 

Film Company, along with other leftist film companies in Hong Kong, continued to adapt 

May Fourth literary works. It Was a Cold Winter Night (1955) is another Union production 

based on Ba Jin’s novel Wintry Night that received box office success (C. Li 151). In an 

article titled “On Wintry Night and My Writings” (Tan Hanye: tan zijide chuangzuo), Ba Jin 

also enthusiastically acclaims the artistic achievement of this film and the excellent 

performance of Wu Chufan, who is the “perfect incarnation of the novel’s protagonist” (529). 

In the 1950s, May Fourth literary classics guarantee both the artistic and commercial success 
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for Hong Kong films.72 This chapter, taking Family as an example, further elucidates the 

dynamics between nostalgia and adaptation, their mutual enhancement and cooperation, to 

support the development of Hong Kong cinema.  

 

 

5. Nostalgia and Identity 

Paul Grainge identifies two dominant tendencies in the critique of modern nostalgia based on 

a distinction between mood and mode (28). A mood of nostalgia “articulates a concept of 

experience” and “emerges from, and is made to relate to, a grounding concept of longing or 

loss” (Grainge 28). Hence, a nostalgia mood is thus a feeling associated with the yearning for 

a period or a “golden age,” which may be triggered by “discontent or uncertainty in the 

present” (28). A nostalgia mode, however, focuses more on nostalgia’s “stylistic form and 

significance in a world of media image, temporal breakdown, and cultural amnesia” and a 

past that “has become fundamentally estranged” in the postmodern memory (28-29). Grainge 

then argues that an analysis of nostalgia should acknowledge the development of nostalgia 

“as it is bound in specific configurations of taste and textuality” and recognize “the capacity 

of aestheticized nostalgia to construct meaningful narratives of cultural memory” (29).  

According to Grainge, a fuller understanding of nostalgia could be reached through 

combining the mode and mood, or namely, “the genesis, development, and function of 

particular nostalgia modes” and the “general models of cultural longing and/or postmodern 

forgetting” (29). Consistent with Grainge’s theorization, this study first recognizes that the 

nostalgic sentiment Hong Kong exiled filmmakers experienced first falls within the scope of 

 
72 For instance, Spring was given the Films of Excellence Award (1949-1955) by the Ministry of Culture of the 

People’s Republic of China in 1957. All three instalments of the trilogy were commercial success, with Autumn 

topping the Cantonese film box office in 1954. See W. Lo 56.  
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nostalgia mood, as it prioritizes nostalgic individuals and their yearnings for an “idealized” 

past. Meanwhile, the study looks at their nostalgia as a style that reflects “economies of taste 

and textuality” (29), and further excavates the social and cultural significance of nostalgia 

and retraces the specific contexts that cultivated their nostalgic sentiment.  

Against the social context of radical transformation, people could experience a sense 

of discontinuity that deeply affected their idea of who and what they were (Davis 31). When 

discussing what triggers nostalgia, Davis notes that for individuals, nostalgia thrives on 

“transition [and] on the subjective discontinuities that engender our yearning for continuity,” 

and in collective manifestations, nostalgia thrives on “the rude transitions rendered by 

history, on the discontinuities and dislocations wrought by such phenomena as war, 

depression, civil disturbance, and cataclysmic natural disasters” (49). He further notes that 

nostalgia indicates a feeling deeply intertwined with “nationalistic and patriotic sentiment and 

hence serves a particularly important political function in time of war” (98). Meanwhile, 

“nostalgia is one of the means—or, better, one of the more readily accessible psychological 

lenses—we employ in the never-ending work of constructing, maintaining, and 

reconstructing our identities” (31).  

Exiled filmmakers in Hong Kong, whose nostalgia may have grown in tandem with a 

sense of cultural crisis and historical discontinuity, experienced a collective identity crisis. 

The shared anxieties, aspirations, hopes, and fears towards the present or the future are 

reflected through the exiled filmmakers’ carefully constructed images and reflective stories 

about the past. Their films, permeated with nostalgia, are also deeply implicated in the 

development of their political life and their historical sense of themselves as Chinese.73 In 

 
73 It is crucial to note that in 1950s Hong Kong, exiled filmmakers dispersed into various film companies with 

different but strong ideological propensities. A method of collective creation was also widely adopted by Hong 
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this vein, the melancholic nostalgia teeming in their adaptations was not only based on 

artistic considerations and the already melancholic adapted text, but also from the sense of 

loss that exiled filmmakers experienced when encountering the discontinuity of identity. As 

Davis concludes, nostalgia “mediates the selection, distillation, refinement, and integration of 

those scenes, events, personalities, attitudes, and practices from the past that make an 

identifiable generation of what otherwise remain a featureless demographic cohort” (111).  

Hong Kong identity did not start to take root until the 1970s, when “a more distinctive 

sense of local identity and distinction” began to emerge (Ku 326). Before that period, Hong 

Kong was a city of refugees where a sense of common identity had yet to be forged among 

the population (327). For the Union film group, most of these filmmakers moved to Hong 

Kong during the Japanese occupation from 1941 to 1945, and their strong ties to the 

homeland were never cut entirely. The profound and abrupt social change in 1950s Hong 

Kong and the discontinuity in their cultural heritage generated massive identity dislocation, 

leaving Union filmmakers at a loss as to how and where to situate themselves. The worsening 

social situation in Hong Kong, including the housing shortage, unemployment, and racial 

inequity, exacerbated the already severe living conditions for migrants.  

To make matters worse, the Communist authority tightened its control over the 

importation of Hong Kong films after 1949 and selectively welcomed film productions from 

leftist companies, which deprived Hong Kong film companies of one of their largest markets. 

Exiled filmmakers were forced to mainly target local Hong Kong and diasporic Chinese 

audiences. However, up until the late 1960s, the working class with lower levels of education 

and income formed the majority of the audiences for Hong Kong cinema. This led to a shift 

to the production of films with more entertainment value, at the expense of those with more 

 
Kong film companies as an effective way to produce films. Therefore, the individual identity of exiled 

filmmakers could be overshadowed by collective group thinking.  
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serious content and themes that the exiled filmmakers were familiar with. Hence, exiled 

filmmakers attempted to juggle the need to cater to the market while maintaining their stance 

of reform. Exiled filmmakers could not completely identify with Hong Kong society due to 

linguistic, cultural, and political barriers. Meanwhile, their status as outsiders further 

obstructed the establishment of their careers and identities in colonial Hong Kong. 

Censorship by the British government forced filmmakers to obfuscate their already 

ambiguous identities. These factors combined triggered the exiled filmmakers’ nostalgia 

towards the homeland, which was later visualized by the trope of “family” in film adaptations 

to embody their dismay about the present and re-establish their identities through reminiscing 

the past.  

Exiled filmmakers’ lingering affections for the homeland often cross political and 

ideological boundaries. However, their nostalgic sentiment towards the mainland still carried 

with its political implications that could be potentially associated with the Communist 

ideology and render filmmakers in a precarious situation. This risk was heightened during the 

Cold War period and necessitated the expression of nostalgia through carefully presented 

stories and coded images. Exiled filmmakers were frequently forced to choose their political 

stance to survive, and even those involved with leftist film companies had to first identify 

themselves as apolitical while maintaining their connections with the mainland.74 Hence, 

adaptations of mainland literary classics provided exiled filmmakers a platform to ruminate 

on and reclaim their identities. For instance, in Family, characters usually employ 

 
74 Leftist film companies were generally considered more politics-oriented and closely connected to the 

communist ideology. However, after analyzing their film productions in 1950s and 1960s Hong Kong, it seems 

clear that the CCP did not intend to promote its ideology on a large scale, but only aimed to secure a place at 

Hong Kong through the film productions to communicate with the outside world. See the introductory chapter 

of An Age of Idealism: Great Wall & Feng Huang Days for more information. 
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melancholic traditional music, combined with emotional lyrics and melodies, to voice their 

inner thinking. This indulgence of Chinese styles and the prevalence of traditional metaphors 

points to the filmmakers’ identification with the Chinese cultural heritage, and further 

indicates their desire to forge a closeness to the mainland, to be integrated into the pro-

mainland (not pro-Communist) discourse, and to inhabit a Chinese identity.  

Despite some criticisms (e.g. Or 85 and Ng 94), exiled filmmakers’ adaptations of the 

May Fourth literary classics are recognized for setting the artistic standard for Cantonese 

films and for depicting the social maladies of early twentieth-century China, especially 

through the criticism of extended family and the patriarchal system. Moreover, these 

adaptations invite critics and viewers, who were experiencing an identity crisis in colonial 

Hong Kong, to unpack their memories or unleash their imaginations on life in the mainland, 

and to reflect on their identities. Most importantly, they serve as a lens through which Hong 

Kong films and the social conditions in which they were produced can be observed in a fresh 

way. As Cook observes, “while not necessarily progressive in itself, nostalgia can form part 

of a transition to progress and modernity” (4). We may conclude, therefore, that the 

involvement of nostalgia first artistically enriches these film adaptations, and opens up new 

perspectives on the re-evaluation of Hong Kong cinema in the 1950s and the following 

decades, as well as informs discussions on the entanglements between Hong Kong and 

mainland cinema during the Cold War. The next chapter proceeds to look at Hong Kong 

adaptations of the so-called “unadaptable” literary texts and aims to elucidate the cultural and 

historical significance of these adaptations to a fuller understanding of the dynamics between 

Hong Kong and mainland cinema since 1949.  
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Chapter Five 

Adapting the “Unadaptable”: The True Story of Ah Q and Border Town on Screen 

 
As a commercialized industry specializing in producing Cantonese-language films, Hong 

Kong cinema had a long history of being overshadowed by mainland cinema since its 

establishment in the early twentieth century.75 The Communist victory in 1949 exacerbated 

the long-existing political and cultural segregations between Hong Kong and the mainland, 

while inadvertently facilitating the development of Hong Kong cinema. The Hong Kong film 

industry, as Kwai-cheung Lo argues, is “an epitome of the city’s delicate situation” and is 

“defined by its outward-looking nature and export orientation,” and it would neither survive 

nor thrive only based on the local market (74). Trans-border movement, of entities such as 

capital, people, and ideas, facilitated the prosperity of Hong Kong cinema on a global scale.76 

In this vein, Hong Kong films always aim to push the borders, whether “territorial, political, 

linguistic, ethnic, or sheer cultural/conceptual” (74), to gradually integrate with the global 

cinema. As Robert Chi aptly notes, Hong Kong cinema “is best understood in terms of 

crossings, intersections, and dialectics” (75). Among the many transborder endeavors, film 

adaptations based on mainland literary texts stood out. 

This chapter again centers on Hong Kong adaptations of May Fourth literature, but 

with a special focus on the small fraction of the mainland literary classics that I define as 

“unadaptable.” In the 1950s, both Lu Xun’s short story The True Story of Ah Q and Shen 

Congwen’s novella Border Town was considered by the Communist authorities as 

 
75 Due to the linguistic barriers with the mainland (Cantonese/Mandarin) and its emphasis on profitability and 

entertaining values over educational purposes, Hong Kong cinema had long been deemed one of the dialect 

cinemas of Chinese cinema. See P. Fu 58-59. 

76 See Law and Bren 110-27. 
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incongruous with the socialist discourse, thus “unadaptable” to the socialist cinema. By 

taking advantage of the relatively liberal cultural and political sphere in the former British 

colony in the 1950s, these two “unadaptable” literary works made their way into Hong Kong 

cinema, inadvertently shedding light on the interactions between Hong Kong and the 

mainland cinema during the Cold War context. As Chapter Four has observed, adaptations of 

mainland literature produced by Hong Kong leftist film companies were especially well-

received and achieved both artistic recognition and box office success in Hong Kong, 

diasporic Chinese communities, and even in the mainland. Despite the far-reaching influence 

of these adaptations, scholarship on the transposition of May Fourth literary texts into Hong 

Kong cinema, or more broadly speaking, the interactions between Hong Kong and mainland 

cinema through film adaptation, is rather scanty. 

Starting off from the evaluation of film directors’ practice of (in)fidelity in 

transferring literary texts to the screen, this chapter aims to examine the complexity this 

adaptive process entails and its broader implications to the understanding of the interactions 

between Hong Kong and mainland cinema. This chapter investigates the transportation of 

The True Story of Ah Q and Border Town across geographical, textual, and ideological 

borders into the Hong Kong cinematic context and attempts to address the issues central to 

the study: How do “unadaptable” literary texts become “adaptable” through “semantic shifts” 

(Burry 7) as they enter the Hong Kong context? What are the potentials and challenges that 

“border crossing” brings? How did political and economic circumstances exert their influence 

on the migration of May Fourth literary narratives into Hong Kong cinema? What is the 

historical and cultural significance of these adaptations to the understanding of the 

interactions between Hong Kong and mainland cinema? 

The first section focuses on the theorization of “unadaptable” in the socialist context 

and reflects on the paradox of “unadaptable” literary texts adapted (Elliott, “Unfilmable 
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Books” 107). Additionally, this section defines the parameters of “border” and looks at to 

what extent “border crossing” facilitates the cinematic transformations of the “unadaptable” 

texts, while posing possible hurdles to the productions, consumptions, and receptions of these 

adaptation. Comparative analysis of Hong Kong and mainland adaptations of The True Story 

of Ah Q constitutes the second section, with a special focus on their contrasting adaptation 

strategies and narrative emphasis to answer the different institutional requirements and 

aesthetic qualities of Hong Kong and mainland cinema. By juxtaposing Hong Kong and 

mainland adaptations of Border Town, the third section moves further to unravel the 

dilemmas that filmmakers encountered when caught between the pursuit of personal 

aspirations and commercial profit. This chapter concludes with an assessment of the critical 

value of “border crossing” in adaptation, with an aim to achieve a deeper understanding of 

how cinematic adaptations have actively engaged in the construction, consolidation, and 

transformation of both Hong Kong and mainland Chinese society and culture. 

 

  

1. Border Crossing: Potential for Adapting the “Unadaptable” 

Adaptation, often associated with the transformation and readjustment of species or 

organisms when entering a new environment (Leitch, “Russian Border” 17), also illustrates 

the interconnectedness and fluidity of cultural entities and further indicates another 

dimension of adaptation that is especially robust: border crossing. “Border” is not confined to 

actual geographical boundaries but expands to virtual ones like the “intermedial borders 

between literary and cinematic modes of presentation” (17). It also encompasses “ideational 

borders” wherein adaptors “wrestle the actions, characters, and thematic motifs associated 

with one author, culture, historical period, and audience into new frames in order to suit them 

for a new market” (17). Virtual border crossings are equally fraught with conflicts and 
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struggles especially when straddling different ideological discourses and media. It is 

important to note that the crossing of geographical borders often comes with “ideational” 

border crossing, which requires certain adjustments and reorientation of the texts to better fit 

the destination culture and social conventions. In this vein, “border crossing” refers to the 

juncture that intertextual, ideological, political, and cultural contexts converge and contend to 

recreate literary texts in another (or the same) medium, and further attests to the notion of 

adaptation as “intertextual dialogism” (Stam 81). 

Borders can be negotiated and bridged in Hong Kong cinema for various socio-

political purposes. In examining Hong Kong cinematic adaptations of mainland literature, I 

will employ Thomas Leitch’s characterization when discussing Hollywood adaptations of 

Russian literature to define these adaptations as “a special case of border crossing within the 

larger context of political and cultural border crossing and an activity that often plays out in 

films that are cross-cultural explorations rather than literary adaptations” (“Russian Border” 

19). Other than serving as the outlet for exiled filmmakers’ nostalgic sentiments, modern 

Chinese literature (especially the May Fourth literature) was also popular for its ongoing 

relevance with the cultural, political, and social life in Hong Kong. In the mid-1950s, this 

recognition reached its pinnacle and accounts for the recurring migration of mainland literary 

texts into Hong Kong cinema.77 Seen from the perspective of border crossing, Hong Kong 

filmmakers’ cinematic reworking of mainland literary works not only reflects personal 

artistic choices, but also shows the significant roles of cultural, political, economic, and 

technical pressures on adaptations.  

When entering Hong Kong cinema, mainland literary works were subject to 

ideological adjustments and transportation to facilitate this transition, which could potentially 

 
77 See Chapter Four for further reference. 
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enable texts frowned upon by the Communist Party to thrive in a new cinematic territory. 

Before the Communist takeover, mainland China had been one of the most important, if not 

major, exporting markets for Hong Kong films. The absence of mainland market propelled 

the Hong Kong film industry to cultivate its local and overseas audiences, while still striving 

to maintain limited connections with the mainland spectators. Hence, Hong Kong adaptors 

prioritized the local and overseas markets and transposed adapted texts accordingly to fit the 

shift of medium and socio-political context. Oftentimes, their transpositions sacrificed certain 

features or content of the adapted texts to cater to local cultures and cinematic conventions, 

while unwittingly retaining some elements that might be incompatible with the socialist 

discourse.  

  “Unadaptable,” as a term interchangeable with “unfilmable” in this discussion, 

hardly refers to the technological incapacity of film to represent books, nor to personal or 

collective preference, but to the “resistance of various aesthetics, media, technological, 

economic, political, cultural, and ethical conventions to filming books” (Elliott, “Unfilmable 

Books” 102). The concept of “unfilmable books” can be traced back to the early twentieth 

century when film was “struggling to be regarded as an art form in its own right (or the ‘new 

literature’)” (Cartmell and Whelehan 2). As Elliott asserts, the theory of medium specificity 

underpins the discourse of unfilmable books and endorses a categorical separation of words 

and images (“Unfilmable Books” 102). Despite being widely disproven, medium specificity 

is like “a zombie that won’t die” and continues to be re-inscribed in literature and film studies 

(107).  

For instance, George Bluestone believes that literature and film, two representational 

forms that both are about storytelling but with different narrative strength, bring out the story 

in rather disparate ways. Therefore, Bluestone presses for a separation of the representational 

spheres of film and literature, on the basis of their differences in representing “the percept of 
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the visual image and the concept of the mental image,” to aim against the practice of literary 

film adaptation (IX). Béla Balázs highlights the categorical dichotomy of literature and film 

by arguing that “the adaptation of a content to a different art form can only be detrimental to 

a work of art if that work of art was good. In other words, one may perhaps make a good film 

out of a bad novel, but never out of a good one” (258). In this vein, a literary work whose 

story and form achieve a special harmony might be considered “unadaptable” to film. Despite 

the limitations of these theories, which are only partially sustainable under the current socio-

cultural context, it is still highly essential to acknowledge their efforts in raising the question 

if all literary texts are suitable to be adapted into films.  

Bluestone and Balázs, upholding the widely disproven but entrenched aesthetic 

theoretical convention of medium specificity, both adopt a sense of discretion when it came 

to literary film adaptation. Contempt and hostility among writers and literary critics towards 

film adaptation indicate their distrust of visual representation and reinforce the “categorical 

and ontological division of books and films along word and image lines” (Elliott “Unfilmable 

Books” 102). In fact, the demarcations between film and literature were exacerbated and also 

paradoxically blurred by the practice of adapting the “unadaptable,” which constitutes a 

challenge to the dominance of literature over other art forms (108). Filming “unadaptable” 

literary works seemingly sabotages, while in fact, reinforcing critics’ efforts to establish film 

as an independent and comprehensive form of art. Also, owing to the advent of innovative 

technology and enrichment of narrative strategies, film is capable of visually rendering the 

previously word-confined literary world with ample and meaningful excavations. Therefore, 

“unadaptability” varies across historical time, political context, and cultural space, and 

epitomizes a subjective rediscovery of the relationships between formal and cultural issues, 

rather than a fixed set of features inherent with the texts. As a construct, “unfilmable” attests 

to the combination of “formal, cognitive, and technological” and “ideological cultural 
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conventions” that often take shape in the form of censorship laws (102). In this vein, there 

always remains “the paradox of unfilmable books filmed,” which serves “formal, semiotic, 

and philosophical theories” and “cultural ideologies, individual careers, and industry 

economics” (107).  

In his 2017 monograph Subversive Adaptations: Czech Literature on Screen behind 

the Iron Curtain, Petr Bubeníček discusses two Czech film adaptations both based on literary 

texts commonly considered “unadaptable” in the 1960s (129-167). The “unadaptability” of 

these literary works lies in their high aesthetic values that were incompatible with the 

propagandistic agenda of socialist discourse. Adapting these texts could be interpreted as the 

artists’ efforts in simultaneously opposing “radical Communist dogmatists” and putting 

“professional values ahead of ideological proclamations,” and fulfilling their artistic 

aspirations to be creative (146). In a similar manner, “unadaptable” in the socialist Chinese 

context refers to those literary works frowned upon by the Communist Party as either “too 

artistic,” or lacking political messaging, rather than those clearly promoting unorthodox 

messages. During this politically charged period, “unadaptability” points to the ideological 

incompatibility of certain literary texts to the socialist cinematic setting, and the discourse of 

“unadaptable” thrives by adhering to the “cultural values, ideologies, and agendas” (Elliott, 

“Unfilmable Books” 102) of the Communist Party.  

However, it is notable that the socialist discourse of “unadaptable” often employs 

medium specificity, which highlights the aesthetical impossibility of words being fully 

represented through images, to exclude those works that achieved utmost harmony in their 

current literary form and content. This does not imply, in any way, that the socialist discourse 

of “unadaptable” was sustained by the theory of medium specificity, rather than by the 

ideological and cultural agendas that aforementioned. The idea of medium specificity was 

used by filmmakers to avoid direct comment on the political restrictions they were facing and 
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steer clear from the literary classics that might lead to political ambiguity in adaptation, and 

to ultimately pass the Party censorship. For instance, Xia Yan systematically lays out the 

three critical factors to an “adaptable” literary text in the socialist context. He notes that: 

            The prerequisite is that the literary work should include appropriate ideological 

content and be educative to the mass audiences. Secondly, film is different from 

novels, poetry, and prose since it requires relatively compact plots and a complete 

story, with contradictions, conflicts and an ending… Lastly, there should be several 

characters with strong and distinctive personalities. I believe these three factors are 

inseparable. (Xia Yan on Artistic Creation 400)  

Xia Yan put together these three factors, despite them largely being aesthetic or artistic 

concerns, to better serve the socialist cinema and produce films to educate the masses and 

enrich their cultural life (387).  

Likewise, “unadaptable” literary texts mainly indicate those that work effectively in 

their current literary forms but could not serve the socialist discourse properly and effectively 

when being transposed into films. To better elucidate his points, Xia Yan further employs 

Goethe’s autobiographical epistolary novel The Sorrows of Young Werther (1774) as an 

example of the “unadaptable” literary classics. Despite the canonical status of the novel, Xia 

Yan believes that this work has “thin content and plain plots” and “is difficult to be filmed” 

(Xia Yan on Artistic Creation 401). Similarly, Xia Yan categorized The True Story of Ah Q as 

an “unadaptable” work since “it is hardly an easy job to perform or visualize the truthfulness 

of Ah Q without him becoming vulgar and farcical” (384). The artistic features and aesthetic 

values of these works cannot be transposed in a manner that productively promulgates clear 

and orthodox messages to the audiences. It is reasonable to argue that the discourse of 

“unadaptable” in the socialist context seemingly arose from artistic considerations but, in 
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fact, was inherently tailored to political agendas, shedding light on the gradually tightening 

Party control on cinematic productions and the resulting strained Party and artists 

relationships since 1949.   

Hong Kong was “marginal in the nationalist community,” while its “geographical 

frontier and position on the socio-political periphery” guarantees its “intractability and 

mobility beyond China’s controlled state boundaries” (K. Lo 84). Taking advantage of this 

“intractability and mobility,” Hong Kong filmmakers managed to adapt literary texts that 

were considered “unadaptable” in the socialist context ever since the beginning of the 1950s. 

The crossing of geographical, textual, and ideation borders dislocated these literary texts from 

the socialist contexts and offered them a new setting to be reinterpreted. In this vein, Lu 

Xun’s The True Story of Ah Q and Shen Congwen’s novella Border Town was brought to 

Hong Kong cinema in 1953 and 1957, respectively. With the gradual lifting of cultural and 

political constraints after the Cultural Revolution, mainland filmmakers were finally able to 

bring these works to screen.  

When entering the Hong Kong cinema, “unadaptable” literary texts were equally 

faced with opportunities and obstacles. As Alexander Burry observes, “each time a border is 

crossed there are cultural, political, and social issues to be considered” (16). The shifting 

political landscape and the economic circumstances/markets are the two key factors that exert 

the most influence on the transformations of literary texts in a new cinematic setting (16). As 

a profit-driven industry, Hong Kong cinema gradually established its “commercial mass 

production” pattern to respond to the growing mass market (Chi 80), with Hong Kong 

filmmakers constantly popularizing the film narrations to cater to the local and overseas 

audiences. Consequently, the artistic complexities and aesthetic sophistication of the adapted 

texts might be overlooked or less excavated in Hong Kong film adaptations. This is 

especially the case for “unadaptable” literary texts since they were often deemed “too 
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artistic” to be adapted into the socialist cinema. In this vein, Hong Kong cinema enabled 

representations of these texts but limited these reinterpretations to certain levels to keep the 

viewers interested, which would inevitably influence audiences’, especially those unknowing 

ones, perceptions of the source texts. By looking at the construction of the “unadaptable” 

discourse, the resulting paradox of “unadaptable” literary texts adapted, and the opportunities 

and obstacles brought by “border crossing,” this study hopes to achieve a better 

understanding of these adaptations and illustrate the cultural and political landscapes of 

mainland China and Hong Kong from the 1950s onwards that cultivated these works.  

 

 

2. Ah Q on Hong Kong and Mainland Screens  

Among Lu Xun’s short story writings, The True Story of Ah Q has enjoyed the most stage 

adaptations (Jin and Yuan 26). Its first screen adaptation did not happen until 1957 when 

Great Wall Movie Enterprises, a leftist Hong Kong film company, brought this story to the 

screen as a commemoration of the twentieth anniversary of Lu Xun’s death. In fact, the first 

attempt to adapt The True Story of Ah Q for cinema could be traced back to 1930, when 

Wang Qiaonan transformed the story into a film script titled Women and Bread and sent it to 

Lu Xun for advice. Lu Xun, however, was quite doubtful as to whether a film adaptation 

could faithfully convey the message of the story and responded by suggesting that Wang’s 

adaptation could potentially lead to a misleading interpretation of Ah Q as a one-dimensional 

figure. He further commented that:  

           The novella lacks key elements for stage or film adaptation, because once it was acted 

out, it can only create farcical effects. When I wrote Ah Q, my intention was neither 

to amuse nor pity. I doubt whether the movie stars could portray the sense in question 

of this novella. As the director notes, film scripts in recent days should emphasize the 
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female characters. My work, in this vein, is not worthy of being brought to this 

audience. I suggest we should just leave it be. (“To Wang Qiaonan” 245)   

From Lu Xun’s critical response, it is reasonable to speculate that Wang vulgarized and 

commercialized the novella to cater to popular demands (Jin and Yuan 26). Following 

Wang’s unsuccessful attempt, there came a wide range of stage adaptations, some of which 

inadvertently served as intertextual inspirations for film adaptations later.  

In this short story, Lu Xun provided trivial anecdotes revolving around Ah Q’s 

experience and seemed to depict Ah Q as a realistic protagonist. However, as Leo Ou-fan Lee 

argues, Ah Q is actually “a body without an interior self, a face in the crowd, and the crowd’s 

summary mirror-image” (77). The strong symbolic connotations cast on the protagonist 

makes The True Story of Ah Q a literary allegory, which, according to Paul de Man’s 

observation, “does not stand in the service of something that can be represented” (1). The key 

to an accurate interpretation of Ah Q, a literary archetype who has traditionally been viewed 

as a symbol of Chinese Everyman and a recurrent inspiration for a constellation of literary 

figures, is to recognize the character’s symbolic connotations. The novella opens with a 

preface in which the narrator describes how he came to write a biography of the protagonist, 

a nameless and rootless character, who he names Ah Q. The image of Ah Q was also built 

through fragmented but terse episodes instead of a complete story with clear plots and twists. 

The configuration of Ah Q aptly encapsulates Lu Xun’s national-culture critique 

aiming indiscriminatingly towards all social classes, a critique that resists social-class 

visualization and its class struggle ideology. Additionally, Ah Q is famous for what Lu Xun 

mockingly describes as “Spiritual Victory Method” (Jingshen shenglifa), a mentality that 

“transforms apparent defeat and humiliation into a symbolic victory by renarrativizing the 

event in question in a way that is more favorable to him” (H. Wang 2). This serves as the 

ultimate criticism that Lu Xun cast towards the backward Chinese. Hence, this story, with a 
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repudiation of the obsolete Chinese culture and society as a whole, did not adhere well with 

the socialist cinema that was employed to promote propaganda messages and justify 

Communist rule through featuring class struggle.78 Additionally, Lu Xun, by the 1950s, was 

treated by the CCP as China’s greatest modern writer. Tempering with his works carried 

artistic and political risks. Hence, the high aesthetic values of this work and the prestige of Lu 

Xun’s literary writings further made it a daunting task for filmmakers in socialist china to 

rework this masterpiece.  

The Hong Kong adaptation of The True Story of Ah Q came with a rocky start. The 

Communist authorities were not in favor of Hong Kong’s plan to film this story, for fear that 

Hong Kong filmmakers might not be capable of adapting Lu Xun’s masterpiece and would 

therefore tarnish his reputation (G. Shen 269). Additionally, a mainland film studio was also 

planning to adapt this story (269). However, Yuan Yang’an, the director of the film, 

disregarded Beijing’s opposition and continued with his plan. Without the support from the 

mainland, they were not able to go on-location shooting in the town of Shaoxing and had to 

build a set. Despite all the obstacles, exiled filmmakers crossed borders and brought this 

“unadaptable” literary text to Hong Kong, where filmmakers enjoyed more artistic freedom 

than their mainland counterparts and were not obliged to engage in social-class critique. By 

the time the film was released, Yuan had already left Great Wall and started the Sun Sun 

production company. Therefore, this film became a Great Wall and Sun Sun co-production 

upon release. 

 
78 The number of film adaptations based on Lu Xun’s literary works is disproportionate with his prestige in 

socialist China. During the Seventeen Years period, only The New Year’s Sacrifice (1956) was brought to the 

screen. Xia Yan took the role as scriptwriter and made major ideological transformations to conform the source 

text to socialist discourse. See Clark 110-12.    
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Yao Ke (using the pseudonym Xu Yan) took on the responsibility as scriptwriter of 

this film adaptation. In a short article he wrote to reflect on the scripting of The True Story of 

Ah Q, Yao Ke first acknowledges the complexities of the source text by pointing out that it is 

not an easy story to work with, since it has “so many fantastic pieces but without a dramatic 

whole, and combines a harsh sarcasm and a warm sympathy all at once” (78). Keeping the 

uniqueness and depth of the source text in mind, Yao carried out the adaptation by “merely 

connecting the pieces together as a whole without any unnecessary changes,” but also 

“dramatizing the story to make it better fit the requirements of the film genre” (78). The 

director Yuan Yang’an further explained their efforts to achieve a faithful adaptation by 

noting that: 

            If we [adaptors] want to show fidelity to Lu Xun’s work, we need to first establish 

and carve out the personalities of the protagonist, and distinguish the storyline of the 

original work, in order to bring out the historical background of the story and the 

inevitability of Ah Q’s fate. At the same time, the representational method of film and 

audiences’ tastes should also be taken into account. (74) 

As Yao Ke observes, The True Story of Ah Q is not a story, at least in a traditional sense, but 

more a collection of anecdotes (78). The loosely connected but equally important nine 

chapters of this novella each enrich the narration and together form the story as a whole. 

However, films, as Yuan argues, “require an integral structure with well-defined plots and 

characters to find its anchor” (72-73). In order to both show reverence to Lu Xun’s work and 

cater to the specific circumstances of Hong Kong cinema, adaptors need to piece together an 

easily recognized story with fully developed characters and intriguing plots for audiences to 

engage with.  

To retain the symbolic feature of Ah Q, Hong Kong filmmakers refrained from a 

political reading of the protagonist to first guarantee the entertaining values of the film and 
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cater to Hong Kong and diasporic Chinese audiences, who mainly watched films for an 

escape from the worsening social situations and as a consolation in regard to their nostalgic 

sentiments. Therefore, playful and confrontational scenes, like those indicating Ah Q’s desire 

for women and power, become the main plot of the film. Simultaneously, as one of the most 

prominent leftist film companies, Great Wall Film Enterprise greatly sympathized with the 

Communist regime but was not participating in the task of promulgating the Communist 

ideology. This stance enabled Great Wall filmmakers to balance the entertainment and 

cultural and commercial values of their works.    

The film, produced in the Mandarin language, begins with an off-screen voice that 

replaces the omniscient narrator in the novella to simply guide the audience into the story, 

without giving didactic lectures like those prevalent in contemporaneous mainland 

productions. “Ah Q’s Romantic Tragedy” (Lian’ai de beiju), originally one chapter among 

this nine-chaptered story, becomes an important thread of the film. As “the most prominent 

plot clue in the artistic processing of the film,” the romantic tragedy between Ah Q and Amah 

Wu was developed to guarantee the entertainment value of the film and the audience 

reception (Y. Zhang 67). This arrangement largely coheres with the tradition of Cantonese 

opera films that relied on “a well-designed ensemble of male/female leads” (Chung 21) and 

hints at the potential pitfalls that might lead to the simplification of Ah Q and Lu Xun’s 

source text. 

Ah Q’s cravings for women start with his encounter with the young nun, whom he 

pinches on the face under the encouragement of the crowd of men in the tavern. This 

frivolous flirtation is a temporary victory for Ah Q to take advantage of those who are 

physically inferior to him and further encourages him to seek women. At the beginning of the 

scene, it is known by the audience that Ah Q was recruited as a short-term helper at the Zhao 

residence, and Amah Wu is responsible for arranging Ah Q’s meals. On the first day, after 
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seeing Ah Q gobbling up his lunch because he skipped breakfast, she secretly promises him 

an extra meal without letting the master know. Three days later, Amah Wu offers Ah Q some 

wine at dinner time and then sits with him to chat. Being drunk and lightheaded, Ah Q kneels 

in front of her. Before he is able to blurt out a complete sentence, Amah Wu starts to panic 

and scream. Ah Q is beaten and thrown out of the house. He finally expels himself from the 

town since the townsmen avoid him like the plague for his misbehavior and deny him a 

livelihood. This is the first time that Ah Q acutely feels powerless despite being equipped 

with the “Spiritual Victory Method.” 

In contrast to Lu Xun’s story, in which Amah Wu has a very controlled and limited 

image, this scene makes it easier for audiences to make a judgment about her character. 

These shots also made Ah Q’s drunken move less abruptly. Amah Wu’s sympathy and 

concerns for Ah Q and their connections both as helpers for the rich and the higher class were 

also made obvious in this sequence. Despite not shown in the actual film, the film script ends 

the story with Amah Wu bursting into tears and starting to mumble Ah Q’s name after 

hearing the sound of his execution (Xu and Xu 39). This narrative emphasis comes with two 

layers of meanings. First, it was a response to the gradual commercialization of 1950s Hong 

Kong cinema, which significantly featured melodramas and other films with high 

entertainment value. For film adaptations, relatable and captivating stories became the 

prerequisites for source texts, among which those with confrontational plots and suffering 

female characters stood out. This added romance between characters fosters a sense of 

melodrama for the episode and enriches Amah Wu as a kind and empathetic figure who can 

relate to Ah Q, thus elevating her status in the story narration. 

Drawing from Bakhtin and Julia Kristeva’s theorization of intertextuality, Gérard 

Genette develops transtextuality to delineate the relation between texts (Stam 81). 

“Hypertextuality,” the fifth type of transtextuality, indicates “when a text B (hypertext) 
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originates from a text A (hypotext)” (Burry 7). Building on Genette’s theorization, Robert 

Stam further asserts that film adaptations are “hypertexts derived from preexisting hypotexts 

that have been transformed by operations of selection, amplification, concretization, and 

actualization” (82). In this vein, the multiple versions of adaptations can be seen as “variant 

hypertextual ‘readings’ triggered by the same hypotext” and in turn form a “larger, 

cumulative hypotext” for the following adaptors to draw from (Stam 82).  

In the adaptation of The True Story of Ah Q, Hong Kong filmmakers exploited this 

web of intertextuality to enrich their narration and better engage with previous adaptations 

based on this short story and other literary texts produced by Lu Xun. Director Yuan Yang’an 

recalls that to achieve a successful adaptation, adaptors “need to not only study the original 

story down to its last details, but also peruse all available reference materials on Lu Xun’s life 

and work” (73). For instance, the originally nameless tavern in Lu Xun’s story was named by 

Hong Kong filmmakers as “Xianheng,” which comes from Lu Xun’s short story Kong Yiji 

(1919). More importantly, Yuan also acknowledges the influence of the two stage adaptations 

in 1937 authored by Tian Han and Xu Xingzhi, who already drew widely from Lu Xun’s 

literary world in their scriptwriting. For example, the figuration of Amah Wu in Hong Kong 

adaptation benefited greatly from adaptors’ acknowledging and engaging with intertextuality. 

Both in Tian Han and Xu Xingzhi’s adaptations, Amah Wu was given more 

importance in the story narration but was portrayed as a subject of criticism (Foster 82-84). 

Hong Kong filmmakers also treated Ah Q’s love drama as the main thread and gave Amah 

Wu more narrative focus, but they shaped Amah Wu with sympathy, which largely derives 

from an intertextual reference to Lu Xun’s 1924 short story The New Year’s Sacrifice. Amah 

Wu’s story greatly resonates with Sister Xianglin, a kind woman in The New Year’s Sacrifice 

who lost her husband and went to a rich household as a maid. Sister Xianglin’s tragedy and 

her miserable death are one of Lu Xun’s most poignant criticisms towards the backward 
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Chinese society. Hong Kong filmmakers intended to enrich the character of Amah Wu 

through intertextual references and better engage with those audiences who have 

foreknowledge of Lu Xun’s works. But this narrative emphasis also inadvertently attests to 

Lu Xun’s concerns about the inevitable focus on female characters in adaptations, which I 

quoted at the beginning of this section.  

In order to dramatize the story, Hong Kong filmmakers also reinforced the conflicts 

between Ah Q and other characters like Old Master Zhao and Imitation Foreign Evil with 

exaggerated characterizations and dialogue. These arrangements also aim to reflect the “root 

of the oppressions, hardships, and misfortunes exerted on Ah Q,” and for a better “theatrical 

effect” (Yuan 75-76). The dramatized design of some minor characters, according to Yuan, 

was to “bring some laughter to this tragic story” and inspire some profound thinking from 

audiences (76). For instance, the film introduces a new sequence to depict that before Ah Q’s 

false incarceration, the Chief of Public Security, another newly self-appointed title under the 

revolution chaos, asks his minion to bring him a new costume but also keep his old one handy 

just in case the Qing emperor returns to power again. This sarcastic scene, on the one hand, 

reinforces Lu Xun’s criticism of the indifference and backwardness of Chinese when it came 

to social change, and his disappointment towards the failed revolution. On the other hand, 

this episode epitomizes the adaptors’ deconstruction of the solemnity of revolution to dilute 

the seriousness of the work and entertain filmgoers, while deflecting the stringent British 

censorship laws.  

Hong Kong cinema, as a commercialized and profit-oriented industry, kept its 

distance from politics and forced filmmakers to remain apolitical in their films, especially 

when caught between the contest of Western and Communist ideologies. Therefore, the 

“unadaptability” of this story, or namely, its artistic complexities and its incongruities with 

the ideology-oriented socialist cinema, was less an issue for Hong Kong filmmakers. Border 
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crossing, geographically and ideologically, offers a wide range of “unadaptable” literary 

works opportunities to be appreciated by audiences in a new social and cultural context. 

Meanwhile, sacrifices have had to be made to cater to this shift. In this vein, Hong Kong 

filmmakers played out the most recognizable and entertaining sequences, like Ah Q’s 

romantic engagement with Amah Wu, to strengthen the appeal of the film. In contrast to the 

neutral tone of the novella in shaping the characters and narrating stories, this adaptation 

unfolds and introduces the theme of revolution in a satirical manner, which retains the critical 

thinking of the original work while also diluting its seriousness. Despite its limitations in 

downplaying the serious themes and popularizing the story, this adaptation still embodies 

Hong Kong filmmakers’ efforts in revitalizing Lu Xun’s literary work under a new cinematic 

setting. However, the film was never shown in mainland China and its contributions as a 

precursor to the following adaptations were never fully recognized.79  

Guan Shan, who stars as Ah Q in the film, won the Best Actor (Silver Sail) Award at 

the 12th Locarno International Film Festival. It was the first international award received by a 

Hong Kong actor and great recognition of the artistic achievement of both Guan and this film. 

Aside from this international artistic recognition it had garnered, the Hong Kong film 

adaptation also achieved a box office success.80 The drama of its adaptation history and the 

 
79 Chen Baichen mentions in an article entitled “Confessions from the Adaptor of The True Story of Ah Q” (Ah 

Q Zhengzhuan gaibianzhe de zibai) that in the spring of 1947, a Hong Kong film company proposed to adapt 

this story. He persuaded Lu Xun’s widow Xu Guangping to decline the offer. Chen expressed his concerns that 

“Hong Kong film companies and adaptors might not be able to grasp Lu Xun’s intentions” and further 

recommended to Xu that “big changes are about to take place in China and we should wait for several years to 

to film this literary classics that represents China.” It is not clear whether this request was from the Great Wall 

Film Enterprise or other Hong Kong film companies. See B. Chen 300.       

80 In the newspaper report titled “The True Story of Ah Q, Xin Xin’s First Film, Will Be Released the Day After 

Tomorrow” (Xin Xin gongsi diyibu xinpian Ah Q Zhengzhuan houri shangying), it was revealed that the film 
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following artistic and financial success of the adaptation indicate the approaches to fathom 

exactly what the Communist authorities at the time were worried about: the West’s cultural 

appropriation or colonization of China. In a way, they were threatened by the prospect that 

Hong Kong filmmakers, who were greatly under the influence of Hollywood cinema, would 

turn Chinese literary classics into alluring entertainment consumed by plebeian audiences, 

thus hindering the promulgation of Party-approved messages. The cultural thaw of the early 

1960s permitted limited contact between mainland filmmakers with their counterparts outside 

the People’s Republic (Pickowicz 223). For instance, Dream of the Red Chamber 

(Hongloumeng, 1962) was a collaboration between Shanghai Haiyan Film Studio and Hong 

Kong Golden Sound Motion Picture Corporation, with mainland filmmaker Cen Fan as 

director and Zhu Shilin credited as art consultant of this project. Co-productions with Hong 

Kong facilitated the flow of capital, techniques, and talent, and introduced new ideas to 

mainland filmmakers.  

Starting his career as an obscure screenwriter, Cen Fan was discovered by Zhu Shilin 

in the 1940s and then actively engaged in Hong Kong cinema for six years before he returned 

to the mainland in 1951. Under Zhu’s instructions in Hong Kong, Cen Fan accumulated 

scriptwriting experience, acting skills, and mastered directing techniques, which all prepared 

him to eventually take the role as an independent director. With Cen Fan as director and Chen 

Baichen as scriptwriter, the Shanghai Film Studio adapted The True Story of Ah Q for cinema 

in 1981 to commemorate the centenary of Lu Xun’s birth, nearly three decades after the Great 

Wall production. At the turn of the 1980s, Chinese society continued to witness the 

readjustment of Party leadership and liberation of cultural policies, which in turn incubated 

 
was heavily invested in and received box office success in its Singapore debut. At the time, this film broke the 

box office record for Hong Kong made Mandarin-language films. See Hong Kong Wen Wei Po (Wenhuibao), 

17 Nov. 1958.  
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an atmosphere that could accommodate new thematic matters, film aesthetics and techniques, 

and diverse audience preferences. The True Story of Ah Q was also no longer deemed 

“unadaptable” against his new social, political, and cultural context.  

As the first cinematic reworking of May Fourth literature in the New Era, adaptation 

of The True Story of Ah Q indicated filmmakers’ artistic ambitions to strike a contrast with 

the socialist cinema. However, by the early 1980s, Chinese films had to “cater to more 

youthful tastes, which were expanding and changing under exposure to a much greater 

variety of foreign, Western movies” (Clark 167). As a story that traced back to the May 

Fourth period and was seemingly obsolete and irrelevant to the young audience, together with 

its allegorical implications, the idea of adapting it for cinema caused a sense of uncertainty 

among filmmakers. Meanwhile, the novella’s limited relevance to the post-1976 society, 

especially when compared with those that expose a generation’s physical suffering and 

mental trauma caused by the Cultural Revolution, also projected an unpredictable audience 

reception. Rather, to everyone’s surprise, this film turned out to be winning multiple 

international and domestic film awards and is considered by far “the most influential film 

adaptation based on Lu Xun’s literary works” (Jin and Yuan 26).   

In the novella, Lu Xun gives rather cursory descriptions of both the failure of Ah Q’s 

romantic attempt and his sudden rise to be a revolutionary. As previously mentioned, Hong 

Kong filmmakers chose to play out the brief encounters between Ah Q and Amah Wu for 

entertainment purposes. Mainland adaptation, however, focused on the episode of Ah Q’s 

sudden transformation to become a revolutionary. In this two-hour production, filmmakers 

condensed the first six chapters of the novella into the first hour of the film and expanded the 

last three chapters that center on Ah Q’s engagement with revolution to another hour. This 

shift of narrative emphasis was partly due to the filmmakers’ belief that “the first few 

chapters of the novella lack action and are immanently incompatible with the genres of film 
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or drama” (B. Chen 310). However, the focus on revolution also illustrates filmmakers’ 

reflections on the social, political, and cultural transformations of Chinese society in the wake 

of the Cultural Revolution. 

In Lu Xun’s literary text, Ah Q’s simplistic impetus to be a revolutionist is to upset 

his former oppressors who were intimidated by revolution and to feed on their fear of 

revolutionists. In his dream, Ah Q enjoys a short period of euphoria of being able to take 

what he wants and like whom he pleases and experiences a reversion of social status with his 

former oppressors prostrating and claiming subordination to him. Mainland filmmakers 

managed to expand Ah Q’s fantasy of transcendence into a full sequence, with accompanying 

fancy costumes, props, detailed character depiction, and vibrant music to reach its comic 

effect. Meanwhile, this episode also unravels the cultural heritage that Cen Fan inherited 

from Hong Kong leftist cinema, which typically conveys criticism of society and culture 

through playful sequences.  

The scene starts with a close-up of the lit candle and gradually dissolving into Ah Q’s 

dream, in which he is getting drunk in the well-lit tavern by holding a jar of wine. Suddenly a 

group of his former acquaintances, all dressed in traditional opera costumes, calls Ah Q’s 

name and invites him to join them in revolt. After grasping the weapon they hand to him, Ah 

Q becomes one of them but with a different costume, indicating his role as the leader. A door 

slowly opens to reveal Ah Q’s former oppressors all kneeling in line. They look scared and 

act obsequiously to avoid being decapitated (see Figure 8). Ah Q shows his mercy by sparing 

them from decapitation but orders a spanking instead. After settling accounts with each of 

them, Ah Q suddenly becomes a master himself, who clearly belongs to the class of his 

former oppressors. He arranges the crowd to loot the house and bring the items to his 

residence. The fulfilled retaliation against his enemies and successful accumulation of wealth 

start to remind him of the absence of a woman in his life. That’s when Amah Wu and the nun 
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appear and start to please Ah Q. This is the pinnacle of Ah Q’s imaginary victory and the 

highlight of his short and obscure life. But suddenly, the barking dog from the temple scares 

Ah Q and brings him back to reality.  

            

Figure 8. Ah Q (Yan Shunkai), in a modified Chinese local opera costume, looks down on his former 

oppressors. The camera angle further indicates the shift of power. The True Story of Ah Q, directed by Cen Fan, 

1981. 

 

In Lu Xun’s work, Ah Q only has a brief dream in which his former oppressors are all 

subordinate to him since he just joined the “revolution” and the dream is followed by his 

actions to actually engage in the so-called “revolution.” His first stop is the temple where the 

young nun resides. The mainland adaptation sticks to the original narrative order and cuts to 

the temple scene following the dream sequence. The Hong Kong adaptation, however, further 

compresses Lu Xun’s already brief description of Ah Q’s dream into a shorter scene. To 

better build up the dramatic conflict, Hong Kong filmmakers introduce Ah Q’s wrongful 

incarceration and death sentence right after the dream sequence. The short euphoria of being 

empowered and able to revolt in the dream contrasts with the cruel reality that he is falsely 

arrested before even waking up from the dream. Through this design, Hong Kong filmmakers 
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eschew a deep dive into “revolution,” while maintaining the dramatic appeal of the 

adaptation.  

For mainland filmmakers, however, this seemingly playful scene contains ridicule and 

demonstrates their insightful revelation of the essence of the Chinese revolution. Revolution 

was generally driven by an instinct to overthrow the oppressors and the lucrative potential 

that people might be rewarded materially or even become the oppressors themselves, rather 

than for the grand cause of social equity or collective welfare. This episode satirically plays 

out as Ah Q, who has long been repressed, finally reaches the pinnacle of his life by being 

granted the privilege to become a revolutionist, but ironically what he pursues is merely 

social status, fortune, and women. It is this scene that makes the story a timeless and 

profound allegory that sheds light on the sad truth about revolution in China. Situated at the 

historical moment when revolution in China had always been sabotaged or aborted, Lu Xun 

channeled a sense of despair and pessimism into the seemingly amusing and satirical 

narration. This scene reinforces Lu Xun’s relentless criticism towards the backwardness of 

the Chinese nation and the unawakened population in the early twentieth century through 

providing a caricature of Ah Q, a symbolic figure who epitomizes the deep-rooted weakness 

of the Chinese.  

Through introducing Lu Xun into the film narration, mainland filmmakers managed to 

preserve the author’s indignant but humorous interjections in depicting Ah Q and the soul of 

a modern Chinese that Ah Q represents. As in the opening scene, a subtitle indicating that it 

is the winter of 1921 appears before the camera gradually cuts to a room where Lu Xun is 

sitting in front of the desk. Then a voiceover starts to narrate the story by first explaining the 

naming of the protagonist and the title of the short story, as in the preface of the novella. This 

design for the opening scene illustrates, on the one hand, the great reverence that filmmakers 

had towards Lu Xun and his work; on the other, it could be considered as a strategy to 
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distance the story from the contemporary political and cultural context by introducing the 

author as the narrator to build its unique artistic dimension. To re-enact this story nearly six 

decades later, when the political, social, and cultural context was different from Lu Xun’s 

time, adaptors needed to deal with the source text in a way that could preserve its authority 

and simultaneously convert it to cater to the already drastically transformed artistic 

production and reception in the post-Cultural Revolution period.  

The concluding scene of this film introduces the voiceover again to comment, 

affirmatively and enthusiastically, that after Ah Q’s death, his progeny, generation after 

generation, are still thriving in China and have never ceased to exist. Chen Baichen argues 

that he did not fabricate this but projected it from Lu Xun’s writings (313). He further 

explains that: 

            Sadly, after the fall of the Gang of Four in 1976, Ah Q’s soul has snuck into the 

bodies of so many Chinese (including me, of course). Many of us are so conceited and 

always reminisce about “used to be rich”; or are so forgetting about their wrongdoings 

before 1976, only to pose as the victim of the Gang of Four; or vaunt the imagination 

of revolution as the reality…. “Spiritual Victory Method” is still prevalent and could 

make people feel better when “compared with those who are inferior” … I hope to 

employ Lu Xun’s work to evoke a sense of shame for the Chinese nation. It will be 

my humble wish to reignite people’s interest in Lu Xun’s work and popularize his 

literary inheritance through adaptation. (313) 

This significant ending, together with the didactic voiceover and other changes, greatly serves 

the mainland filmmakers’ reflections on the theme of social revolution and its contemporary 

repercussions. These arrangements are not strictly aligned with the national-culture critique 

that Lu Xun’s work conveys. However, this mixed interpretation sheds light on the precarious 

post-1976 period when artistic creations were trying to get rid of, but in fact were still under, 
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the influence of the ongoing power struggle. This literary text serves as the source and the 

inspiration for adaptors to draw from and fulfill their independent thinking towards the 

revolution, Chinese nation, and the future of China after the ten years of upheaval. Film 

adaptation, in this vein, became a testament to artists’ independent thinking and represented 

their response to the orthodox, ideologically and artistically.  

 

 

3. Border Town on Screen: A Sing-Song Melodrama or a Lyrical Poem  

As Richard Robinson argues, there is a “constant tension between political borders and the 

boundaries of imagination and cultural memory” (3). For exiled filmmakers in Hong Kong, 

the physical and psychological distance with the motherland after 1949 fostered a sense of 

nostalgia, which found a way to shape their artistic philosophies and, ultimately, their film 

productions. Especially when dealing with stories that happened in bygone years, exiled 

filmmakers tend to idealize the past with glorified memories and dreamlike scenes. Singing 

under the Moon (also called Cuicui, 1953), a film adaptation of Shen Congwen’s renowned 

novella Border Town, sufficiently exemplifies this creative pattern. The film was given a new 

title by Yonghua, a Hong Kong film company founded in 1947 and staffed mainly by 

Shanghai filmmakers.81 With Yan Jun as the titular director, this adaptation was actually 

directed and credited to his assistant Li Hanxiang, who basically rewrote the original 

screenplay and filmed it.82 The film, as George Shen recalls, was an immediate hit and an 

 
81 The Chinese title for this film adaptation is Cuicui and the official English translation is Singing under the 

Moon.  

82 The script was originally written by Yang Yanqi, a famous Hong Kong film director and songwriter. He wrote 

some of the most popular songs in 1960s Hong Kong. It is unclear whether he already incorporated songs in the 

film script, or if Li Hanxiang came up with the idea to heavily employ songs for the film narration. Songs in 
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overnight sensation (299). Despite the financial success of Singing under the Moon, Yonghua 

ended its business in 1954 and was then taken over by the Cathay Organization.  

It is crucial to mention that in 1952, Beijing adopted more stringent film importation 

policies. Only limited numbers of leftist film company productions, after layers of scrutiny, 

were able to be introduced to mainland audiences. Originally with the mainland as its target 

market, Yonghua consequently lost its major source of profits due to the company 

management’s ambiguous attitudes towards the Communist regime. In this regard, Yonghua 

shifted to target local and Southeast Asian audiences to make a profit. Singing under the 

Moon was no exception, incorporated into this effort to address the worsening financial 

problems of Yonghua. Therefore, it is easy to understand in hindsight why the production of 

Singing under the Moon was often riddled with signs of hastiness.  

Shen Congwen’s novella Border Town adopts a lyrical tone to narrate young girl 

Cuicui’s growing awareness of romantic affections, through depicting her love triangle with 

two brothers. They both fall in love with Cuicui, but she loves the younger brother Nuosong, 

who sings to her at night and wins her heart. The older brother leaves town when Cuicui’s 

grandfather hesitates to give him an answer about his proposal. Unfortunately, the older 

brother dies in a boat accident. Nuosong blames Cuicui’s grandfather for his brother’s death 

and also leaves town. After hearing the tragedy, Cuicui’s grandfather passes away. The story 

has an open ending with Cuicui awaiting Nuosong, who may return tomorrow or never. 

Wang Zengqi, whose writing style was substantially shaped under Shen Congwen’s 

influence, acclaims Border Town as a work “with an extraordinarily perfect structure and the 

 
Cuicui, however, were written by Li Juanqing, who contributed many famous interludes for films throughout his 

career. See H. Li 198-99. 
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superb literary language” (104). Wang further points out that the twenty-one sections of the 

novella form a collection of lyrical poems that each has its own narration but all cohere (104).  

The artistic achievement of Border Town, as Wang Zengqi further argues, lies in the 

fact that it is “both realistic and romantic; life in Border Town was realistic but also idealized, 

or an idealized reality” (100). With his home region West Hunan providing the prototype of 

the small town where the story takes place, Shen Congwen chose to downplay the barbarism 

and primitiveness of his hometown, and its customs to picture a pastoral landscape and poetic 

ways of living. As Wang Zengqi observes, the “border town” is not merely a geographical 

concept that indicates a remote and small town, but also “a concept of time and culture” and 

“an imagined place that is at the opposite side of big cities, and has not been contaminated by 

modern material civilization” (99). The temporal and spatial distance enables Shen to 

reminisce about his hometown with a melancholic nostalgia, which is a “yearning for the lost 

days of innocence or childhood” (D. Wang 107). As a literary locus rich in symbolism, West 

Hunan comes to indicate Shen’s ultimate pursuit of aesthetic purity and serenity against the 

turmoil from the world beyond. Shen Congwen also takes pleasure in portraying groups of 

resilient people from the lower classes. In this vein, Border Town is a vivid representation 

that combines Shen’s reminiscence of his hometown and townsmen, and a lyrical poem that 

thrives mainly in imagination. Any attempt to visualize this lyrical poem might potentially 

compromise the aesthetic complexities of the work and fail to fulfill knowing audiences’ 

expectations. 

           Meanwhile, from the late 1940s till the late 1970s, Shen Congwen was deliberately 

sidelined by the Communist Party for lacking political awareness in his literary writings. He 

was denied participation in the First Meeting of the National Writers’ Association, which 

took place in early July 1949. After his works were effectively banned in 1953, Shen was also 

soon thrown into oblivion. Hence, Shen Congwen turned to seek peace against the exterior 
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turmoil by creating a utopian existence in literary writings and casually documenting personal 

sentiment, what he later described as “abstract lyricism” (Shen, “Abstract Lyricism” 535-36).  

What Shen endorses in his literary writings, like the pursuit of humanity and beauty, was 

contradictory to the ethos and demands of the new regime, which suppressed personal 

explorations and promoted the pragmatic functions of literary works. By remaining an 

outsider to the developing socialist enterprise and then becoming a victim of the Cultural 

Revolution, Shen stayed in obscurity for nearly three decades before his sudden reemergence 

in the early 1980s. 

In contrast to the mainland’s deliberate neglect of Shen Congwen and the Communist 

orders to ban his literary works, Hong Kong filmmakers made the first attempt to visualize 

Shen’s literary world. As a non-leftist film company, Yonghua’s selection of adapted texts 

was less ideologically confined and more financially driven than progressive film companies. 

Border Town, as a literary masterpiece but also an “unadaptable” text within the socialist 

context, found its way to be appreciated by Hong Kong and overseas Chinese audiences. 

Hong Kong filmmakers took great pains to delineate the love story of Cuicui and Nuosong, 

and successfully transformed it into a sing-song melodrama. As one of the most popular film 

genres in the 1950s, Hong Kong melodrama, together with its American-European 

counterparts, were generally slammed for their “related ‘excesses’ of emotional 

manipulativeness and association with femininity” (L. Williams 43). However, the opulence 

of sentimentality and the feminized victimhood also contributed to the appeal of the 

melodrama among Hong Kong audiences and the Chinese diaspora. In this vein, Singing 

under the Moon is a Hong Kong melodrama production par excellence, with a story that 

moves the audiences to pathos for protagonists, admiration for extraordinary acting, and 

enjoyment of diegetic songs that later became popular hits in Hong Kong.  
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One of the major changes that Hong Kong filmmakers carried out was the re-

characterization of the protagonists. Instead of being shy and quiet, Cuicui in the film is 

portrayed as talkative and brave in accepting Nuosong’s love. Nuosong becomes a 

passionate, dedicated, and romantic young man who fights for the girl that he loves. The 

older brother, however, is shaped as a sentimental and bashful gentleman who is too afraid to 

voice his feelings to Cuicui. It is well stated in the novella that Cuicui and the two brothers 

are between thirteen to sixteen years old. However, in this film, these characters are designed 

to be and actually look older. Despite the fact that the brothers are riverboat sailors and their 

livelihood largely depends on trading merchandise between waterfront towns, the film 

dresses the brothers in traditional Chinese long gowns that intellectuals generally wear, which 

is different from the original text. All these changes paved the way for further 

transformations of plots and the reshaping of the story.  

The ambiguous and innocent affections between Cuicui and Nuosong in the novella, 

especially their constant testing of each other’s feelings and the misunderstandings, are 

replaced by the direct confession of mutual admiration. They banter when they first meet at 

the Dragon Boat Festival ceremony, and later Nuosong confesses his love towards Cuicui 

through a song. At night, Cuicui sneaks out of the house to have a secret date with Nuosong 

while enjoying his love songs dedicated to her. After months of separation, the couple is 

finally able to meet at a Lion Dance ceremony, but Cuicui is upset by the circulating rumor 

that Nuosong will marry a rich girl with a mill as a dowry. She leaves the ceremony in tears 

and is reluctant to talk to Nuosong when he later appears. Filmmakers carefully arranged this 

encounter by letting the characters sing their hearts out instead of talking. Through a few 

exchanges of songs, the couple clears the misunderstanding and exit the scene while holding 

hands. Then the camera cuts to Grandpa and Mr. Yang, who were listening the whole time 

and realize that Cuicui actually admires Nuosong.  
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The insertion of songs in Mandarin film productions, namely chaqu, is a tradition 

transplanted from wartime Shanghai cinema, which conventionally added popular songs to 

film. Together with the aggressive promotion by the recording industry and radio stations, the 

popularity of Mandarin popular songs peaked in the 1950s and 1960s, with its influence 

reaching far into the Chinese communities in Southeast Asia (Law, Mandarin Films 9). 

Traditionally, Hong Kong and Shanghai Mandarin films included songs that serve as casual 

insertions without narrative functions and were not generally well written or filmed. 

Meanwhile, local production of Cantonese films, with proximity to Cantonese operas and 

theatrical traditions, also featured songs but usually as diegetic sound. Cantonese audiences, 

who were enthusiastic and particular about songs in films, contributed greatly to the 

popularity of film songs and thus “a song in every film” (wuge buchengpian) phenomenon in 

Hong Kong cinema (K. Wong 12). Singing under the Moon (also, Cuicui) is an exemplary 

sing-song melodrama since it incorporates well-written songs that facilitate the development 

of the story, enrich the film narration, and also build the entertainment value of the film.  

         Partly due to the financial crisis, Yonghua filmmakers altered the novella to select the 

most entertaining parts of the story to engage audiences and guarantee the profit of this 

project. In the novella, Shen Congwen depicts at great length the honest and sincere people in 

his hometown and the ambiguous yet beautiful love between the young, as part of a lost 

hometown and vanished beauty of humanity. Hong Kong filmmakers, however, 

circumvented the essential message of the novella and, in turn, transformed it into a 

melodrama production that features a popular love story. Li Hanxiang later explained that 

some of the changes, like the selection of location, film set design, and props, were hastily 

decided by the director Yan Jun, who wanted to cut the costs of the film production (215-16). 

For instance, despite Shen Congwen’s detailed description of how the boat works, Hong 

Kong filmmakers made changes to cater to the already written songs that describe it in 
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another way (214). However, all these changes were considered minor compared to the 

essential alteration of the Cuicui and Nuosong relationship, which utterly reshapes the 

adaptation to a sing-song melodrama that engages with audiences through the tension of a 

regular love drama.  

This film adaptation is a clear epitome of Hong Kong cinema in the 1950s, when the 

industry was operating as a profitable business. In terms of its artistic achievement as an 

adaptation, this film could hardly be considered successful. Shen Congwen was not pleased 

about this adaptation. In his correspondence with Long Haiqing in 1980, Shen commented 

that: 

            Hong Kong adaptors produced the adaptation with a wrong approach despite their 

selection of the top starlet in Hong Kong as the heroine. Based on the photo that I 

saw, I find it [the film adaptation] rather hilarious. From the way she dresses, I believe 

she looks slightly older than Cuicui in the novella. Their major mistake was that they 

did not understand my works and got the characters and setting all wrong … The film 

should be based on general impressions and understandings of all my works. (“To 

Long Haiqing” 136) 

It is important to note that in the 1950s, the star system significantly dominated the 

production of Hong Kong films. Li Hanxiang wrote the film script with the agenda to assist 

the singer Lin Dai, who had only made appearances in Hong Kong pictorials and film 

magazines, to embark on her acting career. Li recalled that he changed the film title from 

Border Town to Cuicui to emphasize the title role and guarantee the success of Lin Dai’s film 

debut (200).83 After the success of Singing under the Moon, Lin Dai participated in a dozen 

 
83 Li Hanxiang recalls that he changed the title also because the film failed to bring out Shen Congwen’s West 

Hunan due to the impossibility of location shooting. He had to change the story to be about “China” in general, 
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more films that each feature a heroine like Cuicui and incorporate multiple songs. Despite the 

questions raised about whether this film had accurately conveyed the spirit of Shen 

Congwen’s original work, this adaptation was undeniably a commercial success and a great 

boost for Lin Dai’s acting career.84 After Singing under the Moon, the director Li Hanxiang 

also embarked on a career path revolving around wenyi films, which generally depict 

melodramatic and romantic stories that were set in ancient times and feature female 

characters (A. Wong 26). 

A large number of artists, including Shen Congwen, were rehabilitated after the end 

of the Cultural Revolution. In the late 1970s, Xu Changlin, a director from the Shanghai Film 

Studio, first proposed to film Border Town. The plan fell through since Shen was not satisfied 

with the screenplay, which deviates greatly from the original by inserting elements like “class 

struggle” or “conflict” to deflect censorship (Shen, “To Xu Ying” 288). As Shen Congwen 

further pointed out: 

             Being symbolically recognized as a lyrical and poetic landscape scroll, Border Town 

is well received both in and outside of China. If we want to film it and show it to 

foreign audiences, we need to faithfully deal with the novella and the messages it 

carries … My works are generally considered lacking in ideology and could only be 

deemed as a type of “historical” work. (288) 

 
and all the manners and customs were popularized for the majority of “Chinese,” not for West Hunanese. 

Therefore, he did not use the name “Border Town” but adopted the new film title Singing under the Moon. See 

H. Li 213. 

84 Li Hanxiang points out that the box office of Singing under the Moon broke the record for Mandarin-language 

films, and it was especially successful in Southeast Asia. See H. Li 249. 
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In 1984, with Ling Zifeng as director, the Beijing Film Studio brought the novella to screen 

for the first time in mainland China. This adaptation, as Qin Liyan notes, responds to literary 

historians’ calls to “rewrite literary history before 1949” through looking at both leftist and 

non-leftist modern Chinese literature (367). As a prolific filmmaker who contributed 

tremendously to the establishment of PRC cinema, Ling Zifeng was often recognized, both 

by film critics and audiences, as an orthodox figure whose films in socialist years were 

imbued with propaganda.85 While serving the Party-state, Ling found interest in adaptation 

ever since his first attempt, the propagandistic Keep the Red Flag Flying (Hongqipu, 1960), 

which was based on Liang Bin’s eponymous novel published in 1958. After the Cultural 

Revolution, Ling’s first film adaptation project was produced in 1982 and was based on Lao 

She’s famous novel Rickshaw Boy (Luotuo xiangzi, 1936). In terms of artistic achievement 

and audience reception, this adaptation was a success despite its mainstream representation. 

This film also greatly boosted Ling’s confidence in adaptation and inspired him to turn to the 

adaptation of Border Town in his 60s, and to produce a film that contrasts with his previous 

filmic endeavors.  

          Ling had developed a great interest in Shen Congwen’s literary works during the 

Cultural Revolution years. Border Town, as Shen’s masterpiece, first came to Ling’s mind 

when he was planning to film Shen’s literary works. As an involved author, Shen edited and 

commented thoroughly on the screenplay to ensure, in his view, that the film would faithfully 

represent the novella and would not incur misinterpretations from the audiences.86 However, 

 
85 For instance, Ling Zifeng directed Daughters of China (Zhonghua de nüer) in 1949, an orthodox work 

presenting eight women hero figures who fought the Japanese in the Northeast in 1936.  

86 In his 1980 letter to Long Haiqing, Shen Congwen mentions that the film adaptation of his novella Border 

Town would likely to be successful only if he could write the film script. Also in this letter, he provides some 
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Ling fully acknowledged that Border Town was unlike any other literary works that he had 

made into films. He believed that this screenplay should not be written based on the concept 

of feature films that he was familiar with. Bearing this idea in mind, Ling gave up the original 

screenplay Shen had diligently commented on and wrote a new one based on the novella 

(Ling 249). This adaptation was special to Ling since he intended it to deviate from his 

former cinematic endeavors that were generally feature films and were seamlessly 

incorporated into the socialist discourse. In turn, he committed to creating an art film that 

does not traditionally focus on unfolding a goal-driven story, but merely aims to convey 

personal feelings or aspirations through cultivating a poetic atmosphere. By adhering closely 

to the novella, including employing direct dialogue and storylines from the story, Ling 

carried out the adaptation in a faithful manner.  

         Through the careful selection of the shooting location, design of props, costumes, 

diegetic and non-diegetic sound, casting and dubbing, camera movements, and photography, 

Ling meticulously brought Shen’s “border town” to audiences (Ling 250). Unlike the Hong 

Kong version that was shot indoors with painted backgrounds, Ling took great pains to find 

filming locations that closely resembled the descriptions in the novella. The film was shot in 

Shen’s home region at West Hunan, a place with picturesque scenery of mountains and rapid 

rivers, and with people who embody the eternal beauty of humanity in Shen’s literary 

imagination. Instead of casting a famous starlet as Cuicui, Ling observed Shen’s comments 

on the screenplay that “Cuicui should be an underage girl, who is just beginning to feel the 

love in a vague way” and chose Dai Na, a young girl with naïve looks and a darker 

 
detailed suggestions on how to deal with issues like the selection of the filming location, music, and design of 

the film set. See C. Shen, “To Long Haiqing” 136.       
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complexion that fit Shen’s descriptions (154). In the film, Cuicui normally wears patched 

clothes with plain colors to indicate that she comes from humble circumstances. Costumes for 

the two brothers also fit their profession as sailors, who often wear sleeveless tops and loose 

pants, and sometimes are barefoot (251).  

         This adaptation faithfully visualizes the story by following the narration of the novella 

and sticking with the existing storyline without adding any new or invented plot. Before the 

story begins, a colored image of Shen Congwen sitting in front of a desk and editing his work 

was inserted to indicate the centrality and authority of the original text. The film unfolds with 

a voiceover narrator who leads the audience into the story and voices characters’ inner 

monologues, and narrates the transition to flashbacks, which was difficult to be represented 

through film language. It is worth mentioning that the voiceover features a soft, sweet, and 

slow female voice who narrates the story with compassion and emotion. This design subtly 

resonates with the female protagonist and the theme of romance in the story. Unlike 

arranging explicit scenes as “courtship under the moonlight” in the Hong Kong version, Ling 

adheres to the novella by depicting Cuicui and Nuosong’s ambiguous realization of mutual 

care. Cuicui’s growing awareness of her affections towards Nuosong was conveyed not in 

words, but through her changed facial expressions and body movement when around him or 

hearing his name. This deliberate vagueness not only echoes the novella’s description of 

Cuicui’s ambiguous affections, but also contributes to the development of mutual 

misunderstandings between Cuicui and Nuosong that eventually lead to the latter’s leaving 

the hometown.  

In contrast to the Hong Kong adaptation that tremendously altered Shen Congwen’s 

original work, Ling spared no effort to preserve the unique artistic features of the novella. 

Despite being Ling’s favorite work of all his films, Border Town did not yield good box 

office results and caused the film studio significant financial loss (Ling 273). Whether being 
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faithful to the original text differentiates the Hong Kong and mainland adaptations of Border 

Town, and also partly accounts for their contrasting box-office achievements. The aesthetic 

complexities of the novella and the author’s proficient use of literary language to generate 

meanings pose obstacles for a faithful film adaptation. The box office success of Singing 

under the Moon seems to indicate an “appropriate” approach to adapt this type of literary 

work for screen, namely, a way of departure from the source work. Seen from this 

perspective, Ling’s faithful adaptation is not only an embodiment of his reverence for Shen 

Congwen and his works, but also a declaration of his artistic aspirations to transform and 

explore an alternative path for the new Chinese cinema.  

         The concluding scenes of both adaptations showcase the different strategies that Hong 

Kong and mainland filmmakers deployed for their respective agendas. In the 1953 version, 

Cuicui just buried her grandfather and is crying at the grave over the loss of her only family 

member in the world. Meanwhile, Nuosong embarks on the boat trip to leave town and look 

for his drowned brother’s body. Then the camera cuts to the pier where the family friend Mr. 

Yang is waiting for Cuicui, who is still wearing a white mourning dress, to row the boat 

towards him. Before she can dock the boat properly, Mr. Yang bursts out with the news of 

Nuosong’s leaving to Cuicui and also passes on Nuosong’s apology to her. In total shock and 

heart-broken, Cuicui asks him when Nuosong will be back. Mr. Yang answers, in a frustrated 

tone, that Nuosong may return tomorrow or never come back. After hearing this, Cuicui starts 

running to the other side of the hill, where she can go to the riverside and see the departing 

boat. The film ends with a shot of Cuicui standing near the river and watching the boat 

gradually sailing away, with melancholic Western orchestra music as the background sound 

(see Figure 9). By arranging Cuicui’s loss of her grandfather and her lover to happen 

simultaneously, the filmmakers dramatized the emotional appeal of the ending and 

transformed the story to fit into the narrative patterns of Hong Kong melodramas.  
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Figure 9. Cuicui (Lin Dai) stands on the bank of the river and looks at Nuosong’s boat sailing away. This scene 

ends the film with the couple’s separation, adding to its melodramatic appeal. Singing under the Moon, directed 

by Yan Jun, 1953. 

 

           In Ling Zifeng’s adaptation, however, the ending was handled quite differently. After 

the burial of her grandfather, the camera cuts to a close-up of Cuicui, who is sitting in the 

dark and clearly bothered by something. The voiceover starts to narrate that Cuicui has come 

to understand things that her grandfather had not told her. These matters include him being 

snubbed by Shunshun because of his older son’s death, the truth about Nuosong’s rumored 

engagement with a rich girl, and the reason for Nuosong’s leaving. She cries for a night. And 

the next day she takes over her grandfather’s job rowing the boat for people to cross the river. 

The scenery changes to winter with snow covering the mountain and the boat, indicating the 

lapse of time. Multiple close-ups of Cuicui’s face and the snow on her shoulders and shots of 

her sitting in the boat, taken from different angles, combine to show the solitude and sorrow 

of the girl. The voiceover narrates that Nuosong is still not back yet, and perhaps will never 

come back, accompanied by the changing shots of Cuicui in the boat (see Figure 10). Then 

the camera pans over to the stone gate that connects the small town and the pier where Cuicui 
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lives, and to the precipitous mountains that surround the town. This aesthetic and poetic 

ending can be deemed a dedication to Shen and his enthusiasm towards his hometown, and 

also a resonance of the novella’s theme that celebrates the beauty of nature and humanity.  

                

Figure 10. Cuicui (Dai Na) sits on the boat after the snow. This shot, along with other shots of the protagonist 

from different angles, conveys the director’s intention to conclude the film in line with the design of the 

traditional Chinese landscape painting and aesthetically cohere with Shen Congwen’s literary text. Border 

Town, directed by Ling Zifeng, 1984. 

 

Through years of practice, Ling gradually developed and continued to perfect his 

philosophy of adaptation through engaging with literary works. After Border Town, Ling 

directed two more films based on modern Chinese literature. Ling believed that film 

adaptation should be “original works plus me,” which signifies a combination of fidelity 

towards the source texts and originality from adaptors (Ling 255). Rather than being a simple 

and plain duplication of the original works, Ling insisted that adaptation is a re-creation that 

respects but in turn represents the original works through personal interpretations and styles 

(255). The addition of “me,” especially his experience and understanding of the source texts, 

represents, enriches, or even expands the original works (255). To Ling Zifeng, fidelity to the 
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originals does not limit his agency as a film director, but rather inspires his in-depth 

excavations of the source texts through film language. Therefore, as to the evaluation of 

Ling’s works, fidelity does not constitute a shortcoming, but instead serves as a feature and a 

key to a deeper understanding of his artistic philosophy.       

As Ling Zifeng pointed out in his memoir, Shen Congwen and his wife were quite 

satisfied with the film adaptation of Border Town (257). It was after the box-office failure of 

this film that Ling began to take the audiences’ tastes more into account. With the lifting of 

political constraints on Shen Congwen and his works in the early 1980s, the challenges of 

bringing Border Town to the screen, therefore, mainly came down to how to translate the 

unique style and aesthetic complexity of this work through film language. Border Town is an 

experiment that Ling conducted to explore other possibilities for him other than being an 

orthodox director. In retrospect, Ling noted that: 

              The audiences were not quite enthusiastic about my Border Town, but I still believe 

it is essential for a national film production system to take this issue of cultural 

conservation and development into consideration … Based on our current film 

production and distribution system, it is reasonable and feasible to invest some 

money in films like Border Town, which have high aesthetic values but might not 

generate a great financial gain. However, it is easier said than done … It is 

unfortunate that film studios only produce commercial and lucrative films to make 

money. (273)  

Through the adaptation of Border Town, Ling Zifeng demonstrates the shift of his creative 

mentality from being an orthodox artist to an independent filmmaker, who had begun to grasp 

the full potential that film genre provides beyond merely serving as a propaganda tool. 

Therefore, a study of this film adaptation can illustrate the changes in the broad social and 
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cultural contexts in the New Era that generated this creation mentality and also cultivated the 

new spectatorship that was not fond of this type of film and further contributed to its box-

office failure. Rather than joining the popular trend to choose literary works that expose the 

physical sufferings and mental traumas caused by the recent Cultural Revolution, Ling Zifeng 

adapted Border Town as a testament of his awareness of film as an independent art and a 

carrier of individual thinking. 

 

 

4. Adaptation and a Cultural History of Chinese Cinema  

Adaptations based on literary works have always been an indispensable part of Chinese 

cinema since its inception (Qin 361), with adapted texts ranging from traditional literary 

classics to popular fiction. Filmmakers’ varied preferences for adapted texts across time and 

cultures illustrated not only the evolution of individual aesthetic taste, but also the shift of 

cultural context and political discourse. In mainland China after the Communist take-over, 

the film industry was gradually integrated into the socialist command-based economy to 

better facilitate the comprehensive state control of cultural production, which culminated 

during the Cultural Revolution. Socialist cinema, together with other forms of art and media, 

was prescribed to be didactic and subordinated to the state’s propaganda needs to educate the 

prescribed “pupil spectator” (Berry 42). Filming techniques, including the mise-en-scènes and 

camera movement, and most importantly, appropriate thematic content, were of critical 

importance to whether a film could be produced and released in the socialist context. 

Filmmakers worked with trepidation when it came to the selection of adapted texts for their 

works. 

The discourse of “unadaptable” opens up new perspectives on the study of adaptation 

and sheds light on the cross-cultural interactions between Hong Kong and mainland cinema. 
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As mentioned earlier, “unadaptable” in the socialist context generally indicated the political 

incompatibility of the literary text with the dominant discourse, rather than any artistic 

deficiencies or characteristics of the source text. After the Cultural Revolution, the concept of 

“unadaptable” gradually lost the contextual factors that it was based upon. Rehabilitation of 

the once liberal artistic scene and restoration of the damaged artistic order assisted writers 

and filmmakers to re-establish art as a more independent enterprise. For filmmakers who 

were eager to reject the Cultural Revolution years and to establish careers that could live up 

to their artistic ambitions and social consciences, producing films with serious themes and 

high artistic standards naturally became their choice. In this vein, leftist literary works like Lu 

Xun’s The True Story of Ah Q, Regret for the Past (Shangshi, 1925), and Medicine (Yao, 

1919), and non-leftist works like Border Town were brought to the screen in the early 

1980s.87 These efforts stemmed from the era’s innate need for social reform to dismantle the 

political control exerted on artistic creations and strengthen the aesthetic, rather than the 

ideological, function of art.  

Arguably, adaptation expands the scope and dimensions of the “border,” while the 

“border” enriches the meanings and connotations of adaptation. “Border crossing” invites 

more meaningful interpretations of the complexities of adaptation and enables adaptation to 

be a crucial component for the construction of a cultural history of cinema. As Dudley 

Andrew argues, a cultural history of cinema proceeds neither through “the direct appreciation 

of films, nor through the direct amassing of ‘relevant facts’ associated with the movies, but 

through an indirect reconstruction of the conditions of representation that permitted such 

 
87 These film adaptations based on Lu Xun’s literary works were the first and also the last time that Lu Xun’s 

works were adapted for Chinese cinema since the early 1980s. The production of these films, along with the 

publication of the newly revised Lu Xun’s Complete Works (Lu Xun quanji), were all part of the national 

celebration of the centenary of Lu Xun’s birth.  
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films to be made, to be understood, and even to be misunderstood” (186). Studies on film 

adaptations, especially those across borders, would inevitably touch on the social, political, 

and historical contexts that shaped the source texts in certain ways, and enable cultural 

historians to engage with the dynamics between genres, ideologies, and historical contexts. In 

this regard, Hong Kong cinema, instead of merely being on the receiving end, actually casts a 

profound impact on the mainland cinema and serves as a parameter for the evaluation of 

Chinese cinema. The juxtaposition of Hong Kong and mainland cinematic reworkings of The 

True Story of Ah Q and Border Town, especially their adaptation strategies and narrative 

emphasis in specific cinematic settings, indicates the institutional differences between the two 

cinemas, and their perpetual interconnectedness.  

Meanwhile, the juxtaposition of Hong Kong and mainland adaptations jointly attests 

to the paradox that would later perplex mainland filmmakers, who struggled to balance their 

artistic aspirations and the financial prospects of their adaptations in a gradually 

commercialized cinema. Socialist cinema, together with other forms of art and media, has 

long been prescribed to be didactic and had long been subordinated to propaganda needs. The 

year 1976 marked the beginning of a new era for China and indicated the gradual removal of 

the ideological shackles on artistic creations. Taking advantage of the increasingly liberal 

social circumstances, a wide range of films embodying new forms, approaches, and themes 

emerged and were brought to audiences as a crucial complement to the post-socialist cinema. 

Lu Xun’s literary works, despite the dense meanings, metaphorical meanings, and seemingly 

obsolete content, were brought to the screen. These works provided filmmakers, who were 

tired of discussing the Cultural Revolution and sought to escape to the world of earlier times, 

a rare chance to make a film that was politically safe. However, changes were also made to 

popularize the stories and make them “more entertaining to engage the young audiences” (B. 

Chen 310-11).  
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The transformations made by Hong Kong filmmakers to adapt the “unadaptable” texts 

indicate the social and cultural situation of Cold War Hong Kong and foreshadow the path for 

a commercialized mainland cinema decades later. With Hong Kong cinema beginning to 

embrace the “New Wave” led by “young, highly visible (and vocal) auteurs” (Marchetti 96) 

to produce high-end commercial or art film in the early 1980s, the market economy was also 

on its way to mainland China and brought the issue of the profitability of film productions to 

the forefront. Since then, literary works with high aesthetic complexity and artistic 

achievement started to have difficulty in reaching cinemas and being appreciated by 

audiences. As a genre deeply relying on the infusion and flow of capital, mainland film 

productions had also started to take the box office and audiences’ tastes into account. This, in 

turn, largely ruled out those adaptations with a slim prospect of profitability.  
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Epilogue 

 

In this thesis, I have recounted how the notion of fidelity was theorized and deployed by the 

Communist authorities to regulate 1950s and 1960s mainland adaptations. I have also 

considered how adaptors’ practice of fidelity can elicit subversive understanding or 

interpretations of their film or opera adaptations. In addition, I introduced Hong Kong 

filmmakers’ “unfaithful” adaptations of May Fourth literary classics as a comparison to 

further elucidate how different cultural and political contexts molded adaptations. This thesis 

has sought to shed light on the cultural contexts that accounted for the prevalence of fidelity 

in the mainland and illustrate the cultural and historical significance of adaptation in both 

mainland and Hong Kong contexts.  

I did not intend to provide another study of Chinese adaptations that often comes with 

an ambitious plan to bridge mainland adaptations spanning several decades and centers on the 

transformations from literature to film. Instead, I selected a set of mainland film and opera 

adaptations from the Seventeen Years and incorporated contemporaneous Hong Kong film 

adaptations at the same time to contrast with the mainland orthodox productions and further 

reveal the cultural contexts in socialist China that shaped these adaptations. The adaptations I 

have analyzed in this thesis were not made to challenge the Communist policies directly, but 

instead were the rare attempts that indicated the artists’ struggles to conform while in some 

ways also maintaining their artistic independence and integrity. To achieve this goal, adaptors 

took advantage of the general gaps between theory and practice and deviated slightly from 

the state-prescribed fidelity principle to represent a more sophisticated reality than the 

Communist authorities approved of. Hence, their adaptations epitomized the tensions 

between socialist artists and the state and thus harbored a subversive dimension that was open 

to unorthodox interpretations. 
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This thesis has also demonstrated how Hong Kong cinematic adaptations of the 

mainland literary classics were influenced by and then further enriched the “in-between” 

status of Hong Kong in the 1950s and 1960s. The cultural and political segregations between 

the mainland and Hong Kong were embodied in Hong Kong filmmakers’ selection and 

appropriation of the adapted texts, which were often altered for the gradually commercialized 

film industry. On the one hand, adaptations of mainland literary classics artistically enriched 

Hong Kong film productions and fulfilled exiled filmmakers’ nostalgic sentiment towards the 

homeland. On the other hand, by adapting and popularizing those Party-deemed 

“unadaptable” literary texts, Hong Kong cinema exemplified the potential and stakes that 

came with this border crossing. When caught between the canonical status of the adapted 

texts and the urge to cater to the market, the adaptive strategies and aesthetic approaches that 

Hong Kong filmmakers adopted in the 1950s, especially their conscious distance from the 

fidelity principle, in a way foreshadowed the struggles that mainland adaptors would 

encounter in the early 1980s. 

The evolution of Xia Yan’s fidelity principle, together with his ideology-ridden film 

adaptations, The New Year’s Sacrifice and The Lin Family Shop, indicated the gradual 

tightening of political control on artistic creations in the Seventeen Years and the associated 

conformity from socialist artists. In socialist China, the adherence to fidelity cannot be 

equated to literal transpositions of sources, but rather represented a process of ideological 

adjustment and enhancement of the adapted texts, especially those May Fourth literature that 

might elicit ambiguous or subversive interpretations. In his adaptation of Garden of Repose 

for Hong Kong cinema, Xia Yan returned to his 1930s adaptation principles that endorsed the 

utmost authority of adapted texts, minimum tampering with the sources, and a focus on the 

realistic, rather than the didactic, side of the story. In the case of Xia Yan, literal 
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transformations of the literary classics, or namely, strict fidelity to the literary sources, 

indicated his efforts to preserve artistic integrity against politics. 

Zhao Shuli’s unfinished Shangdang opera Jiao Yulu embodied an unorthodox but still 

important approach to adaptation in the socialist China context. This approach prioritizes the 

agency of adaptors and thereby rejects the strict fidelity to sources. In Zhao’s theorization, 

adaptors should practice fidelity to bring out the spirit of the sources, rather than blindly 

sticking to the details of the adapted texts. The emphasis on adaptors’ agency first reflects 

Zhao Shuli’s recognition of adaptation as adaptation and further sheds light on his 

cautiousness to the pitfalls of either closely observing or ideologically upgrading the source 

texts. In his Shangdang opera Jiao Yulu, Zhao merely borrowed the story structure and the 

design of characters from the propagandistic Henan opera. By introducing the materials 

collected from his onsite visit to Lankao, Zhao depicted a socialist reality and a socialist hero 

that largely went against the tenets of socialist realism. This conscious distance from the 

original Henan opera was in continuance with his constant belief in the utility of arts to serve 

the people with stories and a depiction of reality that they could relate to but was not 

necessarily in accordance with the Party’s spirit. Hence, Zhao Shuli’s deliberate distance 

from and critical engagement with the sources attest to the subversive potential of adaptations 

in the socialist context and forecast the misfortune that would befall him during the Cultural 

Revolution.  

Xia Yan and Zhao Shuli’s adaptations demonstrate that during the Seventeen Years, 

the issue of fidelity in adaptation was considered a touchstone of socialist artists’ ideological 

awareness and political orientations, rather than merely an artistic principle or concept. In 

Cold War Hong Kong, the notion of fidelity was deemed less an indicator of political 

awareness, and more an artistic principle that encountered more rejection than acceptance 

among adaptors. The canonical status of May Fourth literature did not deter Hong Kong 
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filmmakers from creatively adapting and making changes to suit their artistic agendas, but 

instead further boosted the film adaptations among audiences. The artistic and box-office 

success of the Hong Kong film adaptation Family indicated how temporal and spatial shifts 

worked in favor of both the exiled filmmakers and their adaptations. First, the separation 

from the mainland created feelings of nostalgia among exiled filmmakers, who then resorted 

to film adaptations of mainland literary classics as an outlet for their longings for the past and 

a possible solution for their growing identity crisis. Also, their melancholic nostalgia, 

triggered by the slim hope of returning to the homeland, exerted its influence on the story 

narration, mise-en-scènes, and filming techniques, and therefore increased the dramatic 

appeal of their adaptations.       

Hong Kong filmmakers’ adaptations of “unadaptable” literary works, especially their 

strategies of popularization and the impressive box-office results that these adaptations had 

achieved, sufficiently attested to the relatively liberal social and cultural context in Hong 

Kong and its profit-driven film industry. In a way, Hong Kong film adaptations of The True 

Story of Ah Q and Border Town had already showcased a viable path to “successful” film 

adaptations of literary classics in a commercialized cinema. The dominant feature of this 

approach was to first be familiar with audiences’ tastes, and then identify and play out those 

parts or threads that audiences might enjoy from the adapted texts. Fidelity or faithfulness to 

the sources was rarely the adaptors’ concern or a key factor influencing their adaptive 

strategies. Nearly three decades later, the box-office failure that Ling Zifeng’s Border Town 

encountered seemed to indicate that faithful rendition of source texts were no longer 

considered the norm practice of adaptation that guaranteed success and, in a way, represented 

the shift of political and cultural context in the New Era.  

Ever since Ling Zifeng’s Border Town, film adaptation in the Chinese context has 

been quite different. By the mid-1980s, the gradually loosening but continuing political 
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control over film productions offered filmmakers a relatively liberal cultural environment in 

which to create. Hence, film productions no longer prioritized the Party’s requirements and 

started to take into account artists’ concerns and audiences’ needs (Clark 155). A group of 

Beijing Film Academy graduates in 1982 began to explore opportunities for artistic 

expression in the new economic reform era. They were labeled the Fifth Generation. By 

adapting Ke Lan’s prose Echoes of the Deep Ravine (Shengu huisheng), the Fifth Generation 

directors produced one of their debuts works, Yellow Earth (Huang tudi, 1984), which was 

soon acclaimed as the “most significant stylistic breakthrough in new Chinese cinema” (Yau, 

“Yellow Earth” 22). In the film adaptation, Chen Kaige and his fellow young filmmakers 

kept only the structure of the original story and then built upon it by strategically employing 

framing, diegetic music, editing, and other filming techniques to achieve their artistic 

ambitions. Similarly, in the 1987 film adaptation Red Sorghum, Zhang Yimou first loosely 

drew from the author Mo Yan’s two novellas and rewrote a story with his own film language 

and aesthetics. The artistic success of these film adaptations epitomized, since the mid-1980s, 

the emergence of new adaptation principles.  

As George Bluestone succinctly observed decades ago, “whenever a film becomes a 

financial or even a critical success, the question of ‘faithfulness’ is given hardly any thought” 

(114). Aside from responding to individual artistic preferences and styles, the Fifth 

Generation directors kept their distance from the adapted texts to first distinguish themselves 

from their predecessors, who were voluntarily drawn to or forced to adopt faithful 

adaptations. The Fifth Generation directors’ conscious “divergence” from the adapted texts 

was also made possible by the increasingly freer cultural and political atmosphere, in which 

the cultural leadership was gradually acknowledging the limitations of stringent political 

control over artistic creations and accepting the fact that there could be no return to the 

ideology-ridden years (Clark 175). More importantly, their rejection of fidelity and proficient 
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use of film language indicated that they were the first generation of Chinese filmmakers “who 

saw cinema as a sufficient art in itself” (179). For these young filmmakers, films were either 

secondary to literature or merely a means to promote literary classics (179). By treating film 

as film and adaptation as adaptation, the Fifth Generation directors introduced a more 

sophisticated and up-to-date understanding of film art, which was badly needed for the 

reform and rejuvenation of Chinese cinema. It is also essential to note that the artistic 

breakthrough in film adaptation achieved by the Fifth Generation directors did not cancel 

their predecessors’ (like Xia Yan and Ling Zifeng) contributions to the development of 

Chinese cinema, but rather showcased the relentless efforts of generations of filmmakers to 

explore film adaptation through their practice and theorization.  

For Hong Kong cinema, the 1950s witnessed a surge of film adaptations based on 

Western literature, mainland literary classics, and Hong Kong literature. However, after the 

mid-1960s when Hong Kong’s overseas markets had shrunk and the film audience was 

mainly dominated by a new generation of Hong Kong people, filmmakers largely turned to 

local and Taiwan urban romantic fiction for inspiration. From the 1970s till the PRC takeover 

in 1997, the Hong Kong film industry went through multiple changes and re-integrations to 

make films that “circulated to global screens and were transnational” (Yau, “Watchful 

Partners” 21). Against this context, wenyi films, especially adaptations based on literary 

works, only appeared sporadically on screen compared to those popular genres that had loyal 

audiences and were bound to commercial success. As a booming industry at its heyday, Hong 

Kong cinema was no longer in need of adaptations to enrich film narration or reform the 

industry. The abundance of adaptations on the 1980s and early 1990s mainland screen and in 

1950s Hong Kong seemingly attests to my observation that film adaptations were more likely 

to prevail when the film industry was in need of reform.  
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Since the early 1990s, China has been gradually involved in globalization, wherein a 

tremendous shift started taking place in the political, cultural, and economic spheres. The 

marketization and internationalization of the Chinese film industry facilitated the exchange 

with Western cinemas and the infusion of foreign capital, which propelled Chinese 

filmmakers to engage with wider and more diverse audience groups. In the twenty-first 

century, Chinese filmmakers, together with TV producers and screenplay writers, continue to 

adapt already well-established literary works, regardless of them being serious literature, 

popular novels, or web fiction. Adaptors are at liberty to make changes and even recreate in 

their TV or film adaptations to cater to the specific cultural context in China and the 

preferences of Chinese audiences. As to viewer reception, Cutchins believes that “a 

significant degree of the meaning and even some of the pleasure we derive from any 

adaptation is the result of seeking out and recognizing this interplay between texts” (81). 

However, as I further argued in earlier chapters, this “interplay between texts” does not 

necessarily revolve around fidelity but points more to the contextual factors that shaped the 

interactions between texts. Audiences of adaptations, especially those with foreknowledge of 

the adapted texts, would evaluate the adaptation on its intertextual or dialogic relationships 

with the source and the current contexts, instead of merely on its faithfulness to the original 

work.  

Adaptation continues to play an important part in Chinese cultural life. As Chapter 

Three briefly mentioned, Chinese regional operas also began to borrow from contemporary 

literature to reach a wider and younger audience group and retain their relevance to recent 

life. Adaptation has become such a prevalent practice and cultural phenomenon, both in the 

Chinese and Western contexts. It enhances the interactions between texts and art forms and 

continuously attests to shifting cultural norms. However, in the Chinese context, where 

artistic creations are still under censorship and somehow subject to political control, 
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adaptations are not without their limits. Luckily, as an artistic practice that generally crosses 

borders and takes advantage of the medium shift, adaptation enables deliberate subversive 

readings from the audiences through the adaptors’ strategic selection and adaptation of 

adapted texts. Despite the shift of social, political, and cultural settings, the subversive 

potential of adaptation has never diminished. Instead, this subversive dimension of adaptation 

continues to be explored by artists and serves as one of the perpetual forces that guarantee the 

thematic richness and artistic sophistication of adaptations in the Chinese context. 
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Glossary 

Ba Jin 巴金 
Border Town 边城 
Cen Fan 岑范 
Changes in Li Village 李家庄的变迁 
Chen Huangmei 陈荒煤 
Chen Xihe 陈西禾 
Chen Baichen 陈白尘 
Chinese opera (xiqu) 戏曲 
Driving a Cart 赶车传 
Drum ballads (guci) 鼓词 
Early Spring 二月 
Echoes of the Deep Ravine 深谷回声 
Family 家 
Fifth Generation Filmmakers 第五代导演 
Flower-drum opera (huaguxi) 花鼓戏 
Gang of Four 四人帮 
Garden of Repose 憩园 
Gold Lock 金锁 
Great Leap Forward 大跃进运动 
Hai Rui Dismissed from Office 海瑞罢官  
Henan opera (yuju) 豫剧 
Hundred Flowers Campaign 百花齐放 
Jiao Yulu 焦裕禄 
Keep the Red Flag Flying  红旗谱 
Land Reform Movement 土地改革运动 
Leftist film group 左翼电影小组 
Li Chenfeng 李晨风 
Lin Family Shop 林家铺子 
Ling Zifeng 凌子风 
Lu Xun 鲁迅 
Mandarin Ducks and Butterflies School 鸳鸯蝴蝶派 
Mao Dun 茅盾 
Marriage of Xiao’erhei 小二黑结婚 
Mass opinion 群众观点  
Medicine 药 
Middle character 中间人物 
Modern opera 现代歌剧 
National Opera Reform Movement 全国戏曲改革运动 
New Era 新时期 
New Year’s Sacrifice 祝福 
Peking opera 京剧 
Ping opera (pingju) 评剧 
Popular Film 大众电影 
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Proletarian realism 普罗现实主义 
Rectification Movement in Yan’an 延安整风运动 
Red Flag 红旗谱 
Red Lantern 红灯记 
Regret for the Past 伤逝 
Revolutionary Model Operas 革命京剧 
Revolutionary Model Performances 革命样板戏 
Revolutionary Popular Novel 革命通俗小说 
Revolutionary Realism combined with Revolutionary Romanticism 革命的现实主义与浪漫 
主义相结合 
Rhymes of Li Youcai 李有才板话  
Rickshaw Boy 骆驼祥子 
Sandalwood Death 檀香刑 
Sanguan Banquet 三关排宴 
Sanliwan village 三里湾 
Selected Works of Mao Zedong 毛泽东选集 
Seventeen Years 十七年 
Shajiabang 沙家浜 
Shanghai opera (huju) 沪剧 
Shen Congwen 沈从文 
Shangdang opera 上党梆子 
Shibulan Driving a Cart 石不烂赶车 
Silang Visits His Mother 四郎探母 
Socialist realism 社会主义现实主义 
Song in every film 无歌不成片 
Song of Youth 青春之歌  
Southbound filmmakers 南来影人 
Sparks amid the Reeds 芦荡火种 
Speaking and Singing 说说唱唱 
Spiritual Victory Method 精神胜利法 
Spring 春 
Spring Dream in the Old Garden 故园春梦 
Spring Silkworm 春蚕 
Talks at the Yan’an Conference on Literature and Art 在延安文艺座谈会上的讲话 
Ten Mile Inn 十里店 
Tian Han 田汉 
True Story of Ah Q 阿 Q正传 
There will be Successors 自有后来人 
Torrent Trilogy 激流三部曲 
Tracks in the Snowy Forest 林海雪原  
Transplanting (yizhi) 移植 
Union Film Company 中联 
Wanxiang Tower 万象楼 
Wenhua geming jianbao 文化大革命 
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Wenyi 文艺 
White-Haired Girl 白毛女 
Wintry Night 寒夜 
Wu Chufan 吴楚帆 
Wu Hui 吴回 
Xia Meng 夏梦 
Xia Yan 夏衍 
Yangge opera 秧歌 
Yao Ke 姚克  
Yuan Yang’an 袁仰安 
Yueju 粤剧 
Zhao Shuli 赵树理 
Zhao Shuli Direction 赵树理方向 
Zhou Yang 周扬 
Zhu Shilin 朱石麟 
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Filmography 

A Revolutionary Family (Geming jiating). Directed by Shui Hua, Beijing Film Studio, 1960.  

Autumn (Qiu). Directed by Qin Jian, Union Film Company, 1954. 

Border Town (Biancheng). Directed by Ling Zifeng, Beijing Film Studio, 1984. 

Call of the Wild. Directed by William A. Wellman, United Artists Production, 1935. 

Eternity in Flames (Liehuozhong yongsheng). Directed by Shui Hua, Beijing Film Studio, 
1965. 

Family (Jia). Directed by Chen Xihe, Shanghai Film Studio, 1956. 

Family (Jia). Directed by Wu Hui, Union Film Company, 1953. 

Human Relationships (Renlun). Directed by Li Chengfeng, Union Film Company, 1959. 

It was a Cold Winter Night (Hanye). Directed by Li Chenfeng, Hualian Film Company, 1955. 

Life of Wu Xun (Wu Xun zhuan). Directed by Sun Yu, Kunlun Film Studio, 1950. 

Lin Family Shop (Linjia puzi). Directed by Shui Hua, Beijing Film Studio, 1959.  

Ming Phoon (Mingfeng). Directed by Cheng Bugao, Great Wall Movie Enterprises, 1957. 

New Year’s Sacrifice (Zhufu). Directed by Sang Hu, Beijing Film Studio, 1956. 

Red Sorghum (Hong gaoliang). Directed by Zhang Yimou, Xi’an Film Studio, 1988. 

Revolutionary Family (Geming jiating). Directed by Shui Hua, Beijing Film Studio, 1960. 

Singing under the Moon/Cuicui (Cuicui). Directed by Yan Jun, Yonghua Film Company, 

1953. 

Spring (Chun). Directed by Li Chenfeng, Union Film Company, 1954. 

Spring Dream in the Old Garden (Guyuan chunmeng). Directed by Zhu Shilin, Fenghuang 
Motion Picture Company, 1964.  

Spring Silkworms (Chuncan). Directed by Cheng Bugao, Star Film Company, 1933. 

True Story of Ah Q (Ah Q zhengzhuan). Directed by Cen Fan, Shanghai Film Studio, 1981. 

True Story of Ah Q (Ah Q zhengzhuan). Directed by Yuan Yang’an, Great Wall Movie 
Enterprises, 1958. 

Yellow Earth (Huang tudi). Directed by Chen Kaige, Guangxi Film Studio, 1984. 
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